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It does more than burn. It sizzles. 
Introducing the new Korg D1600 Digital Recording Studio, the most 

complete and affordable solution for home and project recording. This 

16-track digital recorder packs recording, mixing and final CD mastering 

into a professional quality all- in-one unit. With even more features and 

capabilities, the D1600 has everything for your music-making needs. 

The D1600 comes with a massive 20 GB hard drive for more recording 

time and less worry about running out of time or space. And thanks to 

its unique user-swappable design you can easily change drives from 

session to session using standard IDE mechanisms. The D1600 supports 

the largest drives possible, so say goodbye to making backups and 

clearing your drive for the next project. Simply swap it! 

When it comes time to master or backup a project to CD you'll appreciate 

the D1600's internal CD-RW drive bay. (The Korg model CDRW-2 and 

many ATAPI-compatible aevices can be used.) No cables. No additional 

power supplies. You can even record audio directly from the internal 

CD-RW drive. Try doing that with an external unit! 

The effects power of the D1600 really shines when recording and mixing. 

Have up to eight Insert effects configured any way you like, plus two 

Master and one Final effect. It's like having a professional rack of high-

quality effects processors with everything from reverbs and delays to 

compressors, limiters and EQs. Plus, our special REMSTm models of 

rnics, guitar amps and speaker cabinets. 

With its user-friendly TouchView graphic display and intuitive operating 

system, the D1600 is just begging to be touched. Lay your hands on it 

and let your creativity take over. Once you heat things up, there's no 

telling what you'll be able to burn. 

KORG 
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Get the MX-2424 
Advantage! 

4‘ The 'Golden Ears' all found the 

TASCAM performed extremely well, 
nearly beating out a unit priced four 
times higher. The listening tests 

confirmed what I already knew: the 
MX-2424 is a solid performer at a 

great price. y y 
- Glen O'Hara. 

Pro Audio Review Magazine 

‘‘ ...the MX-2424 puts 
high-resolution sound quality and 

professional recording features at 

your fingertips. yy 

- Electronic Musician Magazine, 

2001 Editor's Choice Award 

44 ...the TASCAM MX-2424 
is a rock-solid, excellent studio 

recorder that performs well, sounds 
great and is priced right. yy 

- George Petersen, 

Mix Magazi-re 

ég The machine alone is impres-
sive enough to warrant close attel-

tion, but the implications inheren: 

in the control and networking 
capabilities make it potentially 
astounding. yy 

- Rob James, 

Studio Sound Magaziee 
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You probably 
machines in 

is the 
What you 

advantages 
multitracks, 
transition 

just getting 
understand 

dessespeeep..eneesueeeeeeperd. 

* based on an average 3 1/2 minute 
song of 24 tracks at 24-bit/48kHz. 

Your mileage may vary. 

t Offline CD-R backup is possible 
with an Ethernet-equipped 
computer. The $749 (USD) 

reference is based on 
TASCAM's CDR-Pro Bundle. 

MX-2424 24-TRACK 24- BIT HARD DISK RECORDER/EDITOR 
Al! copyrights are the property 

of their respective holders 



know that with thousands and thousands of 
use around the world, the TASCAM MX-2424 
most popular 24-track recorder ever made. 
might not know is that the MX-2424 offers huge 
that aren't available on other standalone hard disk 
regardless of price. Whether you're making the 
from analog and tape-based digital recorders or 
into recording, here's some info to help you truly 
the MX-2424 advantage. 

Ph.D. in Nuclear Physics 
Not Required 
If you've ever recorded before, 
you'll find the MX-2424 as easy to 
use as any multitrack recorder. Flip 
the Power switch, arm a track and 
hit the Record and Play buttons. 
Voila...you're tracking to its 
internal hard disk. Since TASCAM 
has been the world leader in 
multitrack recording for over 
25 years, we know how to 
create gear that's powerful and 
sophisticated without making the 
learning curve too steep. 

Edit How You Like: 
MX-View- Waveform 
Graphic Interface 
and Extensive Front 
Panel Editing 
One of the main reasons to get into 
hard disk recording is the incredible 
editing power versus tape. Running 
in native Mac and PC versions 
and connected via a fast 100Mb 
Ethernet interface to your computer, 
the upcoming MX-View is a powerful 
graphic editing interface that offers 
sophisticated, sample-level editing 
on par with full-featured digital 
audio workstations. You can drag 
and drop on the fly, get onscreen 
metering for up to six MX-2424s, 
set up custom configurable key-
board shortcuts, manage virtual 
tracks and much more. If you want 
to use the MX-2424 in the field, its 
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extensive built-in front panel editing 
tools let you edit without lugging 
around a keyboard, monitor and 
mouse. 

True Recording 
Power: Take the 
Punch-In Challenge 
24-track, 24-bit digital audio 
requires a powerful hard disk 
recording engine. The MX-2424 is 
so strong that it allows for seamless, 
gapless punches across 24 tracks, 
with up to 72 tracks of throughput 
to accomplish this considerable 
task. If you're brave, try arming 
24 tracks on any other standalone 
24-track hard disk recorder and 
quickly punching in and out. It's just 
one example of the MX-2424's 
awesome dual-processor recording 
power and extremely fast 
SCSI bus. You can choose 
between TapeMode and 
Non Destructive recording, 
and access up to 999 virtual 
tracks per project with 100 
locate points, 100 levels of 
Undo and much more. 

Broadcast Wave audio files to PC 
disks, it's easy to move sound back 
and forth between your computer 
and the MX-2424. With these 
standard time-stamped file types 
and professional SCSI drives, 
you're enswed sample-accurate 
compatibility with Pro Tools-, 
Nuendo", Digital Performer- and 
more. With compatibility being so 
important to MX-2424 owners, it's 
no surprise that its 24-cnannel 
interfaces are ready to connect to 
just about any console, digital or 
analog. Or that its analog, TDIF and 
AES/EBU interface modules are 
96kHz ready. 

Back Up Your Tracks: 
As Low As A Buck 
Per Song 

Ge-. the Advantage 
of the Most 
Powerful and Most 
Affordable 24-Track 
Hard Disk Recorder 
Available Today 
There's much rr ore to die MX- 24.2 
than what fits on this page, like 
its awarld-winming soLnd quality, 
professional built-in synchronization 
tools 3nc TASCAM's tmazing 
support forums So if you're gettog 
into the hard disk revolution, you 
might as well take advantage aif the 
recorder with all the advantages. 
Just yo to www.mx2424.com 
for the complete MX-2424 story., or 
check out the MX-2424 for yourself 
at any TASCAM dealer. 

Medie 
90 Minute IDE Drive 
Orb Drive 

DVD-RAM 
Offline CD-R Backup' 

Cost of Drive 
$299 
$299 
5595 
5749 

Media/10 Projects 
10 Drives 
1 Drive + 86 Disks 
1 irive + Cisks 
1 Drive + ZIO Disks 

Total Co5t 
52990 
52879 
!•1 / 39 
5959 

If you're forced to use cheap disk drives to backup, you'll pay in the long run. 
DVD-RAM drives may be connected to the MX-2424's front panel or rear SCSI 
port, and offline (D-R backup via Ethernet transfer to your computer is the 
most cost-effective backup method available on any HD recorder by far. 

Sound Designer II, 
Broadcast Wave Files 
and SCSI Drives for 
Ultra Flexible 
Compatibility 
TASCAM understands the reality 
that you may need to interface your 
audio with other pieces of 
equipment. Since the MX-2424 
writes Sound Designer II" audio 
files to Mac-formatted disks and 

Hard disks are great for 
recording.. but not so great for 
archiving and transferring audio. 
That's why the MX-2424 gives 
you choices like 9.4GB DVD-RAM 
discs for your backup solution. Or 
simply transfer your audio to your 
computer and backup to CD-ROM 
for as low as one dollar for an 
average pop tune*. 

Available soon, the new MX-View graphic editing software offers 
DAW-style waveform editing power, drag-and-drop editing on the 
fly, control of up to six MX-2424s with metering and much more. 

TASCAM 
a whole world of recording 

- . 11.1,1111,11.11,1111,11, 
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The iiamata AW4416 is ell the studio iou need to single-hamdedly record mix and master a multi-platinum CD. This digital audio 

powerhouse comes fu ly equipped with every feature, specification anc extra ycu couti possibly wan including many crucial items oar 

competitiidi inexplicably left out And it's all integrated with the signatre style, performance and innovation that's pLt Yamaha digital 

gear in a c:ass by itser. [ rice again, Yamaha gi0e5 yow more for less. 

NO DATA.CC,MPRESSEON — THE AW4416 delivers full-fidelit,/ INSERT I/0 — Pa/ch your analog gear onto any track to augment 

24- bit dr 16- bit audio all the time oci all 16 tracks the AW4416's capabilities 

_WAV'FILI FORMAT — Files are stored lin standa d . a.v 

format ton ultimate conpatibiiiby and import/export ease 

SONIC FCLiNDRY SOFTWARE SUITE — kid , Sourd Forge: 

and Siren .Xpress° are ncluded for comprehensive editinç 

02R LEVEL DIGITAL MIIMIR — M'yorized fader aJtonnation 

accomoarJes an internal digital patchbay, providirg infinite 

roLtir ç options 

SlUD110-GeDE EFFECTS.— Yamaia loaded the AW4416 witm 

dedicated 4- band parame:ric Ea and dynamics on all channels, 

plus tiwc patchable multi-effects pro:cessors 

EXPANDABILITY — Dual card slots let you add anal'og and digita 

I/O optons, Apogee converters or the new WAY/ES multi-

effects processor card 

YiAMAHA CD BURNER ON-BOARD — CD mastering and backup 

are always available and easily accessible 

CEDICATED METER BRIDGE — It's not a pricey option-, it's included 

MAXIMUM POR—ABILITY — The AW4416 is small and light 

enough to carry on location in our new hardshel case* 

AFFORDAELITY— Get all this dower for only $3,29.9— 

<>YAMAHA 
WWW..AW44• 6.(0M 

For iteratre. call (800) 997-71 71 et. 627.1Viet wwwA104416.corn and yner.yanaha.contsproaudio Case I optional ' Esimated street price. All trademarks:are the properly of there respective )ompanies. 

©2001 Yamaha 6orporation al America, Pro Audio Prooucts. FO. 90e 6600. huma Park. CA.90622 All rights;reseryed..amaha is a registered t-ademark of Yamaha Corporanon. 
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EDITORIAL 

PluggEd Into ThE OutlEt 
For the past five or six months, I've been traveling on business a great 
deal — tradeshows, visits to manufacturers and studios, and so on. 
Being on the road and putting out a magazine — and still trying to put in 

time at my studio — takes its toll. Yeah, I've been teetering on the brink 
of burnout for awhile now. Interestingly, this topic, as well as how to bal-

ance a demanding and time-intensive career like recording engineering 

with family, friends, and, well, having a life, has come up several times 

on the EQ Expert Forums (www.eqmag.com). Everyone seems to 

have their own way to deal with this problem, whether it's by scheduling 
time off, turning down an occasional job when you're already over-

booked, just taking short breaks now and then, or whatever. 
For me, the key is to get back to the basics (as sports coaches like 

to preach) and get out and make some music as a player. I rarely have 

time to practice anymore, so my chops aren't anywhere near what they 
used to be, but you know what? I have a great time playing, and I 

always come away feeling refreshed and energized. Plus, by keeping 

myself open to picking up my guitar and playing now and then, I find 

myself in a variety of new and (for me) thrilling musical situations. Just 
the other day, I ended up in a jam session with some musicians from 
Sudan — a long way from my musical roots growing up in the wilds of 

North Dakota! 
The point is, we all love what we do so much that it's easy to get 

completely caught up and immersed in the rigors of recording, keeping 
up with the gear, and building a studio business. After all, we're not 
working, we're playing! But as much as you enjoy your job, be sure that 

you allow yourself some kind of outlet — whether it's music/audio-relat-
ed or not — to keep yourself sane, and your life in balance and on track. 

As a bonus, when you come back to your studio, you'll be much more 
on top of your game. 

EVEN MORE WINNERS 
A few months ago I mentioned in this space that there were new cate-

gories in the Grammy awards this year recognizing engineering accom-

plishments. According to postings up on the EQ Expert Forums, even 

more progress has been made in support of engineering and technical 

achievements. Nancy Matter, who was profiled in our April 2001 issue, 
helped spearhead an initiative that will include mastering engineers in the 

Grammy of the Year awards. According to a post by Ed Cherney, Nancy 
received a "big round of applause" at the Los Angeles Chapter Governors 

meeting for her efforts to push the initiative through. Congratulations. 
Nancy, and "pre-congratula-

tions" to all the mastering 

engineers who will be hon-
ored with awards due to her 

efforts. 

—Mitch Gallagher 

mgallagher@uemedia.com 
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ADDED SO MANY NEW 
ES THAT WE SHOULD 

BLY CALL IT THE 
8•BUS MK. 3.13__A/ „ , ,,„, , 

Mackie Real Tune (IS' NI 3.0 
Fat Channel Screen. 

New 3,0 Mix Editor Window 
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New 10 24-Ch. Overview Screen 
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n ther digital mixers get old. The Mackie Digital 
8•Bus gets better and better. 
We just added over 50 significant enhancements with 

our new, free Mackie Real Time OS' " 3.0 upgrade 
including... 

• 3rd-party plug- ins 

• Enhanced dynamics 

• Pre-DSP inserts 

• 200 levels of undo 

• 48-channel overview screen 

• 24-bit Alt I/O 

• An advanced Mix Editor with auto-
punch, view sizing arrows, auto-
loop SMPTE time code boxes, Loop 
In/Loop Out, Punch In/Punch Out 
and Locate markers in the time bar 

• Event Automation Track 
• Enhanced Surround Sound mix environment 
with Depth of Center and LF Gain Control 
for each channel, surround-corrected bus and 
track assignment. front-to-rear pan via D8B 
control surface or MIDI and a 72-channel 
Overview window that instantly shows you 
where everything is 

• Enhanced, flexible MIDI VO mapping for all 
channel strip and Master parameters 

• 24-bit plug-in inserts across the main L/R buses 

Drawmerl. Expander 

Acunra Fdter 
Machine,. and more. 

jhZ411101 
Antares,. 
Auto-71mer. 

We could go on and on. But the main point is that 
if you buy a Mackie Digital 8•Bus now, you're not 
just getting a superb, productivity-boosting creative tool. 
You're buying the only digital console with an open 
architecture that provides for future enhancements, too. 
Mackie Real Time OS' 3.0 is dramatic proof...and 
there's more to come. 

Call for an excruciatingly detailed brochure or log onto 
our web site for more information on the remarkable 
Digital 8•Bus. 
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DRUM MIKING FIGURES 

Regarding the "Drum Miking for Live 
Recordings" in the April 2001 issue, the 

drum setup and mic placement in figs. 
1 and 2 are incorrect. Presented with 

that type of strange drum setup, I would 
have placed the mics much differently. 
On the other hand, the drum setup in 
figs. 3 and 4 is correct, but the mic and 

speaker placement is not. For these 
diagrams, I believe a "bird's eye view" 

would have been more effective. 
Please run the correct diagrams that 

coincide with my miking technique. 

Steve Remote 
President/Chief Engineer 

Aura Sonic Ltd., Flushing, NY 

"I APPLAUD YOU FOR WRITING ABOUT MANSON'S MUSIC RATHER THAN THE CORPORATE POP THAT 

SEEMS TO SOUND MORE AND MORE AUKE EVERY DAY." 

-GREG MOORE, LOS AAGE1ES, CA 

VOCAL PLANET 
AMENDMENT 

Thanks for your review of the 
Spectrasonics Vocal Planet sample 

library [April, 2001]. I would like to 

address one thing: the "weakness" 

about not enough stereo samples. I 

really don't think this is a fair criticism, 
since every ensemble and group 

recording is in stereo, including the 

entire Gospel Choir disc, Children's 

Choir, Urban Youth Choir, Jazz 
Ensembles, R&B Background phras-

es, etc. The mono samples are all 

recordings of soloists, and using one 
mic for a single vocalist is pretty stan-

dard practice — wouldn't you agree? 
We could have used stereo samples 

of the mono recordings, but that 

would have taken up twice the 

amount of space on the CD-ROM, 
forcing us to cut down to about 5,000 

samples (instead of 12,000). 
From the review, it sounds more like 

the reviewer wished that there were 

more processed vocals, which is a per-

fectly valid subjective comment. 
Eric Persing 

Spectrasonics 

[This erroneous weakness should have 

been removed from the review when it 

was pointed out to us during the 

fautteg•••• 

factcheck process. Our sincere apolo-

gies for not making the required correc-
tion before the article was published.] 

MAI ON MAIL 
I am amazed by the volume of negative 

mail about your Marilyn Manson issue. 

I would have imagined your readers to 

be much more open minded and slow 

to judge a book by its cover. I listen to 
everything from Brahms to Beatles to 

Brian Transeau, and I am not ashamed 
to admit that I like Marilyn Manson's 

music. I simply disregard the ghoulish 

look and take the lyrics in jest or as a 
calculated marketing ploy for the demo-
graphic of their audience. However, the 

music is entertaining enough for me to 
play often. 

In particular, the Mechanical Animals 
CD has some of the best production of 

heavy metal I've heard, and, in fact, is a 

model for me because of its balance, its 

creativity in that genre, and power. In 
fact, I'd like more details, and I applaud 

you for writing about Manson's music 
rather than the corporate pop that 
seems to sound more and more alike 

every day. 
Greg Moore 

Los Angeles, CA 

EQ FOR EVERYONE 
I just wanted to thank you for writing 

about the kinds of things that both 

amateur and professional musicians 

love to read about. The tips I find in EQ 

are easy to understand and are 
extremely helpful. 

Nathan Warden 

Tipp City, OH 

CORRECTION 
In EQ Guide to North American 
Recording Schools, which ran in the 

April 2001 issue, the number of course 

hours listed for the Ontario Institute of 
Audio Recording Technology was incor-

rect. The actual number of hours in the 

three semester course is 1,320, of which 

approximately half are lab hours. Our 

sincere apologies for this mistake and 

any confusion it might have caused. 

Drum Miking Figures 
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What a great machine!" 
- ROGER NICHOLS, Grammy Award Winning Engineer/Producer, www.eqmat.corn 

'The R100 packs more creative power per sample than most full size digital consoles:' - BRUCE BOTNICK 

U EVALUATE 
A DIGITAL MIXER? 

LI SUN. 
"Sony clearly broke the mold with the DMX-R100. A dramatic improvement over other small digital consoles:' 

_JOIAN NEWTON, Grammy-nominated engineer and owner of Soundmirmr, 

"We loved it... sonically beautiful and clean...the best small-format console ever.. 
outstanding performance, execution and design." 
- ROBERT MARGOULEFF and BRANT S. BILES, Proprietors of MI Casa Multimedia Inc. 

"This is the first digital console of this size that sounds this good. 
What goes in comes out. The R100 Is right on the money." 

-TOM LAZARUS, Engineer and owner of Classic Sound, NYC 

"...pretty fantastic. . rave reviews.. incredible sonic integrity...and 
incredibly easy to learn and operate...a new generation of digital console." 

- DENNY PURCELL, Award-winning mastering engineer, President - Georgetown Masters 

"Sounds great, reliable and easy-to-use." - ALLEN SMITH, Chsef Engineer, Soundtrack Boston 

nit ttkieil 
--

I1'î1!1 , 1410 

/77/7/177/ii / ritH T !4 "1 . . • 
--edamminr 

The DMX-R100 is chanting even the experts' opinion of what to expect from 

a compact, affordable digital console. A full input module with a knob for every 

key function; selectable high sample rate operation; 5.1 surround mixing and 

DMX-R100 

monitoring; and a high resolution touch screen that becomes an extension 

of your hands. The next thing to do is go out and hear one for yourself. In 

the meantime call today anti we'll send you a brochure and tutorial CD-ROM. 

I -800-472-SONY ext. DMX 

www.sony.com/proaudio 

02C0 I Sony Electronics Inc Reproduehon in whole or in part without written pennissior s prohibited...di nghts reser,ed. Sony Is a trademark of : eny. 



ON THE BOARDS 

MONITORING FROM 
ANOTHER ROOM 
This sounds crazy, but it seems like I 
get more big insights from hearing a 

mix played on a stereo/box in another 

room than just sitting in the sweet spot 
in front of speakers. l believe in this so 

much that, if I had my druthers, I would 
have a set of speakers in the room 

adjacent on a switch to check things. I 

suppose it's a combination of the room 
coloration combining with the dis-
tance/mono making the "perspective" 

more readily objective. Has anyone 

heard of anyone doing this? 

— chip McDonald 

I do it all the time. It really helps for set-

ting vocal levels and solo levels. Wnen 

you find yourself leaning your head 
toward the room that the sound is com-

ing from to listen, then you know it's too 
low. Nothing mixes like good old aid 

—d. gauss 

This is absolutely standard procedure 
for me when I mix. I go so far as to open 
the outside doors in my basement and 
wander around outside, listening. In 

5.1, I probably spend as much time 

away from the sweet spot as in it — I 
often correct panning/placement to help 

organize the perceived footprint after I 
listen away from the sweet spot. 

—George Massenburg 

Something I do all the time when mixing 

is to crank up the main monitors, exit 

the room, close the door, walk around 
my hallway and listen to the mix from 

outside the room. This can really help 

when attempting to balance levels in a 
mix. For some reason, I find I'm able to 

better discriminate whether a vocal is 

sitting comfortably, is buried, or is leap-

ing out of a mix. I always "proof" my 

mixes by listening on a ghetto blaster 
and on my small computer speakers. It 

all helps. 

—Ian 

Judgment day for my mixes is always in 

the car. Personally, I think room 
acoustics and design, as well as moni-

tors, are grossly overblown. If I'm ever 

faced with mediocre monitors, I play 
one of my reference/inspiration CDs 

and listen. Playing familiar music gives 

me a lot of cues on what's emphasized 

or missing in any listening environment. 

—NYC Drew 

WHY USE HARDWARE EQ 
WHEN YOU CAN USE 
SOFTWARE PLUG-IN EQ? 
Why all the fuss over outboard EQ on 

mic preamps or standalone EQs if one 

works with a DA W? This commits you 

to a specific tone that you have to work 
with, like it or not, in your digital work-

station. If you don't use an external EQ, 

then using the software EQ on a track 
allows for a non-committed approach. 

You can "digest" the EQ settings for a 

few days and then go back and tweak 
or re-EQ if you're not happy with it. 

— Intense Jim S 

That's a very good point. However, it's 
really a matter of taste. I tend to lean 

toward the old thought that the front 

end is that much more important when 
you're recording digitally. I do like the 
fact that I can go straight in from a pre-

amp and create a tone as the track 
progresses, though. One reason that I 

try to get everything recorded with a 
tone that I'll be happy with is because 
it helps save on DSP during overdubs; 

I don't have to have a ton of plug-ins 
just to create a rough that is pleasant 
to listen to. 

ED CHERNEY 
BEHIND THE BIG BOARDS 

ROGER NICHOLS 
DIGITAL RECORDING FORUM 

GEORGE MASSENBURG 
ASK GEORGE MASSENBURG 

DAVID FRANGIONI 
STUDIO TECH 

WEIBLINK 
Have a question you'd like answered? 
Visit Roger Nichols, George MassEnburg, 
Ed ChErney, and David Frangioni online at 
tuww EQMag OM  

—shawno 

Many engineers like to fix stuff on the 

way to the recording medium so that it 

"plays back nicely," then they further fix 
stuff at the mixdown stage — it's down 
to preferred working methods. Other 

engineers like to record flat and have all 

the scope to alter the whole sound at a 
later stage. 

I work the first way. I developed my 

own criteria for getting audio to analog 

tape; now I'm punching my way out of a 

sack and emerging with methods to get 
audio to a DAW. 

I've done a couple of live concert 

albums. Remote trucks tend to just get 
the material down safe and flat. When 
first confronted with these tapes, I was 

shocked at how muddy and raw they 
were. It was quite a job to sculpt the 
basic sounds into anything good-
sounding. 

In a perfect world, you would EQ 
nothing -- just use mic placement and 
a touch of compression! 

—Jules 

At some point, you have to start making 

decisions. That is, after all, what mixing 

and production are — decision commit-

ments. The earlier in the process you 
can do that, the more efficient you end 

up being. It's all a matter of your com-
fort level with the monitoring/recording 
environment and the material. 

I personally work both ways, and still 

find it useful, even in digital, to EQ to 
tape/hard drive. There will generally be 
another pass at the mix stage, and it's 

often useful to have done some of the 
"homework" beforehand to limit the 

number of bands you have to apply at 
the final stage. It depends on the situa-

tion/project. 

—mudsmith 

I never say never, but rarely do I EQ 

vocals on the way in. Usually drums. 
Not much else (most of the time). 

—David Frangioni 
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5.1 
IN SEARCH OF NATURAL 

SOUNDFIELDS 
Surround sound added another dimension and expanded 

our possibilities 'when creating soundfields. Our passion 

as engineers and artists is to create soundfields that put 

our audience into the environments we want to project. 

Dynaudio Acoustics monitors help us achieve that! Low 

directivity and smooth power respo:nse combine to 

produce a bigger sweet spot, which allows us to build 

soundfields that translate to our audiences. 

it.. 

CIRCLE 46 ON INFO CARD 

BA46A 

- e'niott a n di r constantly 

evaluates the situation while reachirg 

for the top. Every little step is considered 

carefully while maintainng the big picture. 

He trusts his judgement 100%. So 

should we as audio professionals. 

Dynaudio Acoustics monitors provide 

the transparency arid details we need 

to judge audio. 

- Dynaudio Acoustics monitors feature 

exceptional dynamic capabilities and 

ultra low distortion. A fine array of 

monitors ranging from small nearfields 

to big main systems, active or passive, 

ensures the right solution for your 

application. 

IF IT' -r E R E — NrCI IJ• L.I_ l< VV iT 

- Contact your dealGt today for a demo or 
tevwvv.dynaudioacousticf 

TC 

TC ELECTR 

INFOUSgDYN 

ELECTRONIC A/S DENMARK • e + 45 8742 7000 

ONIC INC USA • r (805) 482 4546 [ rAx] ( 805) 379 2648 

AUDIOACOUSTICS.COM • WWW.CYNAUDIOACOUSTICS.COM 



PRODUCT V 'S  

#1 Selling 
CD Burning 
Software 

for Macintosh' 

14 I JUNE2001 I Ea 

THE PRODUCT: Roxio Toast 5 Titanium 
THE BASICS: CD and DVD mastering 
software 
THE DETAILS: This easy-to-use and 
comprehensive package attempts to make 
mastering of CDs and DVDs effortless. 
Building on the merits of earlier versions of 
Toast are some improved or added fea-
tures such as a new graphic interface, 
iMovie and iTune integration, support for 
DVD-R, DVD-RW, DVD-RAM, and DLT 
drives, background burning, online help 
system, new MP3 disc format, and Mac 
OS X support. It offers a variety of CD for-
mats, including HFS and HFS+, Joliet, and 
ISO 9660. The benefits aren't limited to 
audio capabilities — there's also a com-
plete version of Magic Mouse Discus for 
creating and printing CD labels. 
CONTACT: Roxio at 408-635-ROXI or visit 
www.roxio.com. Circle EQ free lit. #110. 

THE PRODUCT: SEK'D ProDif 88 
THE BASICS: 8-channel AES/EBU card 
THE DETAILS: The new ProDif 88 
includes additional stereo-balanced ana-
log outputs and word clock In and Out dri-
vers for Windows 95/98, NT, 2000, and 
ASIO. It's designed to play eight channels 
of digital audio simultaneously and sup-
ports 16-, 20-, and 24-bit rates. Sample 
rates include 44.1, 48, 88.2, and 96 kHz. 
The ProDif provides a multi-pin connector 
that features four transformer-balanced 
stereo AES/EBU digital inputs and four 
transformer-balanced stereo AES/EBU 
digital outputs. It's projected to ship in 
April for $699. 
CONTACT SEK'D America at 1-800-
330-7753 or visit www.sekd.com. Circle 
EQ free lit. #111. 

THE PRODUCT: ARX 8 Pre Microphone 
Preamp 
THE BASICS: Eight-channel microphone 
preamp 
THE DETAILS: Offering an option for 
extending digital and analog mixing con-
soles, ARX's new microphone preamp 
solution features variable gain, 20 dB 
pad, phase reverse and switchable 48 V 
phantom power, comprehensive LED 
status indicators, balanced XLR inputs, 
and balanced 1/4-inch jack outputs. 
CONTACT: ARX at 610-3-955-7859 or 
visit www.arx.com.au. Circle EQ free lit. 
#112. 



74 

The ev.I fiends are ot..t there. Those who would keep secret a quiet revolution 
in sound reproduction, something that makes life a little better for all of us down 

here on HiEnd street... But at last, the Tannoy SuperTweeter- is here to uphold 

musical justice and wideband freedom, to right the wrongs of inferior aud.o, and set 

free the spirit of artistic creativity. How long WI it be. before they bend to the 

will of our wideband SuperTweeter- ? Only time will 

7arisronreal4, 
'lout s 

TAN•10Y 
FOR THOSE WHO KNOW 

Tammy / TGI NorIth. America Inc. 335 Gage Ave., Suite tt1 Kitchener, ON Canada N2M 5E1 

Tel: (519)745-1158 • Fax: (519)745-2364 o11 Free Dealer Fax: (800)525-7081 

E-mail: inquiries@tgina.com • Literature requests: litpleasePtgina.com • Website: www.tannoy.com 

••••• 

1,111/1" 

/ III ill dforktifnegiotrhesoWng egiefermtüthaecefsele Empire 

Audietropois 
is saved again! 

) 
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PRODUCT VIEWS 

1116, 1.11110TiNG 111111,1.111.11 

IJNIVERSAL AUDIO 

THE PRODUCT Brauner VM1 Klaus 
Heyne Edition Microphone 
THE DETAILS: Large diaphragm tube 
microphone 
THE DETAILS: These high-end, hand-
made, German microphones are the 
work of respected designer Dirk 
Brauner. The good news is that they are 
now being distributed in the U.S. by 
Transamerica Audio Group. Once arriv-
ing stateside, they are personally given 
the final touch and thorough testing by 
A-list microphone modifier Klaus Heyne. 
The only bad news is that Transamerica 
reports that the high demand has creat-
ed a waiting list of "six months." 
CONTACT: Transamerica Audio 
Group at 702-365-5155 or visit 
transaudiogroutp.com. Circle EQ free 
lit. # 113. 

THE PRODUCT: Universal Audio 
1176SA 
THE BASICS: Stereo interconnect for 
1176's 
THE DETAILS: With the high interest in 
stereo options for 1176's, Universal Audio 
is offering the 1176SA, a device that cali-
brates two mono 1176's for stereo use. 
Compatible with new and vintage model 
1176's, it features a metal enclosure, gold-
plated connectors, and a 2-year battery. It 

is available now and lists for $99. 
CONTACT . Universal Audio at 
831-454-0630 or visit www.  
uaudio.com. Circle EQ free lit. 
#114. 

THE PRODUCT: Hosa 
Technology OGC-361 

THE BASICS. Long distance optical 
interface system 
THE DETAILS: The OGC-361 system is 
designed for extended lightpipe fiber 
optic signal runs. The lightpipe format is 
capable of transferring eight channels of 
digital audio data at a time, a maximum 

of 30 feet. This is a limitation inherent 
in the plastic optical media. The OGC-
361 utilizes glass fiber cable and is 
capable of sustaining longer runs — 
the system up-converts the lightpipe 
signal at the source to the proper level 
for transmission through glass fiber 
cables. At the destination, it down-con-
verts the signal for standard plastic-
fiber transmission with TOSLINK con-
nectors. The OGC-361 system ships 
with two identical units (uplinkable or 
downlinkable, as required). Glass fiber 
cables are not included but can be 
purchased from Hosa in 10 meter and 
100 meter lengths. The OGC-361 is 
shipping now for $499. 
CONTACT: Hosa Technology, Inc. at 
714-736-9270. Circle EQ free lit. # 115. 
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ragonfly  

Year of the 

Dragon 
Fast, maneuverable and beautifully engineered, 
the BLUE Dragonfly employs an innovative design 

that offers fine tuning and precise placement to 
please the most discerning recordist, combined 
with an ease o use that is without equal among 
contemporary microphone‘,—and at a price that's 

considerably less than anything in its class. The 
Dragonfly is a unique pressure-gradient cardioid 

condenser microphone, employing the BLUE hamd-
built single-membrane large diaphragm capsule 

coated with a 6-micron my.ar film of pure gold and 
aluminum. Enclosed within a rotating spherical 

grille, the capsule can be positioned and adjusted 
in the smallest spaces. Complete with an integrated 

elastic shockmount, the microphone's electronics 
are based on a class A discrete circuit, with a 

transformerless output Its neutral sonic character 

gives flight to everything from vocal to percussion, 

electric guitar and bass, as well as more "difficult" 
sources such a‘, saxophones —id stringed instru-

ments. Oh, and did we mention that among its 
rave reviews, the Dragonfly is one of Electronic 

Musician's 2001 Editor's - 

Choice award-winners? 

Matched sets of Dragonflies 
can be purchased exclusively 

from BLUE. This limited edition 

set is uniquely colored in deep 

green lacquer with gold accent trim 
and housed in handmade cherrywood 

boxes. Contact BLUE for more information. 

Microphones 

Droyonfly Blueberry MDUS2 

Winner of Electron:c Musician's 2001 Editor's Choice Award 
and proud nominee for the 2001 TEC Award 

e---leeeee 
NOMINEE 

9 

i Í 
Kiwi cactus Bottle 

766 Lakefield Road, Suite D. WvstLike Vilage, CA 91361 • 805.370.1599 • www.b.uemiccom 
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PRODUCT VIEWS 
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THE PRODUCT: 2 Technology 
RADAR Il and RADAR 24 upgrades 
THE BASICS: RADAR Il version 2.50 
and RADAR 24 version 3.1 
THE DETAILS: The latest version of 

RADAR II features enhanced graph-
ics, accommodation of multiple 
SCSI back-up devices, Macro 
import and export, and improved 
RADAR Link protocol. Also, several 
operational and reliability issues of 
version 2.20 have been resolved. 
RADAR 24 version 3.1 now 
includes "Export to Broadcast Wave 
and WAV" functionality, allowing 
users to output projects and files to 
UDF formatted, DVD-RAM media in 
the time-stamped Broadcast Wave 
format or the non time-stamped 
.WAV format. Users have the option 
to drag and drop files and projects 
directly into digital audio workstation 
applications for mastering or mixing. 
Another useful function is the ability 

:o transfer files between RADAR 24 
machines via ethernet. 
CONTACT: iZ Technology at 604-430-
5818 or visit www.izcorp.com. Circle 
EQ free lit. #116. 

THE PRODUCT: Nady TCM 1050 and 
1100 
THE BASICS: Vacuum tube condenser 
microphones 

THE DETAILS: The TCM 1050 features 
gold-sputtered, 1-inch diameter mylar 
dual diaphragm and tube preamplifier 
circuitry with a 6072 vacuum tube. 
Power is provided by a dedicated AC 
power supply, offering remotely switch-
able pickup patterns. Polar patterns are 
selectable and come in nine flavors: 
omnidirectional, cardioid, figure 8, and 
six intermediate stages. The TCM 1050 
is suited for vocals and all forms of 
instrument pickup. An aluminum flight 
case is included, along with TMPS-2 
power supply (with switchable 115/230V 
operation and balanced output for con-
nection to any mixing console with no 
phantom powering required), 30-foot/7-
pin XLR cable, elastic spider shock-
mount, and foam windscreen. 

The TCM 1100 cardioid microphone 
features a hand-tooled brass capsule 
with a 3-micron gold-sputtered mylar 
diaphragm ( 1.1 inch). A gold-plated cen-
ter element creates an extension of the 

top octaves and an enhanced transient 
response. The TCM 1050 also uses a 
6072 vacuum tube and "special output" 
transformer. 
CONTACT: Visit Nady Systems, Inc. at 
www.nadywireless.com. Circle EQ 
free lit. #117. 
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Get it now. 
The right price 
amazing service 
no hassles 
delivered to your door 
direct. 

If you're looking for the absolute best in 
musical gear for studio and stage, isn't 
it about time you went direct to the one 
place guaranteed to treat you right? Give 
your music the respect it deserves. Give 
us a call and experience the Sweetwater 
Difference today. 

(800) 222-4700 
sweetwatencom 

Sweetwater 
5335 Bass Road, Fort Wayne, IN 46808 • ( 219) 432-8176 • Fax ( 219) 432-1758 

2001 Sweetwater, Inc. 

CIRCLE 42 ON INFO CARD 
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PRODUCT VIEWS  
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THE PRODUCT: Yamaha MV800 
THE BASICS: Two-space analog rack-
mount mixer 
THE DETAILS: The MV800 features 
eight mic/line mono inputs and one 
stereo channel with A/B inputs that 
are selectable from the front panel. 
Each mono channel contains a bal-
anced XLR-type input connector and 
balanced insert I/O with TRS-in. 
Other features include individual 
noise gates and a global compressor 

on all mono channels, two-band EO, 
signal, and +48V phantom power on 
balanced mic inputs. Price is $899. 
CONTACT. Yamaha at 714-522-9011 
or visit www.yamaha.com/proaudio. 
Circle EO free lit. #118. 

THE PRODUCT Emtec Pro Media 
(MOD) disks 
THE BASICS: Magneto-optical disks 
THE DETAILS Available in both 2.6 
GB and 5.2 GB capacities, the disks 
are engineered specifically for real-time 
environments to eliminate "re-tries" in 
recording. They're designed with a real-
time certification routine to retry data up 
to 30 times in cases of data-block. 
CONTACT EMTEC Pro Media at 888-
295-5551 or visit www.emtec-
usa.com. Circle EQ free lit. #119. 

You Ain't Heard Nothin' Yet 
And nothing sounds so good 

145110 
The Natural Sound Mk Preamp 

"From now on, whenever I recoud, I'll 
be using the MSS-10s. I would love to 

have a ton of them." -Al Schmitt 

If you can hear the unique qualities of the best mic 

preamps, compare your favorite to an MSS-10 and 
you will hear a big difference. 

The MSS-10's exquisite reproduction of mic sounds 
puts it in a new category that we call Natural Sound. 
When compared to an MSS-10, even the best 

discrete and tube preamps can be heard to color the 
sound of a great mic by obscuring those spine-
tingling details created by an artist in the room. 

Because it adds nothing, the Natural Sound of an 
MSS-1C brings you much closer to the sonic qualities 
you've always worked so hard to achieve. 

Omer a free report about the MSS-10 and the 
unexpected benefits of Natural Sound. Get informed, 

then buy an MSS-10 and experience nothing but 
Natural Sound for yourself. 

Receive the free report 
Call or visit us on the web and order EQ03 

(800) 582-3555 or + I (626) 281-3555 
115i W Valley Blvd, Alhambra CA USA 91803-2493 

Fax +I (626)284-3092 www.martinsound.com 

CIRCLE 30 ON INFO CARD 
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"With Pro Tools, I never have to 

say 'no' to my clients." Doc.VJtley Chief Enginr 

DigiNomte 
ith four gold and five platinum albums to its credit, 

DigiNote understands the power that comes from working 

•geeAtlletly"with Pro Tools . Only Pro Tools provides the total integration 

and breadth of options DigiNote ,equires to create chart-topping hits 

forp Hera, Sly ei Robbie, Rudy Perez, and many others. 

FM- Mforination -about a professional Pro Tools system 
call 1.800.333.2137 or v:sjt our website at www.digidesign.com 

Pnnto Mark Diamond CIRCLE 67 ON INFO CARD 

-5/01. Digidesign and Pro Tools are registered trademarks el Avid Technology, Inc, or its subsoarit or divisions. 
All trademarks are the property.of their respectiveholders. All features and specifications sublect to change without notice. 

dijidigr 

A division of Avid 
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"...the HDR24/96 is a 

stunning development 

with excellent sonic 

quality, an extensive 

feature set and 

versatile file manage-

ment... it's easy to use 

and priced right. 

This one rocks!" 

George Petersen 
Mix Magazine March 2001 

Fade In Curve 

Fade Out Cur-ve 

Region Edit CU. t.E 
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Rmion(s) 

Rem. En«s 

Esde 
REC. REC: 

RECORD! EDIT! CREATE! 
Plug in the HDR24/96 Recorder/ 

Editor and start recording. No 
computer to boot up. No hardware and 
software configuration nightmares. N. 
compromises like settling for 20-bit 
audio or just eight tracks at a time. 

Recording's easy with the HDR24/96. 
Simultaneously record twenty-four 

tracks of 24-bit digital audio...without 
waiting for lock-up, tape 

shuttle or CPU lag. Drop 
up to 192 
alter-
nate 

takes into "virtual 
tracks." Record onto affordable, 
removable media that you can swap in 
and out for each project. 
And do it all with your hands 

on a familiar, analog-style machine 
(or choose from two sizes of wired 
remotes) instead of resorting to myr-
iad mouse clicks. All basic functions 
are right on the HDR24/96 front panel 
including transport buttons and a 

Record Enable button for each track. 

Editing is easy with the HDR24/96. 
Plug in an SVGA monitor, keyboard 

and mouse, choose from 2x, 4x, 8x, 
12x or 24-track views and then watch 

them scroll smoothly past a centerline. 
Mark hundreds of cue points and 

four locate points for looping and auto-
punch-in modes. 
Use the mouse to "scrub" individual 

tracks, Cue, Punch and Loop points 
with continuously variable velocity. 
You can mark a segment (or mul-

tiple non-adjacent segments) as a 
region and then cut, copy and paste 
it anywhere — onto a blank track or 

right in the middle of an existing track 

I f only life had 
.93,9 levels of 

undo. HDR24/ 
96's History list 
lets you take 
loads of creative 
chances. 
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without erasing anything (lhe part of 
the track after the insert just "slides 
down"). 
You can audition regions or modify 

their start/end points instantly, cap-
ture them as "sound elements." for 
later use or quantize them to user-
defined time grids. 
Create fade-ins, fade-outs and cross-

fades just by dragging and dropping 
them ...and then set their length 
by dragging the mouse. 
Add volume envelopes for simple 

level automation of regions or 
whole tracks. 
Then use Render Track to combine 

all or selected regime of a track just 
as you hear it complete with cross-
fades, volume envelopes, mutes. etc. 

Play with the HDR24/96. 
Play back twenty-four tracks of pris-

tine digital audio —instantly without 
any pause or lag time. It will be 
synched rock-solidly to everything 
in your studio — from MIDI-based 
sequencers to VTRs (via SMPTE or 

video sync). 
Then let your part-

ners, clients and 
friends "play" with 
your tracks anywhere 
in the world, thanks 
to the HDR24196% 
Ethernet port and 
FTP server capability. 

The nom-linear 
HDR24196 vs. Rimer 
hard disk recorders. 
Ever since the 

invention of magnetic 
tape, recording over 
something means it's 
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SAVE YOUR COMPUTER FOR E-MAIL. 
gone...which 

makes doing 
"punch-ins" 

Wed a dicey 
11/o back K. gamble. 
up lust one This is 
sor.g? Plug a Mackie Media 
Przject drive into the 11DR24/96 called 
external bay and transfer over linear 
2GB to an 01Zir disk. (destruc-

tive) recording. Even some current 
hard disk recorders use this old-
fashidned technology! 
The HD24/96 employs true, non-

destructive, non-linear recording and 
editing. That means you can record 
as many versions of a track or track 
segment as you want without destroy-
ing the original. During playback. the 
recorder recombines the non-linear 
segments into a seamless 
soundstream. 
And unlike 

linear-style 
recorders that treat 
disk space like digital 
tape, the HDR24/96 
doesn't automatically eat 
up 24 tracks of disk space 
when you're just recording one or two 
tracks. Because it uses only the space 
needed for actual audio, you get far 
more recording time per gigabyte of 
hard disk space. 

Profession& performance and afford-
able creativity with the HDR24/96. 

Non-linear hard disk recording is 
possible to do with a computer-based 
system. But to achieve what the 
HDR24/96 delivers - simultaneous, 
lag-free 24-track/24-bit recording and 
playback and waveform accurate 

editing - requires major investment 
in a very expensive digital audio work-
station system. Cheap "recorders-on-
a-computer card" just don't have the 
horsepower for multi-track. twenty-
four-bit 48kHz recording, much less 
twelve-channel 96kHz capability like 
the HDR24,196. 

Listen to somebody else instead of us. 

Here's what Mix magazine had to 
say about the FIDR24/96: 
"...The HDR24/96 is a stunning 

development with excellent sonic 
quality...The unit offers an ease of use 
that should make disk-recording nov-
ices comfortable while including an 
impressive feature set that will appeal 

to seasoned pros. 
"The recorder's 
faceplate holds 

few mysteries 
and most 
users can be 
up and 
recording 
just minutes 
after un-
packing the 
HDR24/96." 
According 

to Britain's 

amfessional 
11- remote for 

a veryprofessional hard 
disk recorder. Our new 
Remote 48 lets you run two 
HDR24,963 - 48 tracks of 
total control including a 
weightedjogishutde wheel 
and full display! 

Audio Media, "As a recorder (the 
HDR24/96) is transparent. As a 
tool, it's powerful. As a creative 
helper it's perfect. With 
focus on functional, 

inexpensive, simple-to-use 24-track 
recording, Mackie has hit the mark." 

Get a demo at a Mackie dealer. 

There are a bewildering array of dig-
ital recording options on the market 
right now. You've heard our two cents 
worth. 
We honestly believe 

that we've created the 
best of two worlds: 
the best standalone 
non-linear digital 
recorder, and an 
extremely robust 
editing system 
with ultra-func-
tional graphic 
user interface. 
And we've done 
it without 
making you enter 
the really cruel 
world of 
compuier inter-
face compatibility 
problems. 
Call toll-free or 

visit our web site 
(using that com-
puter you won't 
need to tie up) for more info. 
Then get your hands on an 

HDR24/96 and track some hits. 

www.mackie.com • 800.258.B8133 

CIRCLE 48 CN INFO CARD 

Twenty-four track 
masters for waterierr 

bucks each!! Divide the 
cost of a Afackiellfeera 
M90 into the 20+ pop 
tunes yoa can recant 
on it and you're looking 
at under a ten-spat far 

24-track master* 
Remember, non-linear 
hard drives store audo 
data only. not silence 
Tape (and linear hard 
disk recorders)Just ?le 
merrily along...eating 
oxide and costing 
money. 

fee>, 
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On May 25, 2001, Digidesign launched the 
Digidesign Production Network (or DigiProNet. 

corn), a comprehensive set of Internet-enabled 

audio production services. Functioning as an 
online service center for the pro audio commu-
nity, DigiProNet provides the ability to set up 

Web-based recording sessions, search online 

for talent, and download sound effects, sam-
ples, and music from online libraries. 

The DigiStudio — a collaboration with 
Rocket Network — allows the exchange of 

stereo, multichannel surround, and mono 

audio tracks over the Internet. A DigiStudio 

can serve a Pro Tools session, and anyone 
working on the project can download the files 
for editing or overdubbing — facilitating the 

use of remote talent. With the release of Pro 

Tools 5.2 later this summer, Digidesign will 

add DigiStudio capability to Pro Tools 5.1. 

Along with the requisite software, users 

will need a DigiStudio 

account, accessed 
from DigiProNet.com. 

DigiStudio Control 
software will allow a 

DigiStudio "owner" to 
employ password re-

striction of access to 
uploaded files. 

DigiProNet services 

extend far beyond 

just the DigiStudio. 

AudioPages is an 

extensive listing of 

audio production-relat-

ed contacts, including 

engineers, studios, 

producers, attorneys, 

and record labels. 

Within AudioPages, 

users can search for a 

MGIDESIGN PRONEr 
WHAT IS IT? A suite of online audio services 
that facilitate production and exchange of 
audio via the Internet. 

WHO NEEDS IT? Postproduction houses, ad 
agencies, recording studios, music producers 

WHY IS IT A BIG DEAL? DPN breaks down 
the "desktop" barrier to audio production and 
collaboration, extending it to anyone willing to 
participate. 

SHIPPING: DigiProNetwork was launched 
online May 25, 2001, Pro Tools 5.2 will be 
released later this summer with the launch of 
DigiStudio. 

SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE: DigiStudio: 
prices vary depending upon configuration, 
Pro Tools 5.2: free download for 5.1. 

CONTACT: For more information contact 
Digidesign at 800-333-2137 or 650-842-6602, 
or visit www.digidesign.com. 

EQ FREE LIT. #: 101 

specific type of contact or post their own busi-
ness-related listing with Web address, text, pho-
tos, and sample audio and video files. 

Audio post houses and musicians with an 

insatiable need for samples or licensed 
music will be happy to hear about 

AudioMarket, an online "store" where files 

may be downloaded from a huge database of 
music, sound effects, and samples. The 
Hollywood Edge (a division of Soundelux) is 

the exclusive provider of all sound effects for 

DigiProNet; sound effects may be auditioned 

before purchase through a keyword search. 
Digidesign has also partnered with Sonomic 
to provide one-shots, loops, and SampleCell-

formatted samples. DigiProNet users will 
have access to more than 50,000 pre-

cleared music tracks for use in their broad-

cast and A/V productions through an 
arrangement with LicenseMusic.com. 

DPN's ProServices allows access to Avid's 

AvidProNet Web-based Review and Approval, 
allowing you to post a project for download by 

people reviewing the project. "Reviewers" can 

write comments anywhere in the project's time-
line, down to a specific frame. ProServices also 

includes FastChannel's SpotTaxi for efficient 

"trafficking" of radio spots between production 
facilities, ad agencies, and their clientele. 
Expert Forums within ProServices include 

message boards and live scheduled events 
with industry pros. 

Tied to the launch of DigiStudio is 

DigiProNet Talent and Booking that matches 

up producers with talent. Musicians and audio 

pros seeking work can register with Talent and 

Booking to list their skills, exposing their abili-
ties to prospective new clients. Talent and 

Booking also provides scheduling and payment 

services, standard contracts, and project 
review. • 
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audio-teci 

audio-technica 

make it happen. 

Introducing the new 

AT3035 
Large-diaphragm Studio Microphone 

Part of the all new line of 

o series microphones 

Whether you're trying to land a 

deal, please a client, or cut a CD 

for your fans, your recording has 

to be clean and accurate. Tie new 

AT3035 from Audio-Techniczi can 

make it happen. 

At the heart of this cardioid 

condenser is a large 26 mm 

diaphragm that delivers exce.otional 

detail with incredibly low 12 dB 

self-noise. Add the 3035's ability to 

handle high sound pressure revels 

1158 dB) and its extended low-

frequency response 120 Hz). 

Plus, the AT3035 includes a custom 

shock mount, t;ornething rare in its 

price class. 

With today's sophisticated digital 

recording gear, a stuck) mic's capa-

bilities are more important than 

ever. The new AT3035 is a versatile 

tool that provides professional 

performance and outstanding sonic 

consistency session after session. 

Ready for more information? Call, 

write or fax today, or visit us at 

www.audio--,echnica.com. And 

make 7t happen with the AT3035. 

0686.2600 Fax: 330.686.0719 E-mail: progtatuscorn I www.audic-technica.com 
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CEIEmony MElodynE 
Melodyne — the first product from Celemony 

— is a software program that analyzes any 

monophonic audio signal, identifies the melody 
of that signal, and then provides easy editing of 

pitch, timing, formant, amplitude, and intonation 
for each note — separately. Unlike most pitch-

correction plug-ins, Melodyne is a stand-alone 
application that operates in real time. Audio is 

recorded in Melodyne or imported as AIFF, 
WAV, SD2, or other file formats. Double-click-

ing on an audio file initiates a "detection" 

process, whereby the software analyzes and 
then displays time, pitch, amplitude, and phras-

ing of the melody line. Melodyne treats this 
audio similar to the manner in which we under-
stand music — in other words, pitch, intonation, 

duration, and time are separate parameters 
that can be independently manipulated without 
affecting each other. 

The cool thing about Melodyne is that you 

don't have to contemplate the manipulation. You 
simply grab a note and move it around in pitch or 

time. The results sound as you'd musically 

expect. All changes can be made on the fly while 

the melody is playing, 

and changes are heard 

while the notes are 

moved. Through all 

changes, the phrasing 

within a note (vibrato 

for example) will be 

maintained — but the 

phrasing of the note 

may also be edited to 
add or remove vibrato, 

or change the transi-

tion curve between 

notes. Notes may be 

"snapped" to the near-

est semitone or a 

ICELEMONY MELODYNE  
WHAT IS IT? A stand-alone audio application 
that allows real-time pitch, time, amplitude, 
and formant manipulation of audio. 

WHO NEEDS IT? Remixers, producers, and 
anyone who likes to alter time and pitch 
independently. 

WHY IS IT A BIG DEAL? In addition to its 
real-time capabilities, Melodyne provides 
easy graphic manipulation of audio. 

SHIPPING: June 2001 

SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE: $995 

CONTACT: For more information, visit 
www.celemony.com. 

Ea FREE LIT. #: 102 

defined musical scale; the scale is displayed as 
the y axis in Melodyne's Edit window. 

The position of a note in Melodyne is changed 
simply by grabbing that note and moving it to the 

desired place along the timeline. Depending 
upon which tool is chosen for the move, subse-
quent notes can be shortened (leaving overall 
time of the phrase unchanged), or they can main-

tain their original duration. Stretching a note 

doesn't result in a simple linear stretch. The start 

of the note will maintain its original character — 
so the consonant at the start of a syllable or the 
attack of a plucked string remains unchanged. 

Conversely, the character of a note's attack may 

be altered to make a melody sound more per-
cussive without changing its overall duration. 

Stretching an entire melody yields similar results: 
the majority of stretching for each note or syllable 
is applied to the tonal phase of the note, while the 

starting portion is left unaltered. 

Playback speed of a file in Melodyne is com-
pletely adjustable. A short snip of music may be 

played back at one-hundredth of its original 

speed while maintaining its original pitch. 

Individual notes of a melody line can be copied 

and pasted to create multi-part harmony, and 
formants can be adopted to simulate male or 

female voices, or, with more extreme changes, 

to convert a trumpet into a trombone. 

Any melody detected by Melodyne can be 

saved as a Standard MIDI file for viewing in a 
notation program; the MIDI file can be export-

ed, allowing any MIDI-capable synth to play the 

melody with vocal line phrasing. 
Melodyne supports AS102 and will initially 

be released for Mac OS 8.6 through OS X. A 

Windows version is planned for next winter. 
Both versions require a 300 MHz processor 

with 128 MB RAM. VST2 and MAS plug-ins are 

expected to follow shortly. • 
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O to 360 
Introducing Media 51 
AMEK's solution for multiformat Music Recording, 
Post-Production and Broadcast. Media 51 specifically 
addresses the escalating need for multichannel audio; 
effortlessly mixing formats up to 5.1, whilst also providing 
comprehensive monitoring for external stems. 

• Mic Pre & EQ by Mr. Rupert Neve 

• Multiformat mixing up to 5.1 

• Monitoring for up to 4 external stem mixes 

• Supertruel" fader & switch automation 
• Visual FX 

• Virtual Dynamics' 
Recall 

Optional Joystick 

Audition the first-class surround capability 
and 
pure sonic performance of the Media 51 
today 
and experience its true value. 

3 

In 531 
/91 1111•Ima 

Media 51 has evolved from AMEK's proven ergonomics 
and design. This not only guarantees a short learning 
curve, but also provides an intuitive and flexible 
introduction to the world of surround. 

Manchester Los Angeles Nashville Montreal Tokyo 
44 (0) 161 868 2400 1 (800) 585-6875 1 (888) 286-9358 1 (800) 449-5919 81 5606 310 I 

CIRCLE 9 ON INFO CARD 

US headquarters 

1449 Donelson Pike 

Nashville, TN 37217 

Tel: (615) 360-0488 

Fax (615) 360-0273 

Emat amekusa@harman.com 

Web: www.amek.com 

H A Harman :Mernational Company < 



"THE SOUND OF RADAR 24 IS SIMPLY STUNNING 

IN A TRACKING SITUATION, PRO TOOLS SIMPLY 

CANNOT COMPETE WITH RADAR 24." 

- PRO AUDIO REVIEW 

"IN EXHAUSTIVE A-B TESTS, WHICH WE DO 

CONSTANTLY, THE RADAR 24 IS CONSISTENTLY 

AND NOTICEABLY BETTER SOUNDING THAN 

PRO TOOLS OR ANYTHING ELSE OUT THERE. 

THE RADAR 24 IS IN A CLASS ALL OF IT'S 

OWN. IT'S THE ONLY RECORDER TO SATISFY 

OUR ANALOG TASTES." 

rHE ROBB BROTHERS, CHEROKEE STUDIOS 

"AT NO TIME DURING SEVERAL WEEKS OF 

RECORDING AND EDITING DID I EXPERIENCE 

EVEN A GLITCH, LET ALONE A CRASH. THIS 

BOX IS VERY SOLID" 

?ADIO & PRODUCTION MAGAZINE 

"AFTER 10 MINUTES I HAD CUT MY FIRST 

TRACKS, STILL NO MANUAL NEEDED WHAT A 

CONCEPT! THE SYSTEM DIDN'T CRASH EVEN 

ONCE. HAVING HAD MY SHARE OF COMPUTER-

BASED, HARD DISK RECORDING AGGRAVATION, I 

FIND THIS ASTONISHING." 

- EQ MAGAZINE 

"RADAR 24 SOUNDS EXCELLENT... BRINGS 

THE HIGH QUALITY SOUND AND SIMPLICITY OF A 

TAPE RECORDER TO THE WORLD OF DIGITAL 

RECORDING." 

ECORDING MAGAz,. 

"THE IZ TECHNOLOGY RADAR 24 SOUNDED 

ABSOLUTELY INCREDIBLE AT 96 KHZ!" 

AUDIO MEDIA MAGAZIN, 

"THE LIST OF ARTISTS AND PRODUCERS THAT 

HAVE RECORDED USING RADAR READS LIKE A 

"WHO'S WHO" OF THE RECORDING INDUSTRY. 

. . . ACOUSTIC INSTRUMENTS GAVE ME A 

REAL CHANCE TO HEAR THE DETAIL THE 

CONVERTERS WERE CAPABLE OF AND I WAS 

NOT DISAPPOINTED." 

VIIX MAGAZINE 

AUTO 
PLAY 

M°D1FY %RASE 
EDIT 

CUT PAST 

Rç 

LC 

"THE SONICS ARE SUPERIOR TO EVERYTHING 

ELSE I'VE EVER USED." 

- TONY SHEPPERD (BOYZ II MEN, ETC . . .) 

"IF YOU WANT TO CATCH A GLIMPSE AS TO 

WHERE OUR INDUSTRY IS HEADED LOOK NO 

FURTHER THAN THE IZ TECHNOLOGY RADAR 24 

. . THEY ALSO OFFER A SERVICE HOTLINE 

STAFFED BY DEVOTED USERS. I HOPE OTHER 

MANUFACTURERS WILL FOLLOW THEIR LEAD." 

- SURROUND PROFESSIONAL MAGAZINE 

A II) A  IR 
TWENTY- FOUR 

;4 n Talnology 
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PROFESSIONALS CHOOSE RADAR 24 

THE BEST DIGITAL RECORDER IN THE WORLD 
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By Howard Massey 

Jason Groucott 
E0 questions 

an up-and--

coming 

engineer 

This month's Rising Star is Jason Groucott, who 
is rapidly becoming one of the most requested 
engineers in New York's R&B scene. Born in 

the Bahamas, Groucott spent his first twelve 

years "experiencing the world of beaches and 

music...and not much else" before moving with 
his fanily to Hong Kong. That's where he saw 

his firs: concert, Stevie Wonder. and, in his 

words, "was bitten by the rock star' bug." 
Curious about the science behind the music, 

Groucott started experimenting with multitrack 
recording using two children's cassette 

recorders. "I would record my keyboard on one 
deck, then play back the recording and add a dif-
ferent part over i: using the second deck," he tells 
us laughingly. Then I'd repeat the process until 

you could barely hear the very first recording!" 
At the age of seventeen, his family relocated 

to New York City, at last affording him an oppor-
tunity to study audio engineering seriously. 
Following graduation from the Institute Of Audio 

Research, he began interning at the famed 

Electric Lady Studios before landing a position 

at the equally fabled Hit Factory ecording stu-

dios. He's already lines up an impressive 

discography that includes Queen Latifah, Mary 
J. Blige, Wyclef, Pras, Dante, and Billie Jean — 

proof positive that determination yields results. 

EQ: How did you land your current gig? 

JASON GROUCOTT: Trying to decide 
what New York studio I wanted to apprentice 

in, I sat down with a bunch of my favorite 

albums and read through the credits. I saw 

that a lot of them — including some Stevie 

Wonder albums — were recorded at The Hit 
Factory, so I knew it had to be a cool place to 

work. I walked in cold, dropped off a resume, 

and applied for a job as assistant engineer. A 

few days later, [owner] Troy Germano called 

me in for an interview, and I got tie job. 

How did you get starled in engineering? 

When I graduated from high school I immedi-
ately enrolled in The Institi.te of Audio Research 

(I didn't even take a summer break!), which end-
ed me an internship at Electric Lady Studios. 

Where do you see yourself in five years 

time? 

I hope to be more involved in production, coor-
dinating and overseeing projects where I'm tjiven 
more responsibility toward the final creation. 

Who are your heroes in engineering and 
record production? 

Jim Steinman, William Orbit. and Mick 
Guzauski. 

What are your favorite current record-
ings, and why? 

Madonna's latest work is amazing (audio 

pioneering at its best!). Limp Bizkit's Chocolate 

Starfish is a true production of phatness. 
Anything ever done by Phish — they make it 

seem so easy. 

If you were stranded on a desert island 

and could only take five pieces of studio 

gear with you, what would it be? 

Lexicon 480L, Eventide Orville, TC 

Electronic M3000, Weiss Stereo EQ, and Neve 

33609 stereo compressor. 

What's the coolest recording technique 
you've discovered? 

Every time I learn something new it's excit-

ing to me. Then it seems like common practice 

and is not really that exciting at all. 

What's the single best piece of advice 

anyone ever gave you? 

Don't program radio stations, use the seek 

button. 

11111 WEB LINK 
E-mail Jason at Jacsspacs@aol.com. 
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AudioRack-IP 
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r beauty isn't just skin dee 

"I'd recommend the AudioRack 
to any Pro Tools user" 

- Karpowich. Grammy Award 

Winning Engineer - "Supernatural" 

Models ihclude tie NEW LP rack, desktop arrays aid 
hgh CE pacity rack moults featuring removable drives 

Application Specific Design — that's what our 
engineers call it. Uilike most aucio storage systems that 
are simply just a bunch of cff-the-sielf drives in a pretty 
box, Medéa storage solutions are designed from the 
ground up to support the specific requirements of your 

DAW. And we do it at the lowest price' per gig in the industry! 

Our new AudioRack LP packs up to 300 GB of high-
performance audio storage in only lU of space and looks 
like a single disk d-ive to your DAW - simply format the 
system and you're ready to AudioRack LP lis also 
optimized with Medéa's prcpristary Audio Stripe 
Technology (AST). AST iynamically distributes audio 
tracks evenly amorog the cliiives inside all Medea audio 
products. The bottom line is that you can record/playback 
up to 64-tracks of 24-bit./96 kHz audiq to!from a single 
AudioRack LP and eliminate the need to juggle 

tracks between mul:iple storage devices. 
The AudioRack LP is a rack you can, be 
proud of — in both its performance 
and its good looks. 

Performance 
ReIiabIity 

VaJ 

edéa 
888-BY-MEDEA 
www.medea.com 
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0(h)M Productions 
Technology, 

determination, 
and a two-
car garage 

STUDIO NAME: 0(h)M Productions 
LOACTION: Phoenix, AZ 

KEY CREW: Victor Palagano, Gretchen Palagano 

CREDITS Victor Palagano— Lucid Dreaming (solo 

album), The Thai of Major Reno (PBS), Revenant 

(PC game), Smoky Lies (C. Everett Koop Institute), 

Milestones of the Heart (USC Hospital), Gamma-
Knife (Good Samaritan Hospital), Tom and Dark 

Redemption (indie films). Gretchen Palagano — 

Voice-over and vocal artist, lyrical composer. Credits 
include MainstreetAuctions.com, Breakout Market-
ing, AIBT, and Smoky Lies (lyrics and vocals) 
MIXER: Mackie 1202 
MONITORS: Roland DS-90 monitors, Audio-

Technica ATH-M4Ofs headphones 
RECORDERS: JVC TDW-205 dual cassette 

OUTBOARD: dbx 166XL, BBE 462 Sonic Max-

imizer 

EFFECTS: Line 6 Pod 
MICROPHONES: GT Electronics AM30, AM11, 

AM51; Shure Beta 58, SM57; Crown PZM 
MIC PREAMPS: ART Dual MP 

SAMPLERS/KEYBOARDS/MIDI MODULES: 

Emu E4XT w/128 MB RAM and 20 GB internal 

drive, Audity 2000; Roland JV-1080, XV-5080; 

Korg Triton, ES-1; Ensoniq ASR-10 w/16 MB 

RAM. 
COMPUTERS: Apple G3/266 MHz w/224 MB 

RAM, 6 GB hard disk, 4 GB optical, CD-ROM, 
CD-R, Jaz 1 GB and Zip 100 MB drives; Apple 

Power Mac 8600/250 MHz w/128 MB RAM, 4 GB 

internal and 2 GB external SCSI drives 

SOFTWARE: BIAS: Peak and SEX Machine; 

Opcode Studio Vision, Emagic Logic Audio 

Platinum, Sound Diver; Waves plug-ins, Rebirth 

2.0, Adaptec Toast, Jam; Antares Auto-Tune 
DAW: Ensoniq PARIS with two 442 interfaces; 

Opcode Studio 128X MIDI interface 

VIDEO: Panasonic: AG-455 S-VHS camera/ 

recorder, PV-7450 VHS recorder 
STUDIO NOTES: Victor Palagano explains, 'The 

studio is an efficient little workspace with every-
thing in one room (there's no separate iso booth). 

The house has a two-car garage that I split down 

the middle, running along the width. We insulated 

the ceiling and the wall we put in, and added 

some Auralex two-inch studio foam as treatment. 

Its a fairly dead space that's worked well for 
everything I've had to do here. Since I frequently 

record acoustic guitar and vocals here, noise from 

the computer could have been a problem. My 
solution was to use an Omnirax C14 rack enclo-

sure just for the computer. I lined the interior of 
that particular rack with acoustic foam so it cuts 

down the noise by about 80%." 

EQUIPMENT NOTES: Palagano continues, "I 
think my computer is my favorite piece of gear 

because its the heart of the system — without it I 

would be lost. I use it for all of my sequencing and 
with the Ensoniq Paris DAW system — so my 

multitracking and mixing is done in the computer. 

I back up the Paris sessions to CD-R and mix the 

session to two new tracks, so there's not much of 

a need to mix to DAT. I also rely quite a bit upon 

my Emu E4XT Ultra, my sample library, and, last 

but not least, my guitars — my first love." 
PRODUCTION NOTES: Palagano concludes, 

"A recent project we worked on was a comput-
er-animated short with a spy theme. It's an anti-

smoking campaign for the public school curricu-

lum. I wrote and recorded music appropriate for 

five suspense and action scenes. One of the 

characters is also doing a campaign with a 

smoking ad. Gretchen did the lyrics and vocal 

for this ad within the short. It encompassed a lot 

of different elements, making it fun to work on 
— plus I think it'll have a good impact on the 

children who see it." 

)YAYA]U o 
You can download MP3 filEs of SOME of thE 
projEcts from 0(h)M Productions at: 
www.mt_Bicformotion_picturecom. 
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London-14 Studio 

*We 

Europa Futter Wall 

Scandia Stratter Blocks 

Orientique Washboard 

Austrais Bass Trap 

l o r 

Europa FIAar Wall 
Reduces "front to back' echo,, 
standirg loaves and monitor fold] 
back. Over 28 creative patterns to: 
cl000se from. Prices start at $ 150*. 

H  «..-1 4  r # '   
Face it. st P . 'erOjec't po  -- ---- --- -- - ---  s-proouci '  - n rooms are bill in typical bettangu tar ROOMS. 
Yot. spend thousands ot dollar* Dn gear omly to battle standing eaves, flutter echt ar.d all 
the hash that makes it difficult :o-get a good mix. Bat:le no mcre.. 

ntroducing Primacousbc A rew concept in broadband acot_stical treatnent that is easy 
to install, affordable, anc has he look and performance of an architectually:desigred strdio. 

rimacoustic is based or a modular concept whe-ebypreciSion-cut acoustica; absorbers 
are combined to resolve ;the toe min problems common: to ll square -oons: The Europa 
Flutter Wall controls 'front to :back -flutter and works with the Scandia Scatter Blocks to 
reduce standing waves. The: Crierdique Washboards; reduce sice wash anc powerful Drimary 
reflections. The Australis Bass --ap is a cc:ner wedge that teems up bass and brings 
balance back into your room. 

Calling London foe Ulnder $600* 

The London- 14 is one of them:re than dozen studio packages available. Lordor ccrmdmes all 
four acoustical systems into Dr€ affordable package ;London StLdios sart at $458*.) Other 
packages include the New Yorc Voice Over Booths, Rio Video Smites and Montreal Studios. 
With complete rooms starting at S2,00* - nc other aca.istical treatment is as affortable jr so 
effective! We even incluoe the ;I le. 

For more information call Finacoustic and ask for a brochure, visit our nteb sit or go to 
your local pro audio shop. 

Tellm you woot Ts Fake Control 

.Scandia Scatter Blocks 
Affordable alternative to diffusion. 
:Keeps roomilive and reduces standing 
waves. Over 12 creative patterns to 
choose from. Prices start at $ 100*. 

Orientiqueekash board 
Absorbs primary reflecdons and 
side-to-side %Ater. Sx creative 
patterns to: choose from. Prices 
start at 

Australis Bass Trap 
Effeciive down to 45Hz tightens up 
bass and reduces smear. Can be 
used in corners or on wails. Priced 
at 00* each. 

*S4gestea LIS remil p.-ice. 

Primacoustic is a division of JP Cable Tek Electronics Ltd. #114-1585 Broadway, Port Coquitlam, BC, CANADA 
Tel (604) 942-1001 Fax (604) 942 -1010 www.priniacoustic,com 
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By StEve La Cerra 

• 

.8[11. IP II, II ' II (II : 

iin11.‘11.1.1.1.1.1". (ill  
• • 

lunatunEs/OzWorld 
Twin rooms 

with diffErEnt 

VUs 

STUDIO NAME': Lunatunes, Ashland, OR; 

OzWorld, Nova:o, CA 

KEY CR EW: Craig Chaquico (guitar, program-
ming), Ozzie Ahlers ( keyboards, program-

ming), Jim Reitzel (bassist and computer 

tech) 
CREDITS: Craig Chaquico: Acoustic Planet, 
Acoustic Highway, Once In A Blue Universe, 

Four Corners, A Thousand Pictures, 

Panorama: The Best Of Craig Chaquico 
(Higher Octave). Former lead guitarist for 

Jefferson Starship; songwriting credits include 
"Jane" and "Find Your Way Back" Ozzie 

Ahlers: Fingerpainting (Higher Octave); 

Ozzie has worxed with Jesse Colin Young, 
Jerry Garcia, Jimmy Dillon, and 3rd Force, as 

well as working with Chaquico. 

BOTH STUDIOS 
MIXING :ONSOLE: Carvin SL40 

RECORDERS: Alesis ADAT XT [2] with BRC, 

TASCAM DA30 

WIRING: Monster Cable 

MIC PREAMPS: George Massenburg 

COMPUTERS: PowerMac G3/450 with 192 

MB RAM (minimum), LaCie CD-R 

SOFTWARE: MOTU Digital Performer 
V2.7.2, MAS plugins; Adaptec Toast 4.1.2 

DAW: MOTU 2408 Mk II interface 

OZWORLD (OZZIE AHLERS) 
MONITORS: Alesis Monitor One, Auratone, 

Sony 7506 headphones [6] 
AMPLIFIERS: Carver PM 350, Behringer 

Powerplay 

RECORDERS: Sony JE500 MiniDisc, Onkyo 

dual cassette 
OUTBOARD: Behringer Composer, API 

550B EC [2] 

EFFECTS: Ensoniq DP2, Dynacord CLS222 

MICROPHONES: Garvin CM87S, Shure 

SM81 [6; 

SAMPLERS/KEYBOARDS/MIDI MCOULES: 
Alesis QS8, QS7, SR16; Ensoniq TS10 [2], 

Roland D550, Voce V3 organ 

INSTRUMENTS: Carvin CC Model Acoustic 
Prototype 

LUNATUNES (CRAIG CHAQUICO) 
MONITORS: Yamaha NS-10M, Sony 
MDRV6 neadphones 
AMPLIFIERS: Carvin FET900 

RECORDERS: Sony Walkman, Onkyo R1 

cassette, Sony MDS JE510 MiniDisc 

OUTBOARD: dbx 161 and 163x compres-
sors; ART Dual Leveler, Rocktron HUSH II 

CX 
EFFECTS: Yamaha SPX90, MXR Pitch 

Transposer, Jim Dunlop Uni-Vibe and Wah-
Wah pedals, Scholz R&D XPR 

preamp/effects, API 550b EQ 

MICROPHONES: Carvin CM98 ST, CM87. 
Shure Beta 91, Beta 98 [2], VP88, Beta 57, 

Beta 58, SM81 
INSTRUMENTS: Carvin CL450 arc AC375 

acoustic guitars Craig Chaquico Model (still 
under development), DC400 electnc guitar; 
Washburn Craig Chaquico Signature Series 

EA-26, 1957 Gibson Les Paul, 1957 Fender 

Stratocaster, Martin D-18 acoustic guitar 

ACOUSTIC TREATMENT: Auralex MAX. 
Wall 
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Focusrite - The Industry Reference 
for Analogue Signal Processing 

Mention the name "Focusrite" to anyone in the 
music recording industry and you will observe 
immediate recognition and appreciation of the 
sonic qualities that recording pr:fessionals 
attribute to our products. 

In the past, Focusrite have beer responsible for 
such products as the legendary Forte recording 
console (still regarded by many as the most 
sonically impressive analogue console ever 
created), as well as a range of pmcessors that 
have become the industry reference for 
analogue signal processing. 

4» 
Focusrite* 

INSTRUMENT INPUT 

The Platinum RentaTM 

MIC 
INST 

MIC 
n INPUT-

The design expertise 
accumulated over 
the years in 
providing the best 
for the best has 
allowed us to bring 
the project studio owner 
one step closer to the 
professional studio sourd they deserve. 
Thanks to high-grade Class A analogue circuitry 
and our no compromise design philosophy, the 
Platinum range puts this professional sound 
within your grasp. • 

GAIN REDUCTION 

Stereo Analogue Preset Compressor 

ísuitiple e— unctions I Professional Sound:. 

Every dynamics processor ycu'll ever need, squeezed into one 2U 
rack-mountable unit, the Penr,BTM will go crown in your recording 
history as one of the best investments you ever made. 

16 presets, configured by a prestigious 
group of music industry professionals, 
set amongst a host of Class A analogue 
circuitry, the Penta" offers that sought-
after professional sound at the touch o: 
a button. It can be used as a front end 
when tracking quality signals, as a 
mix-down processor, or as a final 
mastering processor. 

The Penta- is packed to the hilt with 
analogue processing power. It offers a 
huge number of recording benefits within 
a matter of seconds whilst still exhibitinig 
the Focusrite signature sound. 

The unit features a Focusrite Class A mie 
pre on the front end with both DI and 
mie inpas accessible directly from the 
fascia. Following this is a Stereo Preset 
Compressor, which is entirely editable 
and features Focusrite's exclusive 
TubeTrat Technology. 

As if this wasn't enough, the unit also 
features the spatial enhancer and 
optional A/O converter, along with a 
comprehensive visual meter to help 
you ensure optimum levels at all times. 

MAKEUP GAIN 

• • 

• 

COMPRESSOR 
3 IN 

(Discrete Tr. ,istor Mic Pre; 

The Penta- boasts the Platinum mie pre 
featured in the award winning 
VoiceMaster'', ToneFactory-, and the 
incluszry transforming Control I 24 - from 
Digidesign and Focusrite . The Pente 
ensures professional performance within 
the audible frequency range and beyond, 
producing cleaner recordings and 
delive-ing clarity without colouration. 

(Direct  

The Penta features a Direct Input on the 
fascia for quick and easy plug-in. Use the 
Penta as a front end for getting all your 
instruments down to track in seconds. 



Preset Stereo 

Compressor 

The Penta" offers you instant 

compression settings, as 
formulated be the 

Fdcusrite Design team. 
Immediately availat la 
are 16 presets 
specifically designed 
to give you perfect 

compression at the 

touch of a button. But 

to make sure we don't limÈ 

your own potential, al these 

(-presets are entirely editable, ) 

giv ng you a quick, yet effective 

route to perfect compression. 

L)qt 

PRESET MODIFY 

Kick Creates ia Lill and deep effect Use the attacK to control the amount of punch desired for ,cur track. 

Snare Set up for perfect control of stick (attack) and ringing overtones (released. 

Ambient Use with hie drums or instrurrnents and lift out natural room eff3cts or get the pest from igital re,eris. 

Loop Tight and fast compression, especially suited to sampled loops and electronic .sounde. 

Bass Guitar Plug strsignt irto the front panel and cal Jp deep and rounced sounds or punchy slao. 

Synth Bess Fat sounding especialy when used with the warmth controt -,o give a true vintage valve sound 

Percussion Acoustic er sampled drums 

Acoustic picked High thresnold and ratio give a controlled yet highly dynamic reaponse. 

Acoustic strum Clean and risu with a touclii of warmth. Gives a clear but warn- and naturally compressed effect. 

Electric Guitar Clean or distorted, plugged straight in Cr mic'd up. the opte compreasor is Perfect far guitat 

Piano 
Achieve c:srity and lcw distortion. Wide dynamic range and :ono sustaining mid range make One 
piano the :most difficult of irstruments to compress well. .... until now. 

ybo Ke ards 
Great for pads. this compressed and warm setting is especially suited for use with the 
image control -,0 maximise stereo width. 

Vocals Smooth, controlled and clean for male or female vocal recordinç 

Crunch An essential setting or big beat or drum loops. 

Mix :pump) The classic loud and full on mastering compression setting. 

Vocels ffiriitil Hinh ttrae-inirl end rdentv n.i. warmth nive a van/ rivramir iinimrr vnral nerfnrmenre 

AlTACK RELEASE WARMTH 

• s-
%OW FAST SLOW 

5 • 
FA:71' COOL WARM 

 e 

CTubeTran Tfechnolcgy ) 

Focusrite Exclusive frubeTran Technology 
gives you controllable tube style warmtn. 
This unique effect is achieved Lsing a 
dedicated iiscrete nosfet circuit, 

specifically designed to create this 
indistinguishable addi ilbsior. Inszead cf 
limiting your studio tc one sound, now you 
can choose — less tube, more tube, no 
tube, you decide 

.3logue Spatial Enhancer 

With the Image Width control vol. can 
widen the stereo imrege d your nix to 
create an ambient spacious mix that 
extends beyond the normal sereo 
extremities, breath -ng new life into your 

proje ts. A tweak in the other direction 

produces a narrow. focussed image. 

Also featured in the mai section is a 

comprehensive visual meter to help you 
ensure optimum le./eis at all times. 

Aín   
Focusrita circuitry around premium 

semi-conducter. oonderte-s [24 bit/ 
2.6klHz, and 123 cuersarnpled:, set in 
ai pristine electrical environment, the 

OUTPUT LEVEL 

O  Ott 

O 0 

• -2 

O 
O -6 

• -it 

O 

O -30 

digital interface option ensures total 

control of the final sional conversion. 

High Quality AID conversion couldn't 

be any easer. 

Full A/O converter details on lack page 

Controls and Performance 

Inputs and outputs: 
inputs and 3utr.Jts an TAS J. cks 

and accept unnalanced 10c1Bul and balanced (. 4dB0 

Mic Clain OdB to ECJB 

Lime 

Weskits 

tan -10dB to . 10dB 

Cain GIB to +2Ddt3 

Emps dance > 

Comp  

Each individua preset is entirely editabie 

Comprosias Hain -' 0dB to - 10dB 

Make up 1;aln -10dB to + 10dB 

Overload: -20dEI 

Performance Spec 

frequency Respbse 

BypaEs in - - 1dB down at 20Hz .,nd 2130KHz 

Compressor in -2dB down at 20Hz and 200KHz 

TIM: Meexired wth ¡flout signal frequency of 1Kfilz at 

20d6u level and 20E-1/22Kfilz bandpass filter 

Bypass in 0.0038% 

With compressor in, Edb of comprrission and 6dB of 

makeup gain 0 001% 

Reiss Measured with 20Hz/22KHz baridpass filter 

Bypass in -92d3u 

Compressor in -91d3u 

e» 
fi,ctiq ¡lc 



The MixMaster" 
Stereo Dynamics, EC; and Image Processor 
How do I make my mix sound like a 

The Focusrite MixMaster'' is an analojue stereo audio 
processor designed primarily for project studio mastering. 
However, with so many useful features in one box, anyone 
involved in the business of making music will quickly find it 
indispensable at other stages of the recording process too. 

Simple yet effective processing sections cover every aspect 
of the mix, giving you the quickest route to that seemingly 
'out of reach' sound that makes a hit record. Within 
minutes you can give your mix punch, width and sheen with 
the signature transparency and sonic integritd that made 
Focusrite famous. 

-reo Ey 

Essentially a soft noise gate. 
The stereo expander decreases 
unwanted background noise without 
sounding harsh or brutal. With only 
two controls and an LED monitoring 
display, controlling the noise floor 
becomes a breeze. 

STEREO EXPANDER 

RELEASE 

Stereo Spectral 
Compressor 

A serious example of stereo 
processing power; the Stereo 
Spectral Compressor is a multi-band 
compressor with three bands of 
compression, Low, Mid and High, 
each being visually displayed - vital 
when you need to smooth out 
different frequency bands and have 
true control over the mix. 

When using a single band 
compressor, a loud kick drum cari, for 
example, cause the compressor to 
pump on every kick. In dance music 
this effect might be desirable and 

nit reoorcie 

The MixMaster -rakes its inspiration from 
— •• •••• •- •• • :• the processing circuitry of the legendary 

• • Focusrite Blue Mestering range, the 
preferred choice of many professional 

• • mastering engineers the world over. . • 
• '• This piece of outboard genius refines the 

‘\- • • • \\ - final balance and :dynamic energy of the mix, 
introducinç stereo enha.icement whilst restoring essential 
elemeots which may hawe become overwhelmed in the 
mixing process. 
Above The legendar? Focuscrte Blue :Mastenng Range 

LF 

O 
o 

• 

HF 

"I 0  REDUCTION 
.2 0  dB 

-3 0 

-4 0 

-6 

.8 e 

-12 
-14 e 
-16 

consequently you have the option to 
lock the compressor across the 
bands. The MixMaster- also allows 
yo.i to individually compress each of 
these three bands, so taming the kick 
alcne is as easy as turning down the 
LF trim. Taming an overly loud vocal or 
hi-qat is just as easy; Using tie MID 
baqd for vocals and the HF bend for 
hi-gat and snare, you have complete 
control over these specific areas_ 
The MixMaster- simplifies thia pricess 
to .5 knobs, and 2 buttons, all of 
which are easy to understand, ard 
allqw you not only to hear but also 
see what effect they are having ton 
your mix. 

A track put through this section 
when adjusted, sound tightm bigger 
and smoother. Finally, a device that 
delivers that elusive finished, 
professional sound. The process s not 
dif-icult to employ. Use your ears and 
yaw will soon be grinning from one to 
the other as your mix comes to lire! 
Also included in this section is the 

STEREO SPECTRAL COMPRESSOR 

LF SLOPE ADJUST IN OUT 

OIL 

RATIO RELEASE MAKE UP GAIN 
3 SLOW 

2.3. • . 4 ATTACK 08. 1,6 .PDF +6. • ..8 IN 
• 1.7.  . 5 0.4 , ,„ PI'S , 

43 • 

" switch. 
Switching the circuit in gives a fuller 
bass sound, an instant enhancement 
for dance nixes at the flick of a switch. 

5 

0 med 1 uip 
,5vrimwmk 

M11111 
r 2,111.VM 

20 10k 50k 

Seereo Spectral ".:empressur. LF Slope Adiust Swech - OUT 
LF & MF crossover at 20Ohlz 

5 

o 

• 'I 5 

-25 

1 k 10k 20 50k 

Steeo Spectral C,Plaressor LF Slope Achust Swttch - IN 
LF S. MF crossover at lust below 100Hz 



ontro s sr ormance 

Inputs Electronically balanced, 20kei 

nominal level .4dEluiL1Cdf3V 

Expander 

Threshold. 

Attack & Release 

Stereo 

Threshold. 

Ratios: 

Slow Attack switch: 

Release [ switched): 

IF Trim 120011:1: 

HF Trim 13kHz): 

Makeup Gain: 

6I3dB ro - 20d8 (continuously van iAle] 

Variable or auto 1prrigrim JependEnt) 

Attack 100µ5 to 100niS 

Release 100mS to 45 

Spectral Compressor 

-20dB to + 15dB ( cost vanab el 

1 3, 1 7, 2 2, 3, 4 & 5 Iswitched) 

decreases attack tune of compressor 

02, 0 4, 0 F3, 1 6 (Auto Fast, Auto Slow) 

+10d13 to - 10d13 

.10dEl to - 10dB 

OdB to -F15dB Icont var ablel 

Stereo EGI 

Gan ltv-10dB) fi Frequency t40Hz, TJHz,120Hz + 

Parametric Gainl+/- 11(581, Fret:tam"! (switched' 

Iflis: 100Hz to kHz or 1kHz to 1fIktb 

Variable 0: 0 4 - 1 5 

HF: Gan (+'- UldEll and Freauencl 

MOkHz 14q4z.20kHz + 'bit 

Very gradual tilt slopes, from 1Iblz -2d8/dctavel 

Output Stage 

Electronically balanced. ) 011, nomiral level +4dBu 

Unbalanced, ground compensated, 7511, minimal level - 10d8V 

Output Trim. -6dB to +EdB (cant varahlel 

Performance Specifications 

Headroom: 

1111): 

22dEl 

*4dBu all sections in. nu gain reduction 
,0.006% (BOKHz BIN1 Distortior during gan 
reduction is determined by the attack and 
release urnes set 

liaise: 20Hz to < -96dEu lull sections outl 
-86dBu (all sections in) 

trequency tee.: ' 5Hz - 200KHzl -y/ 2dB 

dimensions. -180 rut twl x ES ri-un (HO x 265 [En 

!Height : 2kg 

eiMabia 
Fix um qc 

• 

 9 

Stereo EGil 

The Stereo EG1 on the MixMaster- is 
tri,band, with stepped frequency 
shelving high [ 1-IF] and low [ LE] bands 
and a parametric mid band. A serious 
Foousrite ED with the ability tc add 
musicality and subtlety to your mix. 

The " " feature allows gentle 
emphasis or de-emphasis at either 
end of the audic spectrum and is a 
vital mastering friction. 

The MixMa3ter EQ is a very powerful 
tool that can gemtly enhance the tonal 
quality of tre mix, according to the 
user's oblective. 

12 H iguire 

leaiiMMMM 
eegist31.6_1reM 
relorloiemM 

-12 
10 1 CX:1 

Frequency Response. 
She+reng 60 

11.• no. 2. 

70-1z 

Analogue Spatiai Enhancer) 

For widening your stereo image. 
slight adjustment of the image 
cort-oller allows you to create en 
ambient, spacious mix t-tat extends 
beyond the normal stereo eeremities, 
breathing rnaw life into y,c-ur projects A 
tweak n the opposite direct- on 
produces a narrowed, focussed image. 
Many width enhancers -can cause 
phase cohe-ence problems for 
cereally-panned mix elements, but tlhe 
Miielaatens additional dire:A inputs 
allow critical central ele'men:s :like 
lead vocals or a kick drum: to be 
added to the mix after- stereo 
enhancement. This means That you 
car enjoy the benefit of wide, éiry 
mixes, but retain critical tight focus 
on, say, the lead vocal. 

'Mat makes rou thick I'm impeeSS2C? fue used 

the unit o  act' extra Dolish to snare of mi.' hcne 

recondings trwisferred from anaegus tapes. if 

now alts pert-enently bolted ta my 0313 output, 

If I •::an'e keep -his one then IV' ca-tain'y bey one 

to m.ilar:e it- I cant m o withouc Ic none" 

Len, Davies - Audio. Media. ",...verruDer 131G-J. 

(Output ContrO 

The Output secticn gives fine •:.,antrol 
of stereo oalaince and Viim is availabie 
before the A/O confer-ter cr analogue 
our,puts. For output protection, switch 
in the stereo; frequency adaptive 
limiter, with its awni LED meter, Ito 
stop those critical digital 'Dyers'. 

(I-figh Quality A/O. converter  ) 

VVtth Focusrite circuitry around premium 
serni-corclucter converte-s ; 24- bit/ 
96kHz, and 123 oversarrrnpled);, set in ai 
pristine electrical environmem.; the digital 
interface option ensures total control cf 
the final signal conversicn. Higl- Duality 
AiD conversioi couldn't bet any easier. 
Fuh 4/0 ceearer rle--arls on heck page. 

"Eashrallys use rocuseite 

euerrthing I is. I mix e tce real 

wore and Vile ta keep nhh 

camp-essror and E0 elute tad 

flee exMaster hust keeps 

eueryzhing tigl4tend smooth 

leaving! a -asickla of Fecesrite 

shine eve- my nix." 

Cave Clarke 

- Leo,7in5 fecn Producer 



The VoiceMaster 
Dedicated Engineering for Vocals 

The voice - the most fundamental 

instrument in the producer's repertoire. 

Focusrite believe that this instrument 

deserves a specifically designed channel 

strip. The VoicelVlaster- is designed to 

give you all the processing you need to 

create the perfect vocal. Incorporating 

Focusrite 
•48V 

60.0 

UNE 

/- FILTER 

• I80 

. 320 

( Discrete Transistor Mic Pre 

Within the discrete transistor input 

section, the VoiceMaster." features an 

audiophile quality Class A transistor 

mic pre design. The mic pre features 

the wide bandwidth design philosophy 

featured in the original Rupert Neve 

designs that gave birth to Focusrite. 

This design ensures low noise and 

distortion, delivering clarity without 

colouration, giving the signature 

transparency for which Focusrite have 

become famous. This section also 

features a high pass filter to remove 

proximity effect and wind noise. 

Class A circuitry and 3 signature sound 

and quality that has made Focusrite the 

industry reference for analogue signal 

processing throughout the vfor.d, the 

VoiceMaster- has become a permanent 

and essential fixture where,/er it has 

found a home. 

NOISE REDUCING EXPANDER 

Noise Reducing Expander 

The Noise Reducing Expander is the 

perfect tool for removing ambient 

noise and headphone bleed. With a 

gentle response, the expander section is 

ideal for processing vocals without 

running the risk of cutting into the 

vocal performance. With the Gate 

mode you have the further option to 

clean up noisier, less sensitive signals 

such as guitars and drums. 

DRIVE TUNING 
• • • 

Sk3 

THRESHOLD 
•---• • 0 AI, 

TREBLE 

BRIGHT 

EAST 

3 

FARD RATIO 

(-) 

OP 

Vocal Saturator 

The Vocal Saturator will hep you to 

enable your vocal to cut tirough the 

mix and will add character to the 

sterile digital recording process. 

This is achieved through a dedicated 

mosfet circuit which' is designed to act 

in a valve-like state. This allows you to 

create tape/valve style saturation 

from the original and add 

compressed, harmonic-related, second 

order artefacts to the vocal. You can 

also emulate a valve mic sound without 

owning an expensive valve mic 

or outboard unit. 

The Focusrite sound - Welcome to one of the most prestigious clubs in pro audio. 

Focusrite has, over the past decade, 

built a reputation as the market leader 

for high quality recording equipment, 

with its "Mic Pre" technology as the 

cornerstone of that enviable reputation 

The original Mic Pre was designed by 

Rupert Neve using rotary switched 

gain controls and high quality audio 

transformers This Me Pre has been 

used by many of the industries greatest 

producers and is the sound of countless 

hit records. Today, Focusrite design 

equipment for a far greater audience, 

from professionals to amateur 

enthusiasts with high specification 

project studios 

As with the Red range, the Mic Pre 

technology found in the Platinum range 

is designed to the highest possible 

standards What links all Focusrite 

products is the integrity of the design, 

testing and qualification process All 

new designs are checked and tested to 

the same exacting standards as the 

original Red and ISA ranges and can 

only make it to the final product' stage 

once they have passed the essential 

listening stage. Any design can 

measure well on the test bench but QM 

a good design can be qualified in the 

studio. Rest assured, your Platinum 

Mic Pre encapsulates exactly this 

philosophy and is guaranteed to excel in 

any studio environment 

Rob Jenkins - Chrector of Product Strategy 



matures ontro s 

THE: 

Noise: 

Mir. FIN. 

Frequency Resp 

Inputs 

line: 

9 002% 

96dB at unq gem through the unit 

134dB 

ldB at 10Hz to 20011-1z 

Gain OdB to 1.60,18 

Ga.n - 10dB to i:10dE 

Filters 

tu r,:ntntelte,ly variable 1?dB per =aye cut-off 

NR Expander 

Ratio variable J 

Gate attenuation. ,95ciE3 

Compressor 

Loft Rem 2 T 

Hard Ratio It 

lots, -94,16: 

Wendt,: kreq,ency cortanuously var of-le 

*20Hz to 600Hz 

Leve - 12c6 ti' .6IcB 

leu.hape 

lirsence: Freq:ency fined 1 5KHz 

revel - 12cE ti, 443c9 

Bell 9hape 

Abuses: 

Inge: 

0 dt.C1 

fre.ency: 

level: 

Nome• 

Overload 

Frequency 'ticec 4 5KHz 

Level f sed Edli 

Bell Shape 

Frequency oec 10KHz 

Level -.3dE io 

3helf shape 

De-casar 

to 9 . N<Hz 

Ires, old iepenaent 
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-Opto Compressor C Voice Optimised EC flapto De-caser 

4010E OFTIMIE,ED GC? 

The Opto Compressor on the 

VciceMaster- is, like all other features, 

designed specifically for the voice amid 

oUers easy-to-set-up dynamic control 

of performance changes. 

The Compressor comprises serJo-

ccntrolled optical attenuators giving 

better results than equivalent VC.Z 

designs, giving more punch and fat 

scunding compression, espeDally vmhen 

driven hard. Two modes of operaton 

offer soft (vocals) or hard (c'rums or 

electric guitars) compression. The 

acditional enhancer enables you to add 

brightening harmonics to a vocal which 

lacks character. 

Phil Dudderidge - Chai7o.nen of 

Focusrite andSor Abree Marta-, 

producer of the Beatles, wrth the 

ISA 110. Just one of r-,e. many 

Focusnte units tote found at 

AIR Studios, London 

The ED is designed rvith cont-ols 

tailoren speciEcally to give immediate 

results to live -or pre-recorded vocals, 

The crrtrols: include breath to add air„ 

presence to give vocals bite int busy 

mix, absence to rennove harshness an:c 

warrrtni tc add deptn and volJrne. 

Variaale frequency allows the warmtlh 

to fumction over the entire range of a 

voice from Ba-itone toi Soprano.. 

NASTER,FADE R 

• GdB 

The Opto De-esser is feazured to allow 

you to remove undesirable sibilance 

leaving the rest of :he vocal sound 

¡unscathed'. In addition, for perfecting 

your mix-down, youi can choose whether. 

the output of the unit is :aken pre or 

post the De-esser.. This gives you the 

choize of sencing tie vocal straight to 

the mix bus for o raturai sound or, 

alternativ&y ycu can take ;he output 

post De-esser to the reverb or delay 

iunit,, preventing the "zing effect". 

-Output Meter G Fader 

The final section features output 

metering and zontwol to ensure you 

have visual indication anc instant 

control of your mirput. This helps to 

ensure that the operating level 

accurately' ma:ches the following piece 

of equipment. 

'The NoiceMfflper protodes the tools to create a 

pure weal or e create!). enhanced one. think the 

poly problem r.ocusrits ate going HD have is making 

enough of the thingis." 

.aul JVhite. Sound en Sound 



The Compounder" 
Serious Corn.3ression 

The Platinum CoripounderTM is a 

high performance stereo dynamics 

processor designed 'or' the qualh-,y 

conscious pro=esajoral and project 

studio owner. This highlv featured 

unit is an essential tool for any style 

Gate / Expander High performance 
opto-limiter 

THRESHOLD RELEASE/HOLD 
. • 

. o 
ATTENTUATION 

.20 - 15 . 10 -5 

-Focusrite °'# EAST Ra]. 
ArrAcx RANGE EXPAND HOLD 

The unique opto air 

Compounder's Gate/Expendieir sectbn 

ensures quiet operation with no pops 

or clicks. With a complete set of 

controls ycu have accura-,e contfrol Dver 

gating and the ex3ander switch ensures 

professional noise reduction on difficult 

audio tracks such as vocals.. 

THRESHOLD 
12. • 

of music. The combinatior of high 

q_Jelity compression with the powerful 

Bass Expander, make this unit a 

must have fo- any dance music 

encireer or mLsician. 

RATIO ATTACK RELEASE BASS EXPAND MAKE UP LIMITER 

OVER 0.I 1 100 

AUTO 

INPUT LEVEL 

•4 HUFGLAET .) • FAT ° 

COMPRESSIONt 

-TO - 4) 0 + 10 +20 I I I 24 18 12 9 

'Dcr c• j J • • e 
11EILECIEC=1;11 

High spec compressor 

r or1.111 1 o The press er. 

features Class A amplification and a 

VCA circuit design derived from the 

legendary Red 3 Dual 

Compressor/Limiter, resulting in 

superb sound and very low distortion 

Soft arid Hard ,Kpee, compression 

curves and a wide ratic control that 

takes v.cu beyondl infi iity for that classic 

pumpimg sound meals you have 

substential cortrol over compression 

With tie unique Bass Expander section 

you can make kick d-ums and bass 

riffs far more powerful and effective. 

The expander c rcult gernerates extra 

bass harmonics to fatten Jp any low 

frequency signal. Add to this the 'Huge! 

feature and, be afraid, te Jery afraid. 

-30 

20 100 k 10k 20k 
frequer-ce Hz 

dB,, 26 

LIMITER IN 

LINK 

COMP 

A matched pair of hie quality Optas 

offers improved performance over 

VCA limiter designs which tend to add 

high levels of Cistchtion„ even when they 

are not limitirç. The Limiter features a 

Class A low ahsto-tion design and 

accurate threshold control to ensure 

quality preciSion I miting. The limiter 

enables you to prevent overload when 

recording ta an A/D. 



Features & Controls 

Compressor 

Threshold Range: 

Ratio: 

Slope: 

Attack and 

Release: 

Limiter 

Threshold Range 

Ratio, 

Attack: 

24/13 124E 

1 3 1 through infinityl to oser 

compresslon 

select between hard and soft brae 

Venable or auto ( program dependent., 

Attack 1130pE o 100mS 

Release 100mE to 4S 

12dBu ta' 26dBu 

Fast 

Geste 

Threshold Range 

Gate Range: 

Attack: 

Release/Hold: 

Expander Ratio: 

-40d8 to + 10dB 

30dB or -BOdB(fuln 

switched last or slow 

variable or fixed 100,n3 to 45 

1 

Performance Specification 

Inputs: Eectrorocally balanced impedance 201(42_ 

nominal level ...4dBui- -13dBV swischable 

Outputs: nctrontally balanced impedance 501(12. 

nominal ' noel ..-4dBu Unbalances ground 

open .ated. impedance 75(2, 

nominal ,eyel - 1 OdBV 

Headroom: 

TAO: 

22dB 

t6dBr, all sections IN no gain reduction 

sI3 006% (B(IKHz AWl 

Distortion dung gain reduction is deuntoned 

by 

Noise 1225110: - 100dBr (compressor OUT) 

-37dBr (compressor IN 

Frequency Resp.: 5Hz ni 200K1-12 .0/-2dB 

Lie attack and release times set 

(t. 

ALA41 

HRESHOLD 
.12• • • 

• D 

• • 

- * 12 13 0 

IN S0.7 KNEE 

RATIO ATTACK 
. • . • . 

INPUT LEVEL 

-20 - 10 0 • 10 - 20 

RELEASE BASS EXPAND MAKE UP LIMITER 
• .12 18. • • 

• 

True Stereo Linking 

Compounder to act as a true stereo 

zompressar; enabling complete stereo 

3critrol of every parameter. When 

svv;itched to stere3 the ieft channel 

3e33mes the master section and 

3oncrols both left and rght compresso-

end limiter sections simultaneously. 

?ou can als3 choose to operate ;he 

_wit as a dual mono device allovvinc 

yo-J to process two separate channels 

independently. 

The Comb...sunder - draws 

insprauor from Focus-411's 

7ech Awaxd winning Reo 3 

(Dual Comoresscr/Limter 

Common n leading 

studlos uncldwIce 

• 8 • 
LIM . 

2 de 12 ek, * 26 

'MITER IN 

THRESHOLD RELEASE/HOLD 
is. • . 

. o 

FAST FlA, 
AT7ACK r )PAND -IOLD KEY 

0  0 0 0-

/ PLA1 ' NUN, 

Multiple -ecording applications 

Recording Chain - Jse with a high 

cuality pre amp ene E 0 to create a 
high gualit record path with 

compression for dynamic control and 

a limiter to 'protect the A/D of the 

record device. 

Mixing - Insert into the console channel 

path to control individual or stereo 

tracks, giving real 3resence and punclh 

to vocals and instruments. 

Mastering - Place across the console 

two track bus or use on a finished rtnix 

o- OAT tape ti beef Jp the sound. 

L'se the Bass Expancer to get serious 

hard punching results for dance and 

techno tracks. 

"Nothing io my rack comes close to 

the classy, sounds which my Focusrite 

units proouce. The bass ::,aannel is 

permanently routed throwe the 

Compounder - powerful compreion 

and fantastic bass enharcement" 

NIJ Cole 



The ToneFactory" 
Giving instruments impact, 
character and control 

The ToneFactory is a h gh spec 

intuitive channel strip specifically 

designed to give you total control 

over instrumental recordings. It will 

enable you to achieve outstanding 

musical, or even radical results. 

Featured within this unit is the award 

winning Class A mic pre from the 

( Creative Filters _rete Transistor Mic Pre  

Within the discrete transistor input 

section, the ToneFactory features an 

audiophile quality Class A transistor 

mic pre design. The mic pre features 

the wide bandwidth design philosophy, 

featured in the original Rupert Neve 

designs that gave birth to Focusrite. 

This design ensures low noise and 

distortion, delivering clarity without 

colouration and giving the signature 

transparency for which Focusrite have 

become famous. 

[Direct Input 

The ToneFactory features a Direct 
Input on the fascia for quick and easy 
plug-in. Use the ToneFactory as a front 
end for getting all your instruments 
down to track in seconds. 

VoiceMaster- , Focusrite EQs, both 

active and passive, powerful opto 

compression and limiting, sensitive 

control over noise levels and 

out—ageously powerful yet adaptable 

filters. If you were searching for a 

sound, you've ust found it. 

The filters in the ToneFactory- are 

changeable between two modes: 

Creative mode: Reduces law frequency 

noise without affecting the bass; cut 

high frequency noise but retain 

presence in the sound. 

Corrective mode: Low frequency filter 

removes proximity effect aid rumble. 

The High frequency removes wideband 

noise from old synths and ;he like. 

The Filter is switchable between the 

main audio path and the s,clechain of 

the gate. When both switches are 

selected simultaneously the filtered gate 

side chain can be monitored. 

Post filters and pre compressor you will 

find a further insert point for patching 

in external effects. 

*- • Compresso 

The Opto Compressor on the 

ToneFatory offers easy-to-set-up 

dynamic control of performance 

changes. The Compressor comprises 

servo-controlled optical attenuators 

giving better results than equivalent 

VCA designs, giving more punch and 

fat soLnding compression, especially 

when oriyen hard. Two modes of 

operation offer soft (vocals) or hard 

(drums or electric guitars) 

compression. 

Impact 
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C. Tone Control 

THO 

Noise 

Mie LIN 

G JU2-•r, 

98dB at unity gam thmugh the unit 

1344E 

Frequency Resp.: 1dB at 10Hz to 2110Kliz 

Controls Spec 

Input 

Mie 

LIne 

Instrument 

Gan OdB to +6045 

Gam - 10dB to + 10d8 

Gam OdB to +204E Impedalce > 11VtOhm 

Accepts all musical insorumant signal leve s 

trim guitar pickups tc ,ynthemser ououts., 

eatures S. Controls 

Fift..ers 

Low Filter 15Hz to 3Z3Hz continuously vana:de. 

gentle rob dt curve 

12d8 pee octave n corrective mode 

High Filter 4 7P:Hz to n4KFiz onbnuouslv vanable 

Steep cut el with resonant 

presence oak 

12d8 pen octave.1 corrective made 

Gate Gato attenLation 

In deep ma :e Gate otter:Jet:GI > dB 

Ceapresur Soft Rate 2:1 

Ha-d Rats, 6 1 

Non -94:18 

Overload 

Frequency continuously valable 40 to 1KHz 

Level - 18dB to + 18dB 

G toed fine o- wide 

Elell shape oc Shelving 

Frequency continuously variable 500Hz to 20Kliz 

Level - 18dB to + 18dB 

O toed fine o- wide 

Bel shape oc Shelving 

e213dB 

_ 

CE 

TREBLE 
• . 

The Tone Controller helps pu! to 

achieve immediate results - :he cont'ol 

,ayout is similar to a guitar praamp Sc 

therefore instantly familiar to amy 

musician. This section features a design 

based around a classic 601's vintage 

circuit and incorporates bass. middle 

and two treble modes to cover the 

entire audible frequency bandwidth, t 

also features an overdrive control to 

add character to any instrument. 

Character 

THRESHCLD RELEASE/HOLD 

FAST DEEP HOLD 

( Focusrite Parametric  EMI ) 

This extra stage aimments the effect of 

the Tcne Controller and 3ivestie user 

fine detail control zo add tlae . ìnishing 

touches to complete the desired sound. 

The two bands of E.) cars be 

indepeidently selec:ad for three 

different modes 

Shelf mode - Adds tilt ta the frequency 

respo-se to boost bass jr ambient 

revera informatibn. 

Bell mode - Select a specific frequency 

to boast or cut 

Fine mode - Makes the filter more 

selective for fine detail vvork,, without 

interacting with adjacent frequencies 

Cantrcl 

ER FADER 

POWER 

PEAK OUTPUT LEVEL 

AID -5 Ci 5 10 15 

TONE 
FACTORY 

The loise Gaze on :he ToneFactory 

allows control of noise levels by 

effectively removing noise build up, 

especially clJe to noisy guitar 

footpedals, 

COutput Meter IS Fader 
This linal section features concise 

output metering and instant control to 

enatre you :01 ensure that the operating 

level accurately maimhes the following 

piece of equipment 

"Ever,hing it does it does well, and some things it 

does superbly well. This is one unit thatÉ going to 

epee+, to tho etusiciaps and studio owners who are 

prepai.ed to spomd just that little bit more on quality 

equip-lent, but-who prelously couldn't justify the 

expetee of a higa end peocessor." 

Paul ,VhIte — ori Sound 
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Quick Reference Product Comparison 

Height in Units 

VoiceMaster ' TorieFactory 

1 U 1 U 

Compounder MixMaster 

1U 

Mono I stereo Mono Mono Dual Mono/stereo 

Mic Pre Yes Yes Na 

2U 

Stereo Mono/stereo 

No Yes 

lest In — No Yes No No Yes 

Line +4dh Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Line -10dh Yes Yes Yes 

Compressor Type Opto Opto 

Gate Expander 

Yes Yes 

VCA MultiBand Opto 

Gate Gate 

Saturation 
Distortion with 

Voice Optimised speaker emulation 

Expander 

None 

 . Optional Digital I/o No No No 

Filters Hi-pass F-Ii S. Low Pass No 

None 

Yes 

No 

Opto 

None 

TubeTran 
Valve warmth 

Yes 

Hi Pass 

Parametric El 
Voice Optimised 

3 Band 

Passive Eq No 

Total Ell Bands 4 ( Inc Absence) 

Bass Enhancement No 

2 Band No 

3 Band No 

7 0 

No Huge 

Presets No 

Stereo Image Widening No 

No No 

De-essor Yes 

- Gate keg Input No 

Comp SideChain Input No 

Limiter 

The Digital 
option 

Available for both 
the MixMaster and 
the new Penta, the digital 
option allows high quality, super-
clean A/O conversion of stereo signals 
before audio leaves the unit. No additional 
circuitry is required post-mastering, on 
the way to digital recording media. 

With Focusrite circuitry around premium 
converters (24bit / 96kHz, and 
128 times oversampled), in a pristine 
electrical environment, the Focusrite 

No 

No No 

No No 

Yes Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 

Yes 

1 x Full Range 

digital option gives you total 
control of the final signal 
conversion - a key moment in 
signal processing. 

The board can be retrofitted by 
the customer without any soldering 

etc. Just a few screws to undo, and 
one clip-connector to 
join the digital board 
to the main PCB. 

High quality A/O 
conversion couldn't 
be any easier! 

No 

3 

No 

No 

O 

Yes No 

No Yes 

Yes Yes 

No No 

No No 

No Yes 

Yes No 

Controls & Performance 

Resolution: 

Sample Frequency: 

Tilt I 0+111dlle 

Noise 1. 

MixMaster A/O card option 

DISTRIBUTED IN NORTH AMERICA BY 

16/24- bit 

44.1, 48, 88.2 or 96 kHz - switchable 

0.004% (+/- 0.001%) 

(16 bit resolution): < -95 dBF 

(24 bit resolution): < -83 dBF 

MixMaster - AES/E8U S S/PDIF 

Pencil - SinDIF 

www.digidesign.com 

cligiciesigne 
1.800.333.2137 

VoiceMaster ToneFactoiN Compounder. MixMaster, Panto, Platinum E. Focusrite are Trademarks of Focusrite Audio Engineering Ltd. 
Errors and Omissions Excepted.Focusrite reserves the right to alter specifications without prior notice. 



POWER COND TIONFING: Furman PL-Plus, AR-

Pro Line Regulator; APC Smart UPS 

STUDIO NOTES: It's no accident that these stu-

dios look suspiciously similar. Craig Chaquico 

and Ozzie Ahlers work together from separate 

locales. As Craig explains, "Ozzie and I have the 

same computers, processors, software, con-

soles, and ADATs so we can easily exchange 

files. In the rare event there's a problem, we can 

help each other trace it without wondering if 

it's because one of us has a different version of 

software." 

Ozzie concurs: "Even our system software is 

the same. Sometimes we work with other people 

who have different versions of Dig tal Performer, 
so we save the file as an earli 
er version. Generally a lower-

version file will work with a 
higher-version software, but a 

higher-version file may not 
work with a lower-version soft-

ware." 

EQUIPMENT MOTES: Through 

past experience, Craig "appre-

ciates the need for computer 

power backup. I use an APC 

Smart UPS for the computer 

because I've had momentary 

blackouts that were enough to 
crash the computer and lose 

my work. Tie APC uni: keeps 

power to the computer steady. 

In the event of a blackout, it 
gives me enough time to save 

my work and do a proper shut-

down. Having a good rack 

setup is important to the studio 
layout, and I really like the 

QuilcLok gear. The bottom rack 
(RS 954) slants up, so when I 

sit at the desk, everything is at 

my fingertips. I can easily wheel 
the frame out slightly to reach 

the back of the gear if I have to 

pull a cable. Plus, all of the 

equipment stays very well venti-
lated." 

PRODUCTION NOTES: As 
Ozzie explains, their recent # 1 

Smooth Jazz Radio track — 

"Café Carnival" — was "totally 
recorded in our studios on 

agital Performer and then 
mixed by William Aura at Auravision (Ojai, CA). 

We wrote ara recorded that song by exchanging 
Digital Performer files on CD-R, and that's how 

we're dong our new project. We can send a 'cas-

sette tape' version of a song as an MPEG file over 
tie 'Net to exchange ideas almost immediately. 

Then, when we start working in DP, Craig will 

record a part, save the entire DP file to CD-R and 

FedEx the aisx to me. I open it in my system, and 

the entire DP session comes up, including the mix 

that he was listening to. I overdub my parts and 

send them back to Craig on CD-R. We can also 

import overdubs and fly them into our session. It's 

been a fun way to work, and having similar equip-
ment makes us feel almost like we're working in 

the same sardio together." • 

35 I JUNE2001 I EQ 
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SIGNAL PATH 
Ten -time Grammy winning engineer Al 
Schmitt began basic tracking at Avatar 

Studios (New York) in Studio A at the end of 

January. In preparation for his studio date in 
London, he had slaves made at Capitol 

Studios in on February 15th, then head-

ed for Abbey Road to record the strings. Al 

Schmitt explains, "For the setup of the room, 
I used a couple of the new Neumann M 150's 

for the ambience and some vintage 
Neumann M 50's for the surround. The spot 

mics were a coupe of Neumann U 67's on 

the viola, three KM 84's on the celli, U 47's 

on the bass, U 67's on the woodwinds, an M 
49 on the French horns, and I believe I used 
a Cole ribbon mic on the tuba. We recorded 

it to the Studer A820 at 30 ips, +6 over 185 

on BASF 900, non-Dolby through the Neve 

VR60 Legend. All together, there were a total 
of 53 pieces. Eight celli, twenty-four violins, 

eight violas, four French horns, four basses, 

one tuba, and four woodwinds. I ran it 

through the board preamps and then directly 

to the tape machine." 

MIC POSITION 
Al Schmitt confides, 

DATE: March 9, 10, & 11, 2001 

STUDIO: Abbey Road Studios, Studio 2 

LOCATION: London, England 

ARTIST: Diana Krell 

PROJECT: Dancing In The Dark 

TRACK: The London Symphony Orchestra 
strings for the song, "Dancing In The Dark" 

PRODUCER: Tommy LiPuma 

ENGINEER: Al Schmitt 

ASSISTANT ENGINEER: Chris Clark 

"I had the studio set 

up symphonic style, 
which is normally the 

way I set things up 

when I'm doing this 

kind of an orchestra. 

Claus Ogerman, who 
is a brilliant arranger 

and conductor, want-

ed it set up so he 
could adjust the bal-

ance of the instru-

ments in the room. 

That way he could get all the information from 

where he was standing, which made my job a 

little easier. I had the two Neumann M 150's 

above him about twenty feet in the omni posi-

tion, about three feet apart and angled down 
slightly towards the strings. Off to either side 

and behind him about ten to fifteen feet were 

the M 50's for my surround position. I always 

reco-d now for surround because it's becom-
ing so important. 

"One of my special tips for miking violins 
and violas — I almost always have the micro-
phones in the omni position. I just like the way 

the mics sound and I seem to pick up more of 

the room that way. I feel that I'm not trying to 
isolate things as much as I'm trying to pick up 

the leakage. The room ambience tends to 

make things sound richer and bigger, and the 
better the microphone you use, the better the 

leakage sounds, obviously. 

"On the violins I had four U 67's, two of 

them in front about fifteen feet up and two 
of them about halfway down the line, fif-

teen feet up and positioned down at a 45° 
angle. The first two violin mics were placed 

up above so I picked up the first two lines 

of 6, and then the other two mics in the 

back picked up the second two lines of 6. 

On the ceili, I used KM 84's about six to 

eight feet back and six feet up, and they 

were aimed at the F holes. With this setup, 

I could pick up the four on the left and the 
four on the right." 

PROCESSING 
Al Schmitt shares, " I didn't use any equaliza-
tion or any limiting or compression. Nothing. I 

rarely do. My theory on that is the micro-

phones give me what I want, and I know 

what microphones sound good on what 

36 I JUNE2001 I EQ 
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DIRECT 
INPUT 

PHANTOM 
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BYPASS 
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TEREO MICPRE • DI * EC • ELOP LIMITER 

By MANLEY LABORATORIES, ,NC. 

Call for our new 2001 pro gear cataloig! 

PHANTOM 
(PULLON) 

DOWER 
OFF ON 

PHANTOM 
(PULE ON) 

DUAL VOCAL COMBO 

METER 
OUTPUT 

SEP LP4K 

REDUCTICN 

The Langevin Pual Vocal Combo is a 2 one-1nel microphone 

preamplifier with 2 shelf equalizers plus 2 channels of 

electro-optica I'miters. Full-on 51-EEO, baby! 
Tnis combo is the result of suggestions from our 

customers to combine two of our most popular Langevin 

products ard make the price irresistible, half the price of 
the Voxbox in tact, for 2 channels of great sounding all-

discrete channe! strips. Sound irrte,resting? 

The PVC incLides real VU meters, individual phantom power, 

Ifriiter linking, ard time proven circuitry. This is an ideal i7ox 

for musicians and engineers on a budge,t and is equally at 

home in a i7íg league studio, mobile recording t-uck, or live 

gig. It has ti-e reliability. functionality, ard the sound 
without the any of the complexity- the essential features 

without the "sea of knobs." Easy on the wallet, easy to love. 

5uirt with prer,•:sion ale' pride bv: 
Manley Laboratories, Inc. 

13880 Magnolia Ave. Chinc, CA. 91710 USA 
tel (909) 627-4256 fax: (909) 628-2482 

www.manieylabs.com 
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instruments. I stay away from equaliza-
tion and limiting as much as possible. If 
it doesn't sound right to me, I'd rather 
change the microphone than try to EQ 

it. The way I set it up on the board is the 

same way I set up the room — the 

ambience first, then the four violin mics, 
then the two viola mics, the two celli 

mics, the bass mics, then the flutes, the 

French horns, the tuba, and then the 
surround. I didn't use any EQ — not 

even in the mixing." 

TRACK NOTES 
Al Schmitt elaborates, "Claus 

Ogerman hadn't done anything but 
classical music in the last twenty 

years, so to get him out of retirement 

to do something different was a big 

feat. He's a great arranger/ conduc-

tor, and we were all just overwhelmed 

by him and his arrangements. At first 

he wasn't interested in doing some-

thing different, so Tommy LiPuma set 

up a dinner between Claus and 

Diana. They talked and he was so 

impressed with Diana and her musi-

cal knowledge and ability that she 
won him over. 

"Claus lives in Munich and was very 
familiar with the London Symphony 
Orchestra, so he wanted to do it at 

Abbey Road in London. Studio 2 is a 

pretty large room, a little over 2,000 

square feet. It's where the Beatles did 

all their recordings, and there's such a 

great vibe to the room. The control 

room is upstairs on the second floor, 

so you're looking down into the studio. 

The studio is an oblong shape, about 
60 feet long by 28 feet wide with 24-
foot high ceilings. As you're looking 

down into the studio to the wall on the 
right, about half way down, and out 

about eight to ten feet, was where I 

positioned Claus, and then everybody 

was set up around him. We had good 

communication from the control room. 

We used a phone system so we could 

talk to him. Claus is a very spry guy 

and he kept running up and down the 

stairs. I kept running down the stairs, 

too, so we all stayed in good shape. I 

set up the violins to the left of Claus, 

the violas in the center. The French 
horns and the tuba were behind and to 
the right of the violins with the wood-

winds behind the violas. I had the per-
cussionist, who just played light bells, 

set up to right center of the room. I set 

it up this way because this is the way 

it's normally set up for a symphony 

orchestra and that's the way the con-

ductor looks when he's conducting. 
'The great thing about 'Dancing In 

The Dark' was Claus did an ending with 

kind of a tango feel after Diana finishes. 

It has this hypnotic thing in the arrange-
ment that's just amazing. It's very unusu-

al to have an ending of a song go on for 

45 seconds after the vocal ends, and it's 
just fabulous. Also, listen closely for the 

way Claus wrote the tuba and the French 

horns on this track, and also the harmon-

ics in the violins. I just finished doing the 

surround mixes at Capitol Studios in 

Studio C, and they came out great. I 

advise everybody to get their surround 

systems and set them up because sur-

round is here to stay and it's a phenome-
nal way to listen to music." • 
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If you work with today's audio production facilities you already understand that flexibility is what 

you really require from the gear you use. With Nuendo you are not bound to just one 

platform, or forced to buy one brand of dedicated audio hardware. In fact, whether your 

setup is a Macintosh PowerBook, a PC laptop or even a high speed multi-processor 

desktop CPU; nothing stops you from working on ary part cf your project at 

different locations with the hardware at hand.A songwriter, for example, 

can work on pre-production using a laptop, the band can be 

recorded in the studio on a dual processor PC, vocals can be 

edited on your PowerBook,and everything combined for 

final mix-down on a G4.Working across platforms is 

no problem with Nuendo. 
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for dates and locations. 
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Ecti— t-Voice 636 
by StEvE La CErra 

MICROPHONE NAME: Electro-Voice 636 

FROM THE COLLECTION OF: The Wood Shop, NY 

YEAR MANUFACTURED: 1972 through 1986 
PRICE WHEN NEW: $180 

TYPE OF MIC: Moving coil 

POLAR PATTERN: Omnidirectional 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 60 Hz to 13,000 Hz 
IMPEDANCE: 150 ohms or high impedance 

(shipped for high impedance) 

OUTPUT LEVEL: —58 dB, ref to 0 dB = 1 volt per 

dyne per square centimeter (high impedance); ref 
to 0 dB = 1 milliwatt per 10 dynes per square cen-

timeter ( 150-ohm impedance) 

EIA SENSITIVITY RATING: —154 dB (high or low 

impedance) 

DIAPHRAGM MATERIAL: Electro-Voice Acoustalloy 
CASE MATERIAL: Steel 

DIMENSIONS: 10.25 long x 1.125 diameter (inches) 
WEIGHT: 15 ounces 

MIC NOTES: Designed for general public address 
use, the Electro-Voice 636 was built for immunity 

from physical bumps and bruises. According to 

the instruction sheet that accompanied the 636, 
"The mechanical nesting principle of design by 

which the internal parts of the microphone are 

closely fitted within one another results in a 
mechanical structure that almost completely elim-

inates damage from mechanical shock." In addi-
tion to an on/off switch located at its base, the 

636 was supplied with a built-in blast filter to min-

imize wind noise. 

USER TIPS: The Electro-Voice 636 was furnished 

with a cable that terminated on one end with a QC-

4M Quick-Change Connector (the other end of the 

cable was unterminated). Use of this connector 

allowed the output impedance of the mic to be 
changed from low to high impedance without tools. 

After removing the connector from the microphone 

base, the QC-4M is opened simply by holding its 
shell and pushing the cable through the shell. The 

connector insert will open up, and since the contact 

pins just push into the insert, they can be removed 

and reconfigured. For low-impedance operation, 
insert the white conductor's pin into hole two; for 

high-impedance operation, insert this pin into hole 

three. The shield pin should be placed in hole one 

and the black conductor's pin in hole four; these 
should not be changed. If you're wiring the cable to 

an XLR connector, use shield to pin one, black to 

pin three, and white to pin two. • 
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Meet thE new prez of A&M 

Ron Fair 
SUSPECT: 

OCCUPATION: 

BIRTHPLACE: 

NOTES: 

Ron Fair 

Producer, arranger, engineer, keyboardist 

Los Angeles 

Fair's father is an opera singer and his mother 
is a classically trained pianist Following studies 
as a musician, his career began as an 
arranger/producer of publishing demos, 
including work as a recording engineer. 

1979: Named house engineer for United 
Artist Music Publishing. 

1981: Named Talent Manager, A&R, West 
Coast for RCA. 

1983: Director, A&R, Chrysalis Records — 
signed Go West, Armored Saint Mixed the hit 
metal album by Slayer, Hell Awaits. 

1988: Joined Island Records. Produced # 1 
Alternative track: "Charlotte Anne" by Julian Cope. 

1990: Named Senior VP and head of A&R at 
EMI Records — produced the 8-million selling 
soundtrack to Pretty Woman. 

1993: VP of A&R at RCA Records. Signed 
Grammy-winner Christina Aguilera and guided 
her multiplatinum career. Co-produced and 
co-wrote her # 1 hit "Come On Over Baby" and 
produced her platinum Christmas album. Also 
signed the group Lit and executive-produced 
the Reality Bites soundtrack with # 1 hits by 
Lisa Loeb and Big Mountain. 

2001: Joins A&M as president. 

EQ: What's your family background? 

RON FAIR: My father was born and 

raised in Shanghai, China. His father was 
American and his mother was Russian. On 

my mother's side, I come from a family of 

Jewish actors who were renowned in the 

Yiddish theater and went on to become pio-
neers in Yiddish broaccasting. They migrated 

from Poland, toured the world, and ended up 

in Los Angeles where my grandfather started 
a daily radio program that ran for 25 years 

called "The Jewish Hour" on KALI. He had a 

recording studio in the '50s, built into a 

garage and then converted into a broadcast 

studio that operated with the radio station 

through special FCC lines. I've been around 

recording, microphones, and broadcasting 

since I was two years old. 
How has that background affected 

you? 

Through all the years I spent as a starving 
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musician, my fallback and day job was as a 

recording engineer. I began recording at a 
really young age — a friend of mine, Joe Klein, 

had a recording studio mainly for commercial 

production, voiceovers, and backing tracks 
back in the early '70s. That studio went from 

full-track mono to three-track with a Scully 

deck, then four-track, 12, 16, and 24. I lived 
though all the changes as the studio evolved. 

What was your first success as an 
engineer? 

The original soundtrack to Rocky. I was 

one of two engineers, and I worked for Bill 
Conti, who was a mentor to me in those days. 

I had done a lot of engineering for him before 

he got his big break with Rocky. 

Do you and Sly still hang out together? 

Right. No, I really didn't know him, but Bill 
Conti and I still hang out together. 

How did you make the move to pro-

ducer? 
I was always playing piano and arranging 

music, and then producing, pulling my friends 

in after hours at the studio, making tapes and 

demos, knocking on doors of publishers and 

record companies, trying to break in. I used 
every means available to me, and my engi-

neering was always connected with my play-
ing ability. Back in those days. technology 

was a lot simpler and the process of record-

ing was much more related to making music 
than it is today. 

Yes, I was looking at your elaborate 
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digital setup during the recording of 

"Lady Marmalade" for the film Moulin 

Rouge — can you explain what was 
going on? 

The vocal production was done by 

recording each of the artists singing their 
part. But at that time, we didn't know 

exactly who was going to be singing what 
and where, especially during the ad libs, 

which are a crucial part of the song. Each 

artist sang down the track, recording sev-
eral different takes of the material, and 

just riffing. Then, I isolated the riffs and 

truncated them, put them into an Akai 

sampler, and triggered them off a key-
board. I had about 35 unique vocal sam-

ples for each singer: Lil Kim, Pink, Mya, 
and Christina. 

Now that you're the head of a 

record company. are you still on top 

of the technology? 

Definitely not. Back in the days of ana-

log recording, I was completely on top of 
it. I could walk into any studio, anywhere 

in the world, and record and mix a record 
on my own with no help whatsoever. 

Now, with all the digital media, with hun-

dreds of formats, and the way that music 

syncs to film, and 5.1, and all the issues 

— it's so far beyond me that I can't focus 
on it anymore. I have to delegate and 

focus on the major issues of the singer 
and the song. 

Who do you rely on? 

I worked on this project — and a lot of 
others — with a great mixer, Dave 

Pensado. Tal Herzberg is my number 

one guy for all the recording and editing 

of the music. He's a highly evolved musi-

cian and Pro Tools guy, way more than 
simply an operator of a system. He's an 

integral, artistic part of the way we 

record. Mike Ross is my engineer — he 
records all the great sounds. 

So, how does it feel, as the head of 
A&M, to be totally responsible for an 

artist's future? 

I've been responsible in the past, 
whether I had the president title or not. It 

didn't change anything for me. It comes 

with the turf. To me, it's a commitment 
when I sign an artist. I make their music 

my cause and become an advocate for 
them. It's so far reaching — much more 
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Cash in on surround sound mania without a lot 
of cash. Get the information you need to make a 
sound business decision by first reading our 
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monitoring for 7.1, 5.1, LCRS and other formats 
with comprehensive control of multiple 
speaker systems. 
But it's more than just a level control. Quality 
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button-push away, giving you confidence that 
your mixes will survive any playback format. 
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than just delivering a great record and a 

great song. It's seeing it through the pro-
motion and marketing, publicity, and dis-

tribution levels of bringing it to fruition. It's 

a gigantic leap from the heart for me 

whenever I get involved with any artist or 

group. The fundamental connection 

between me and the artist hasn't 
changed, regardless of job title. If any-

thing, it's more difficult to have that sin-

gle-minded dedication because my play-
ing field is much bigger now. 

Could you take me back to that 

moment when you signed Christina 
Aguilera? 

My former boss, RCA president/CEO 
Bob Jameson, knew Christina's original 

managers, the father and son team of 

Norman and Steve Kurtz. Bob listened to 
her music and told them that I under 

stood that genre of music. He though 

she was good and I listened to the tape 
I thought there was about eight bars of 

exquisite tonality in her voice on one o 

the songs. Most of the songs were for 
gettable — first effort, pop demos. But 
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the last song was exquisite because of 
the tonality and the scope of her voice. I 

arranged a meeting — she was 16 years 

old, with no makeup, her hair in a pony-

tail. A petite, teenage girl. I asked her to 
sing for me, and she said, "Here?" I said 
yes. She did a song from The Preacher's 

Wife, a Whitney Houston song she'd 
been listening to. She stood there, her 

feet firmly planted on the ground; her 

eyes went into sort of an icy stare — a 
total sense of self-possession and per-

fect intonation. She had the complete 

command of a seasoned performer in 
Carnegie Hall. No inhibition, no sense of 

containment. In that moment, you know 
you're in the room with greatness. The 

combination of spectacular pitch and stu-
pendous tone, and that fearlessness, 

they were automatic bell ringers for me. If 

it happens one or two more times in my 
life, I'll consider myself very lucky. 

So, how are you getting along with 
Jimmy [lovine]? 

Jimmy gave me the keys to the car and 
said I could drive anywhere I want to go. 

How will the music industry look in 
five years? 

The entire delivery end will be dramat-
ically altered once we have good quality, 
simple, reliable, and fast downloading of 

music. Plus, the subscription model will 
make record consumption more like 

cable television. Great things are hap-

pening, and bringing hundreds of choic-
es to people. It opens the business up to 

so many more people who are interested 
in music. 

But, as the universe of choice expands, 

the attention span decreases, so I think it 
will be very difficult in the future for an artist 

to sustain a long career. It will be much 
more of a song-by-song business. • 



Eleven reasons why Mackie's 1604 

VLZ PRO MIXER CAN MAKE 
your creative product sound better. 

16 XDR mic preamps 

get the most from any micro-

phone. Meticulously designed to 

achieve the same fine definition 

and pristine specifications as 

$2000- per- channel outboard 
mic preamps. XDR provides 

130dB dynamic range to handle 

hot digital inputs, ruler- flat 
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ance, protection from hot-patch-
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professionals use Mackie 
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ecently, the Los Angeles Times did a sur-
vey among 22 record company executives 

to name the artists they believe will sell 
the most records over the next seven 

years. Dr. Dre was at the top of tnat list. 

—. One executive said that Dre, who won a 

Grammy in February for P..oducer of the Year, 

might be the greatest talent in the music business 
right now. "Hip-hop is the most dynamic sound in 

pop, and he's the king of hip-hop." 
It came as no surprise that catching up with Dr. 

Dre for this interview was a bd of a challenge. After 
all, he's been busy putting final touches on a mix for 

Erninem's side group, iD12, makng beats wth 
Busta Rhymes, working on a new single with Eve 

and Gwen Stefani, and producing a soundtrack for 

a major film, The Wash, which he also stars in with 

Snoop Dogg. He manages to accomplish this mind-

boggling schedule with the aide of his production 

manager, Larry Chatman. 

As I walk into Record One in Studio City, 

Chatman is in between juggling phone calls and 
greets me with a warm smile, informing me that Dre 

is on his way. He invites me into the control room 

where Dr. Dre's Dream Team is already warming 
up. Ensconced in Studio B, engineer "Veto" (a.k.a. 

Mauricio Iragorri) is tinkering on the SSL 8000, while 
Mike Elizondo, bass player, and Scott Storch, the 
expert on keys, file into the studio. The activity 
seems normal, even mundane, until Dr. Dre walks 



into the room. The vibe in the control room 
shifts up a level of energy. During a lunch 

break, the conversation turned to a VH-1 

documentary on The Doors that Dre had 
seen the previous night, and, after com-
menting on how much he liked the key-

board sound, Scott Storch immediately 

launched into what was a near-perfect ren-

dition of the classic Doors sound. Soon 
Mike Elizondo had joined in on bass, Dre 
added a beat at the turntable, and, before 

you knew it, a song was born! 
Contrary to media reports that his 

recording sessions are filled with drugs, 

alcohol, and gang warfare, all I saw was 

positive energy, professional vibe, creativi-
ty, and solid business. After completing a 

call with his protégé Eminem (a.k.a. 

Marshall Mathers), where he was advising 
the young rapper on some crucial business 

decisions, Dre turned his attention to the 
interview at hand.... 

Dr. Dre can be described as many things 
— a catalyst, an astute businessman, an 

innovator — but perhaps the most inter-
esting description of the man, born 35 
years ago as Andre Young, is his descrip-

tion of himself as "a motivator." " I'm a very good moti-

vator," he shares. " I direct well. I'm a person that will 

spend three or four hours working on one line of a 
song to get it correct. I have to be able to work with 
artists who are ready to go through that torture." 
Some of the artists that have signed up for his unique 

brand of "torture" are Snoop Dogg, Eminem, and the 

hardcore rap group N.W.A., which Dre founded in the 
mid '80s with fellow rapper Ice Cube and signed to 
Eazy-E's Ruthless Records. 

Although Dr. Dre had been rapping and DJing since 
his early years growing up in one of L.A.'s rougher 

neighborhoods, Compton, he's surprisingly realistic 
about where his truest talents lie, and that's in produc-

tion. In addition to being credited with inventing gangs-

ta rap, he's responsible for creating his own musical 
style — G-Funk. This patented, often imitated style of 

music immediately became the defining characteristic 

of the entire generation of music. There are few that 

would argue that from the introduction of G-Funk, Dre's 

sounds and rhythms shaped the future of rap music, 

while impacting its history at every turn. 

One of the key moments in Dr. Dre's career came in 
1992, when he founded Death Row Records with his 

friend Suge Knight. This became a platform for Dre's obvi-

ous production talents. He released only one solo record 
for Death Row, the critically acclaimed The Chronic. While 

the production values behind G-Funk dominated the hip-

hop world for the next four years, collaborations with step-
brother Warren G and the immense success of Snoop 

Dogg's 1993 debut Doggystyle cemented Dre's name on 

the list of the most powerful and influential men in the 
music industry. Unfortunately, all of this success did not 
prevent the eventual collapse of the record label in 1996 

amid financial difficulties and creative differences — not to 

mention a lengthy murder trial for the label's star, Snoop 

Doggy Dog. 

The businessman in Dr. Dre had matured through all 

the challenges and obstacles of the '80s and early 
'90s. His instincts served him well when he made the 

decision to bail from Death Row Records almost a year 
before its ultimate demise. Eventually, he formed 

Aftermath Records and turned his production, mixing, 

and writing energy toward a young rapper he found in 

Detroit called Eminem. This collaboration not only 

resulted in Eminem's 1999 debut record, The Slim 

Shady LP, and the multi-platinum smash follow-up The 

Marshall Mathers LP, but also a Grammy for their col-
laboration on 2001's "Forgot About Dre." 

Dre explains, "'Forgot About Dre' was actually 

Marshall's idea. He said I have an idea for a song, I just 

need some music to it. So he sent the chorus to me 
and then we went to work on our music. We recorded 

it at Granny's House Studio in Reno, and then we put 
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the song together in a couple of hours." The collabora-

tion also garnered him a Grammy for Producer of the 
Year. "That was big," confides Ore. " I love the fact that 
I didn't have to go on stage and give a thank you 

speech. I didn't have anything written down. As it 

turned out, when they called my name for Producer of 
the Year, I just stood up. That's A A 

going to be the perfect ending to Alk 

my life story." 

Perhaps he should start prepar-
ing his acceptance speech for next 

year now because an Engineer of 
the Year Grammy is certainly not 

out of the question for the techni-

cally savvy Dre. He humbly admits 
that, although he defers to his 

engineer of choice, Veto, on cer-
tain things, he himself is the man 
behind the board for the majority of 

the projects he works on. His roots in recording began in 
a small studio in the back of a club in Compton where he 
used to DJ. " I would just come .n there during the week 

and just try to create my songs, just messing around, see-
ing if I had it. I would play them in the clubs on the week-

end and I would get good responses, so I just kept doing 

ALL YOU NEED 

IF I TRIED DIGITAL A 
COUPLE OF TIMES AND I 
DON'T REALLY LIKE IT. 

THERE'S JUST SOMETHING 
ABOUT IT. FOR ME, IT'S NOT 
FAST ENOUGH JUST YET A'! A 

' 

it and it became my profession." He continues, " I learned 

how to engineer basically from that club. I also learned a 
lot from this engineer, Donovan, at Audio Achievements in 

Torrance. We used to work together a lot, and I eventual-
ly started working by myself on mixes. I wanted it to sound 

a certain way and I felt nobody was going to be able to dig 

in my brain and get the sound out 
that I wanted except me. Everyday 
I would learn something new. I'm 

actually still learning with all the 

new technology." 

Through the years, as any 

engineer would, Dre has defined 
his choices in audio gear. He's 

candid about his love for any and 
all Solid State Logic consoles, as 
well as the Studer A827. He 

always uses Quantegy 499 tape. 
His mic of choice is the Sony 

C800G, which is the only mic he ever uses on vocals. 

When recording vocals with the Sony mic, he runs it 
through a Neve 1073 mic pre, and then through the 

SSL compressor and a dbx 160, but he admits to very 

little EQ on the vocal. Dre explains, " I usually record 
vocals flat. The only time I put EQ on vocals when 
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recording is if I know for a fact that I'm going to want it 
to sound like that during the mix." He continues, When 
I want a little more crispness out of the mic, I usP the 

1073 EQ with just a little high end. I don't use too much 

compression; maybe 4:1 with the outputs set to zero. I 

usually do my compression afterwards. I like the com-

pressors on the SSL. I usually have the ratio up to 
about eight or ten on a lot of things." Dre. a die-hard fan 

of analog recording, is one of the few producer/engi-
neer's left in the world that have not jumped on the Pro 

Tools bandwagon and, true to 

form, he makes no apologies 
for that. 

"I tried digital a couple of 

times and I don't really like it. 
There's just something about it. 

For me, it's not fast enough just 

yet. I tried to record into Pro 

Tools and got one of the best 
Pro Tools operators down to 

record the music, and it's just 
not me. Not yet," he concludes. 

"We had the Sony 3348 in the 

studio, and I tried a couple of 
songs on it and it didn't give me 

the sound I wanted. The kick 

drum started sounding trans-
parent. It wasn't good." When 

it's time to mix down, Dre 

makes the unusual choice of 

mixing straight to DAT, so you 

can imagine that the DAT 

machine is a key element in 

any studio he chooses to work 

in. Dre's DAT machine prefer-

ence is the Panasonic 3800. 

The question on everyone's 

mind, though, is what gear 
does Dr. Dre turn to make his 

signature beats? Engineer 

"Veto" confides that there's a 

laundry list of toys that make a 
Dre session complete. "The 

brain of the whole thing is the 

MIDI sequencer, the Akai 

MPC3000. We use the Korg 
Triton keyboard. Usually that's 

the controller — the Nord Lead 

and Korg's MS2000. Lately 

we've been trying out the 
Alesis Andromeda A6. 

Someone recommended a 
Waldorf cue, and we seem to 
like that one as well. They let 

us try it for a day and we said, 

'Yes, we'll keep it!' You might also find a nice array 
of vintage keyboards on hand, including those by 

Rhodes. Wurlitzer, Moog, and Roland. But Veto says 

what you won't find in use on a Dre session is a lot of 

outboard gear. 

"We don't use a lot of outboard gear," Dre con-
curs. " I doctor the vocal as far as de-essing and 

maybe some low-end EQ for the kicks. We use a lot 

of EQ on the console and all the limiters. Most of it 
comes out of the SSL and into the quad compressor. 
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I like the sound of it on the mix bus. That's the SSL quad com-

pressor in the center of the console." 

Dr. Dre certainly knows his way around the studio and in and out of 

a "tool box." This knowledge he credits to once having his own studio, 

complete with an SSL 4000E/G. "We did a lot of Eminem's first record 

at my home studio. Actually the first song we did together, 'My Name 

Is,' was done there," remembers Dre. Eventually he removed the stu-

dio from his home and is now vocal about his love and support of the 

professional, commercial facility. " I kind of got tired of having a home 

studio because you get to the point where you want to feel like you're 

going to work. Plus, sometimes you have to work with people and 

there's just some people you don't want in your house," he laughs. 

This love for the commercial recording facility has Dr. Dre hang-

ing out on a regular basis at L.A. recording hotspots like Larrabee 

West, Encore, and, of course, Record One. "We mix most every-

thing at Larrabee West. I just like a studio that's comfortable, has a 

lot of space, and, very important, has a lounge with a kitchen," he 

shares. "The equipment is important, but, to be honest, I'm still 

working on the same board I've worked on since 1990. The impor-

tant part is who's pushing the buttons." 

Dr. Dre just finished "pushing the buttons" on a new project, D12, 

the first act on Eminem's label, Shady Records. "D12 is an incredible 

group," Dre praises. "All the guys in the group are great musicians. 

rf DR. ORE'S DREAM TEAM 
Dr. Dre is quick to give his Dream Team credit. " I don't have a main instrument. I feel my 
brain is my instrument. In my opinion, I'm not really that good of a musician. That's why I 
hire the best musicians around. Like Camara Kambon, he's one of the keyboard players, and 
Mike and Scott. Everybody just adds their part to the soup and it comes together." Here are 
the vital statistics: 

LARRY CHATMAN 
Title: Production Manager 
Birthplace: Chicago. IL 
Nickname: Uncle 
Years on the Job: 10 
Job Description: In charge of organizing Dre's 
recording, movie, video, and tour activities. 
Chatman makes it happen! "Dre comes up with the 
ideas and I've got to put it all together. Basically, he 
makes one call to me and Ido the rest." 

MAURICO IRAGORRI 
Title: Engineer 
Birthplace: Los Angeles, CA 
Nickname: Veto 
Time on the job: 7 months 
Job Description: "Dre wants me to make his stuff 
sound as clean and clear as possible. I always EQ 
the tape. We put a lot of bottom on kicks, even 
snares, and get it set so, when it comes back, it 
already sounds ECYd. [ Dre] expects me to make the 
session run smoothly — have everything set up 
and ready to go when he walks in. 

"The other thing he depends on me for is to 
know everything we've done and where it's cata-
loged on DAT. If he plays a beat that we did for 
Mary J. Blige, I have to know which one he's talking 
about and play it for him right there. Of course, I 
know where it's at because I recorded it." 

MIKE EUZONDO 
Title: Track Writer/Bass/Co-Producer 
Birthplace: Los Angeles. CA 
Nickname: Bomba 
Years on the Job: 5 
Job Description: "Dre, Scott, and myself will show 
up at the studio and just start vibing. Dre will have 
some beats going and I'll start with a guitar riff or a 
bass line— we start jamming. Once an idea 
sounds good, the skeleton of it. Dre will ask Veto to 
start rolling the DAT. While Dre and the artist are 
writing the lyrics, we'll be laying the track down on 
two-inch. That's the beginning stage of it. 

"On Snoop's The Last Meal record [2000, 
Priority], it was just Dre and I goofing around. I 
started off with the guitar riff and he'd have the 
drums and there would be something there that 
would spark an idea. Then we would start building 
on top of that. My big thing is — in any situation — 
to just try and latch on and find a role and do that. 
With Dre, it began with being his musician, then it 
led to doing co-writes on some things, then the 
Snoop record, with some co-production." 

SCOTT STORCH 
Title: Keys/Songwriter/Co-Producer 
Birthplace: Long Island, NY 
Years on the Job: 2 
Job Description: "There's no one particular formula. 
I get cracking on a couple of beats with Mike and 
Mel-Man — we try to come up with the best music 
collectively. But, typically, Dre will come in with a 
beat idea and then we all play around it." 
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They all have really crazy personali-
ties, you know, and I love working 

with them. I think they're going to be 
a big group. Eminem is the sixth 
member in the group." Also on the 

horizon for Dr. Dre is his first foray 

into surround sound mixing. "I'm 
going to record and mix my next 

record in 5.1, so it gives me a whole 

new world to work with. Hopefully, 
then people can just throw it in their 

DVD player and have a little blast of 
entertainment." 

One thing that's evident about 

Dre is that he strives to keep his 

audience entertained regardless of 
what he's doing. He wants the 
records he makes to stand out and 

intrigue the fans long after they first 

listen. He ensures this. he says, by 
putting what he calls his "sprinkles" 

into the mix. He explains, "People 

come up to me on the street and 

say, ' I hear somethfng different 

every time I listen to your record.' 
That's what I like to hear — that's 

the sprinkles." Even when he's self-

producing, he challenges himself 

constantly. " I really take a lot of time 

on each song and make sure it's 
okay — I'm my worst critic. I want to 

make sure it's right." 

The multi-faceted Dre has put 
plans in place to expand his empire by 

adding two more talents — acting and 

directing — to his already impressive 
resume. Dre fans can look forward to 

a Snoop/Dre reunion with the release 

of a movie they're currently filming 

together, The Wash. The power duo 
will also collaborate on the soundtrack 

of this "dramedy." Dre spills another 

interesting tidbit — he's going to direct 

a movie within the next year. 'The first 

movie I'm doing is called Raincoat. It's 
all about...condoms," he muses with a 

grin. Acting is a true passion that he 
intends to explore fully in the future. " I 

want to do a really big movie and have 

it come across really good. I want it to 
have the same feeling that my records 

give people. This movie is going to be 
interesting." 

We would expect nothing less 
from The Doctor. • 
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M. 

By Steve La Cerra 

There aren't many artists who have the privdege of working with a recording and production master 

like Bob Clearmountain, but Bad Dog Records artist Jonatha Brooke is one of those select few. Her 

most recent release, Steady Pull, was produced and engineered by Clearmountain at his home stu-
dio. Mix This! Clearmountain's workplace — which centers around an SSL 4000G+ console — was 

designed primarily as a mix room. However, Jonatha changed that with Steady Pull. 

Clearmountain, who hasn't produced a record in almost ten years, recorded much of Steady Pull 

with Jonatha and drummer Larry Aberman playing live at Mix This! As Clearmountain reveals, "My 

studio has only two rooms. It was essentially built as a mix room, so I don't have proper' isolation 
booths. Jonatha was in the control room singing and playing acoustic guitar, while Larry was out in 

the lounge. This is the first time I tracked here." 

Unlike Brooke's past recordings, Steady Pull didn't go through extensive preproduction. 
While recording her recent live CD, Jonatha Brooke Live (Bad Dog Records), Jonatha says 

she discovered "just how much I love the immediacy, intimacy, and spontaneity of the live 
sound. F wanted that in the studio, so a lot of tracks were laid down with just Larry and I. In 

some cases, Larry was hearing the songs for the first time. Having Bob and David [Boucher, 

Bob's assistant] in the control room made me feel more like I was performing. I kind of liked 

being in the control room at the center of things. Both 'Linger' and 'Red Dress were scratch 
vocals that were kept, while 'Your House' is a live take of the whole band. So there are quite 
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a few songs that are more like live per-
formances. I'll take that vibe any day." 

According to Clearmountain, "Jon-

atha sang through either a CAD Equitek 

E-300 microphone or one side of an 
AKG C24 [stereo] tube mic. The mic 

went to an Avalon M5 microphone pre-
amp. I patched the M5 out to a line input 

on the SSL and then to an Apogee 
AD8000SE converter. The digital output 

of the AD8000SE fed my Sony 

PCM3348HR multitrack. At times I used 

an UREI LA3A compressor, which was 

modified to reduce the noise floor. I 

believe that there's a pad on the output, 

so you can turn the input level up and 

get a better signal-to-noise ratio for 

compression, while not overloading the 

output stage." 
As you'd expect, recording live 

vocals and acoustic guitar in a control 

room presented challenges. "First off," 

Ciearmountain notes, "we had to moni-

tor' on headphones, so I recorded the 

vocal and guitar flat. And of course we 

had to be quiet in the control room while 

we were recording, or the noise would 

be heard on Jonatha's vocal or guitar 

tracks (the '3348HR is in a machine 
room, so it's not a problem). For vocal 

overdubs, Jonatha was in the lounge, 

which has a big window. My house is in 
a quiet, residential neighborhood, but 

every now and then there'd be a 
dog barking or a gardener using a leaf 

blower nearby! We didn't have enough 

isolation to keep that out. In fact, you 

can hear a truck go by at the beginning 
of the first verse of 'Lullaby!" 

Isolating acoustic guitar from a vocal 

(and vice versa) performed by the same 
person can be a difficult task. But Bob 

maintains that "a vocal mic doesn't have 
to be placed directly in front of the singer. 

I brought the vocal mic down lower, sort of 

pointing up Jonatha's nose (so to speak) 
at a 45 degree angle. That allows the 

rejection spot of the vocal microphone to 
face the guitar. Likewise, I placed the 

acoustic guitar mic pointing downward at 
about the same angle, with the rejection 

point facing Jonatha's mouth. That, plus 
using the Fishman pickup on her Olsen 

guitar (which sounds wonderful), gave me 
pretty good isolation — enough that, if we 
needed to fix a vocal line, we could do a 

punch without worrying about leakage on 

the guitar track." 

LOUNGING AROUND 
THE DRUMS 
Although never intended for use as a 

recording space, the lounge at Mix This! 
does have an XLR mic panel, facilitating 

Clearmountain's efforts in using the 
space as a "drum booth." The drum 

sounds on Steady Pull belie 
Clearmountain's rather ordinary selec-

tion of mics for the kit: Sennheiser 

MD421's on bass drum and floor tom, 

Shure SM57 on snare and SM98 on 
high toms, and AKG C460s for hi-hat 
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Beta52 • Beta56 • Beta57A • Beta58A • Beta87A • Beta87C • Beta91 • Beta98D/S • SM58LC • SM57LC • SIV181LC • VP64 • VP88 • KSM32SL • KSM44 

SM7A • PSM • E-1 • E-5 • 1-Series Wireless • UT-Series Wireless • LX-Series Wireless • VP-Series Wireless • UC-Series Wireless • UHF-Series Wireless 

bsolutely 
n Stock! 

*models listed above (4-15-01 thru 06-30-01) 

800-356-5844 
www.fullcornpass.com 

...buy now and get a free hat 
*while supplies last 
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and overheads. For ambience, Clear-

mountain used "a pair of Royer R-121 
ribbons about 12 feet in front of the kit, 
and about as high as I could get them — 
the ceiling height is only eight feet here. 

There's a bathroom at the end of the 

room behind the lounge that has a real-
ly ambient tile shower stall. We left the 

door open and stuck an Octava MC012 
mic in there while we were recording. In 
the bridge of the song 'Room In My 

Heart,' the drums get bigger. I just 

cranked that mic to make the drum 

sound open up. I usually compress the 

room mics a bit depending upon the 
music, what the track calls for, and what 

kind of effect I want to get. Sometimes I 

compress them with the SSL compres-
sors, or maybe an (UREI) 1178, which is 

just a stereo version of the 1176." 
In the song "Red Dress," the kick drum 

sound is massive. According to 

Clearmountain, 'That's mostly Larry's 
drums, plus the ambience of my lounge. 

There's a program in the Lexicon 480 

called '20W50,' which is a very dark, short 

SOUND ADVICE! 

"With clients like Don Henley, the Dixie Chicks 
and Marty Stuart, we rely on SurgeX to keep 
our sessions running smoothly." 

Mark Petty, Chief Recording Engineer 
ASC Recording Studios 
Dallas, Texas 

SX2120 SEQ Smart 
Sequential AC Distro 

SX2120 Manual Distro 
(2 banks of 6 switched 

outlets, plus 3 always on) 

CIRCLE 

Only SurgeX Series Mode Pro Surge 

Suppressors and Power Conditioners 

provide A-1-1 certified protection. 

SurgeX will not fail. SurgeX does 

not contaminate the green wire. 

Our advice? Get SurgeX. 

SURGE\® 
.peneà ivioue rro 

When Downtime Is Not An Option! 

www.surgex.com • 215-862-9344 
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Email Jonatha BrookE at 
pra@prarecords.com and visit hEr WEb 
sitE at www.jonathabrooke.com. Bob 
ClEarmountain's WEb sitE is at www. 
mbcthis.com. 

reverb. I sometimes add that to a kick and 

it makes for a very resonant sound. But 

there's no sample or any big trick." 

TRACKING AND 
TRANSFERRING 
Some of the tracks for Steady Pull were 

recorded in Pro Tools. Brooke cites "How 

Deep Is Your Love" as an example: 'That 

song started as a demo at my friend Ryan 
Freeland's apartment and it was a Pro 

Tools adventure. It has all sorts of weird 
backward parts and loops. There was a lot 

of experimentation on that song, and it 
became very complicated. Clearmountain 
concurs: "How Deep...' probably went 70 

or 80 tracks deep in Pro Tools. We even-

tually got it down to under 48 and bounced 
it to the 3348HR, because I'd rather have 

the tracks on tape when mixing as well as 

for archiving." 

Clearmountain owns a total of seven 
Apogee AD8000SE's: six of them that are 

fitted with SDIF-2 cards and are dedicated 
to AID and D/A conversion for the 
3348HR, and one that serves as the front-
end for his Pro Tools system. 

Clearmountain interfaced his Pro Tools rig 
with his 3348HR using Apogee's 

Multimedia Bus (a.k.a. "AMBus" — a fea-

ture on the AD8000 that has the ability to 

format-convert various digital audio proto-

cols). With a Pro Tools TDM-compatible 

AMBus card (the Digi 8+ card) in the con-

trol room's AD8000, four AES pairs then 
travel to the 3348HR. A Digidesign 

Universal Slave Driver (USD) interprets 

the timecode for Pro Tools, providing the 
positional reference. Under normal cir-

cumstances (tracking to or mixing from 

the 3348HR), the 3348HR is clock master, 
taking advantage of the attached 

AD8000's low jitter clock. When transfer-

ring from Pro Tools, however, the control 

room AD8000 provides the word sync via 
the AES pairs, ensuring that signal path 
and word clock path are identical lengths 

for minimal jitter. 

MIX TFIIS! 
Throughout Steady Pull there's a feeling 

of clarity and immediacy in Brooke's 



yv To qiguarne 
Get two boxes in one. 
Our most-acclaimed L2 peak limiter is not all 

sections are "better than $2000 standialones 
— Bob Katz, Digital Domain 

It's the perfect front end to any DAVV system 

Release 

184110' 
.532.521.510.5 

e 
ARC Auto releas.a 

Reease ARC Auto release 

532.521.5103 

Uttramuimizer 

48 bit • 96 kHz I 

WAVES 

Simply no comparison. 

you get in this box. The L2's converter 
... a bargain at twice the price" 

or mixing job, ideal for channel insert, 

guitar racks, broadcasting, remix, 
sound design, and of course, 

mastering. 

Use Pie A/D converters to boost 

your quality and the limiters to 

r ever clip your track. Spank a 
voice or snare beyond any 
imag noble point. 

Scare yourself a little. 

There's simply nothing else in 

te cl'ass of the 12 Ultramaximizer. 

We pushed our limit, so you can 
push yours. 

'Dry one today! 

Just cell your dealer. 

Astonishing 

transparent 

brickwall limiter 

Get 4 bits better. 

16 sounds like 

20 with Waves 

(ED dither 

96, 88.2, 48, 

44.1kHz stereo 

or dual moro 

True 48-bit 

processing 

Get your own 
demo unit! 

see www.waves.com 

Waves has newly built the L2 Ultramaximizer as a software plug-in, and as in 

-he L2 hardware, completely outstrips your expectations, with 3 major differences 

over the original Li that dramatically improve the level, resolution, and perform-

ance: Waves ARC auto-release 
(so good you'll never turn it off), 
the IDR dithering system now 

with 9th-order noise shaping, 

and our most-acclaimed limiter 
algorithm. 

42Ihlt DoutoSe P"mico,..1 

? 

U anui.rrozer 

gotta 
get Waves 

Download the L2 software 

and stun yourself a bit or two. 

There's a 24-hour demo 
available right now, but it 

won't take you 24 hours to 

realize you gotta have the L2. 

(North & South America) 

306 W. Depot St., Suite 100 Knoxville, 'Tennessee 39717 

phone: 1.865.546.6115, fax: 1.865.546.8445 

(Headquarters) Azrieli Center 1, Tel-Aviv, 67011 Israel 

phone: 972.3.6081648, fax 972.3.6081656 
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software too 

I> 4 more bits 

with CM 

Algorithm is 
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hardware 
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www.waves.com 



"These mics are so good 
it's absurd!" 

Bruce Swedien (Grammy winner, 

Michael Jackson, Quincy Jones, 
Duke Ellington) 

"God, I love these (expressive 

deleted) things!!!" 
Ed Cherney (Grammy winner, 
Rolling Stones, Eric Clapton, 

Bonnie Raitt) 

vocals Though this gives the impression 
of a lot of compression, Clearmountain 

states that's not the case: "It's more rid-
ing the fader on Jonatha's vocal track 

during the mix. Plus she's a very consis-
tent singer, so I don't ride gain during the 

recording process. There aren't a lot of 

effects on her vocal. There are some 

delays here and there, plus my live 

chambers. When I moved in, there was 
a wine cellar here, so I built a wall divid-

ing it into two rooms. In each of these 
rooms I have a Mackie HR824 powered 

speaker and an AKG 0460 microphone. 

The console sends to the speakers and 
then the C460's return to the console. 

Whenever you hear a tight, bright room 
sound. it's the live chamber. I bring them 

back in stereo, so if I pan a guitar to one 

side of the chamber, the reverb also 

comes back panned to the same posi-

tion, or a different poshoni I so choose." 

Clearmountain routes his stereo mix 

to an Apogee PSX100, using it as a 

bit-splitter to mix al 88.2 kHz/24-bit 
onto two TASCAM DA-88's for redun-

dancy ' n addition to vamaha 
NS10M's, Audix N5's, and KRK E7's 

(which he uses for surround mixing), 

Bob's preferences for mixing speakers 

also includes a pair of Apple Computer 
speakers. "Unfortunately they've been 
discontinued," Clearnnountain laments, 

*which stinks because I really like mix-
ng on them. They're simply called 

Apple Powered Speakers, and they're 

my portable mix reference. I switch 
between them and the Audix N5's, 

which are really wonderful for mixing. I 
don't have large monitors and haven't 

used them in years. The last time I 

used a set of 'arge monitors on a pro-

ject, they were so wrong that I had to 
remix the project. They weren't even 

close. I'd be mixirg, and then go up to 

the big speakers and think, 'Oh, there's 

way too much bass. But these things 
can't be that wrong in the bottom end 

oecause they cost like, a trillion dol-

lars!' [Laughs.] When I took those 

mixes home I thought, 'Oh my God, 
where's the bottom end?' There was 

none. I think the only real purpose for 

monitors like that is to feel the bottom 

end for an overdub or for certain types 
continued on page 118 
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Powered Plug-Ins 
The Natives are Restless 
Your native workstation is about to get a serious power 
boost. Introducing ?owered plug-ins equipped w'th 
their own power source, the revolutio:nary UAD-1 - DSP card. 

No Compromises 
Think about it. Ever had ta trade quality for quantity in plug-in 

effects? With Powered Plug-Ins, create the project of your 
dreams without tnose painful trade-offs. Ever wondered if 
plug-in companies make compromises too? They do. We 
don't. With our single super-computer DSP chip we avoid the 
inherent limitations of mufti-chip DSP cards. The result: 
ultimate plug-in power. 

How Much is Enough? 
No workstation on the market — at any price — matches the 
UAD-1. Take the most popt.lar (and expensive) DAW available 
today. Multiply its power by three. Now you're clbse (for a 

whole lot less!). Imagine a project with :8 RealVerb Pros or 
36 EQs, 16 compressors and 3 RealVerb Pros running 

simultaneousry — all of a quality previously limi:ed to pricey VinfCompressor 

high-performance workstations. With no hit to your CPU, 11176 and LA-2A) 
you've gct tors of overhead for more tracks, automation 

and native effects. This is serious stuff. 

Best of Both Worlds 
Powered Plug-Ins combine the value of native 

systems with the power of dedicated DSP. And 
because they're from :he Analog Ears and 
Digital Minds of Universal Audio, you get 

the best of the ana!og and digital world, 
with obsessively exact digi-.al 
emulatior s of our very own I176 

and LA-2A- Vintage, Compressors-. 

Are Your Plug- Ins. Powered? 
Add some serious horsepower to 
your VST system today. Powered 

Plug-Ins, just $995, available for 
VST/PC applications including 

Cubase, Nuendo and Logic 
Audio. 

Visit www.uaudio.com and 
register to win your own 
Powered Plug-Ins bundle. 

DINIIERSAL AUDIO I www.uaudlo.com 

Powered Plug-Ins 
include: 

> UAD-1"' 

I 831 466 3737 I 831 466 3775 

DIGITAL rU001 Universal Audio. All rights reserved Trademarks are the property of their respective holders 

All features and specifications subject to change wnhout notice. 



ESP F205 5- String Bass. 
Pay in three easy interest free 
installments. Free, same-day 
shipping for online orders.* 

Yamaha Stage Custom Drum Set, 
Cranberry Red. Pay in three easy 
interest-free installments. Free, 

same-day shipping for online orders. 

3ibsor Paul Classic. 
Pay in five easy interest-free 
installments. Free, same-day 
shipping for online orders. 

KORG Triton. 
Pay in five easy interest-free 
installments. Free, same-day 
shipping for online orders. 

MUSIC. INCOMPLETE WITHOUT AMERICAN MUSICAL SUPPLY. 

Easy Pay Program: Lnigue no- interest paymelt plans so you can own 
virtually any of these great products and pay in three or five payments! 

Lowest Price Guarantee • Same-Day Shipping • Free Extended 
Warranty Program for many products • 45- Day Money-Back Guarantee 
if not satisfied • Over 10,000 products in stock 

• when ordered by1p to EST CIRCLE 72 ON INFO CARD 1 • 8 0 0 • 4 5 8 • 4 0 7 6 

For a free 156- pa g a catalog. cell 1-800-458-4076 • 24 hour, 7 day a week customer service 

_J Yes! I'd • ove to have a FREE one-year subscription to the AMS catalog. 

Name  
t Address   

City  State Zip 
Phone  
E-mail  
Infmrests: ,J Guitar J Bass J Drums J Keyboards J DJ 

J Stage ( PA/Lights) J Studio ( Recording) 

Fill ir this coupon and mail itto: American Musical Supply • P.O. Box 152 • Spicer, MN 56288 
EQ-0601 



BY STEVE LA C.ERRA 

E0 TAKES A CLOSE LOOK 
AT IZ TECHNOLOGY'S NEW 
MULTITRACK HARD DISK 
RECORDING AND EDITING 
SYSTEM 

RADAR 24 represents the third gen-

eration in iZ Technology's RADAR 

hard disk recording family. RADAR 

24 is capable of simultaneously 

recording 24 tracks at 44.1 or 48 kHz 

with 16- or 24-bit resolution. High-res-

olution modes may be used to simul-

taneously record up to 12 tracks of 96 

KHz or six tracks of 192 kHz, depend-

ing on the installed I/O. A standard 

RADAR 24 system ships with a four-

space rackmount mainframe plus the 

KC-24 controller for transport control 

and record arming of 24 tracks. 

Available options include the Session 

Controller (which can arm up to 48 

tracks) and the Meterbridge. All pro-

cessing, audio I/O, and data I/O is 

contained within the RADAR 24 

mainframe. Rear-panel features 

iiclude word clock and SMPTE I/O, 

MIDI in/outithru, a PC parallel port, 

two USB receptacles, RADARLink 

1,0 for syncing multiple RADAR 24 

machines, an Ethernet port, and an 

SVGA monitor output. 

RADAR 24 HARD DISK RECORDING SYSTEM 
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17 TECHNOLOGY RADAR 24 

On the front panel of the RADAR 
24 is a power switch, a 3.5- inch flop-

py drive (for RADAR 24 software 

upgrades), a removable hard drive, 

and a third bay for a backup drive. 
Our review mainframe was shipped 

with the (24-channel) Nyquist Analog 
I/O Kit (supports up to 96 kHz sam-

ple rates), 24 channels of TDIF I/O, 

two channels of AES/EBU and 
S/PDIF I/O, a DVD-RAM backup 

drive, and a 9 GB hard drive. We 

also received the Session Controller 
and Meterbridge 24 for this review. 

When I unpacked the RADAR 24, I 

was determined to find out if the sys-
tem was easy enough to use without 

studying the manual — opting only 

for a quick read of iZ's printed quick-
start guide the night before the first 

session (a comprehensive manual is 
supplied on CD-ROM). I racked the 

mainframe next to my TASCAM DA-

98/88/38 system and decided to wing 
it. I substituted RADAR 24 for the 

TASCAM system, digitally connecting 

RADAR 24 AT A GLANCE 
MANUFACTURER :1Z Technology, 214-3988 Fraserto Court, Burnaby BC, Canada, 
V5J 5H3. Telt 80C-776-1336. We b: www.recordingtheworld.com. 

SUMMARY: Multitrack lard disk recorcing and editing system 

STRENGTFIS: Excellent sound quality. Easy ti use Flexible I/O and sync interfacing 
Supports hualh-resoluticn sample and b t rates Static Timecode Output 24/7 live 
tech suraparl 
WEAKNESSES: Mo virttal tracks Current software dcesn't support use of a mouse 
for edit ng. Maint-ame is mechanically noisy 

PRICE: Start ng at $5,6,30 as reviewed $ 10.870 

E0 FREE La #: 125 

the mainframe's TDIF I/O to my 

Yamaha 02R. The analog I/O hooked 

in just as easily because iZ config-

ured it ta conform with the TASCAM 

DB-25 protocol for analog I/O. (Smart 
move, iZ.) Moving a word clock con-

nection from the DA-98 over to the 

mainframe completed the necessary 

connections. After powering up, I was 

literally ready to tecord. Elapsed 

time: approximately 25 minutes. 

At this point, I wasn't using a video 

monitor — just the Session Controller 

— and I treated the RADAR 24 like 

any multitrack recorder, without con-
cern for CPU, OS, IRO, PCI, blah, 

blah, blah. I patched my outboard 
mic pros to the RADAR 24's analog 

inputs, and used the 02R's digital 

tape returns for playback. This con-
figuration worked perfectly. After 10 

minutes I had cut my first tracks, still 
no manual needed. What a concept! 

After the preliminary tests, it was 

time to get down to some serious 

mixing. Blue Oyster Cult had just 

N 

W
hat Would You Call a Modular, Multi-Function 
LitepipeTM Patching System That Puts All of 

Your LitepipeTM (or S/PDIF Optical) Sources and 
Destinations Within Fingertip Reach For Easy 

Patching, Signal Insertion, Substitution, 
Splitting... And More ? 

prom Any Authorized Hosa Dealer. 

www.hosatech.com 
ADAT and Litepipe are trademarks of Alesis. ©SC. , 
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"ACID HAS NOW BECOME PART OF MY CREATIVE TOOL KIT." 

LOOP' BASED MUSIC 

ç, 

NEW DAVID TORN LOOP LIBRARY 
TEXTURES FOR ELECTRONICA AND FILM MUSIC 

CREATION 

• 
TYE been writing loopedl-based music since the 70's, and I've been looking for 
something like this ever since to come along and s eed-up the process. MID 
indeed easy! It calms your fear of using new technology for music creation." 

David Torn — a.k.a. SPLaTTeRCeLL — compose 
'reflex artist, is one of the most talented individua 
IHis brilliant resume includes solo releases a 
amazing assortment of artists — Charlie Clouser ( Nine Inch Mails), k.d. lamp, 
IMe"shell Ndegéocello, Ryuichi Sakamota, David Sylvian and Laurie 
Anderson, jPst to name a few. David's sounds have! also added drama and 
texture to many feature films, including Traffic, Three Kings, A Knight's Tile 
and The Score being among his most recent Le un mole about David and 
ISPLaTTeRCeLL at: www,gaalore.com/davidtorn.nsf 

opitadist producer, end 
s working in music today. 
d session work with an 

C) 1114 -* W-eqc 1114 Man e  eei.i.eileigio• 11,1; 
Sonic Foundry'. e leading devcdoper &digital media and interno! software tools, products, and swipes, is proud to have received nurnerouvindustry awards. 

NEVV FEAT'JRES-

• BeatMapper synchronize t omplete songs 

• MIDI recotd and playbat k 

• 18 powerful OtrectX audio effects 

• Video sooting track 

FEATURES 

Create ont-mal, royalty f tee music 

• Arrange ar.d edit audio foops 

• Pick, paint and play interface 

• Choose from nundreds of mubi-genre loops 

• Real-time oitt:h and tempe matithing 

• Unlimited audio tracks 

• Record vu.:alk and musir liredy into the timeline 

• Rip Audio St Burn to CDs 

• Video reference track- AVI , fiQtJ MPEG 

• XFX1'', X8X2!" & XEX3'" Dime audio effects. 

• Master, track. arel assiglable audio effects 

• MIDI file support 

• DLS sample file support 

• Tempo ano Key mapping 

• locking Volurne,fan, and!Effects envelopes 

• Create DJ-Style mixes and drum fills with Chopper"' 

• Open multiple file formats in the same project 

• Open in MIDlieditor option 

• Includes Sound Forge' XP SO digital audio editor 

• Edit across multiple tracks with ripple editing 

• Generate and chase MIDI Time Code 

• 'Get Media" option to locate media from the web 

• Exclusive New Media for registered owners 

• 16- bit and 24- bit audio support 

• Mix several tracks into a new one (track bouncing( 

• Expon/Save as WAVMP3, WMA, RM, IMF, and PCA 

e SONIC FOUNDRY' 
SONICFOUNDRY.COM 1.800.577.6642 
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Learn Audio Recording 
Like No Where Else. 

All students train, hands-on, in cutting edge 48-
track Analog/ Digital Recording Studios that 
feature: 
• SSL • Studer • Otari • Neumann 
• Amek • Neotek • Lexicon • Hailer 

Plus... 
• Mac G3/TASCAM Digital Lab 
• Studio Master Mix Down Lab 
• Individual Pro Tools Work Stations 
• And Much, Much More!  

No more than 12 students per class - taught 
by award winning professionals. 

• Every student completes an internship in the 
industry for graduation. 

• Only recording school authorized by 
Avid/Digidesign, T.C. Electronics, WAVES, 
and S1A to certify students in the use of their 
products. 

Lcelectronk I II 
2300 East Broadway Road 

Tempe. Arizona 85282 

www.audiorecordingschooloom 
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GREAT 
SOUND 
GREAT 
PRICE 
Really Great Mic PreAmps. 

MP-2: Jensen Xformer class-A discrete. 
MP-2X: Xformerless balanced throughput 

Both are ultra-clean, ultra-low-noise, 
ultra-great value. 

e 

re.er//re/-
LECTRON CS 

Ó61-455-184Ó wwwgreatriverelectronics.com 

IL TEEM WV RADAR 24 

finished cutting tracks for their new 

release Curse Of The Hidden Mirror 
at Millbrook Sound in New York with 

engineer Paul Orofino. Paul recorded 
Curse on a RADAR Il system, and I 

was going to do some mixes for the 

band. Due to the fact that Paul's sys-
tem has a different backup drive, I 

pulled the removable hard drive from 
my RADAR 24 and shipped it to him. 

He loaded three songs onto disk and 
shipped it back. I popped the drive 

back in the bay, mounted the disk 
simply by pressing "Mount Disk" on 

the Session Controller, and the three 

songs loaded into RADAR 24. Very 

smooth — and still no manual. 
For the next week, I put RADAR 24 

through its paces by mixing the three 

songs. The Session Controller has a 
feel reminiscent of Otari's transport con-

trols — though the buttons are small, 
they have a solid feel. Locate points are 

marked simply by hitting the "Mark Loc" 

button. Trimming a locate point required 
a quick trip to the manual because, 

when you edit the locate point, you can 

add or subtract an amount of time to the 

original locate number — or directly 

enter the desired time for the locate. 

RADAR 24 essentially became trans-

parent to the mix process, never glitch-
ing or hesitating. During the critical lis-
tening of these mix sessions, the main-

frame's noisy fans became quite a dis-
traction. I recommend either locating the 

mainframe in a remote machine room 

or mounting the mainframe in an 
acoustically isolated rack. iZ Technology 

has informed me that RADAR 24's are 

now shipping with a much quieter fan. 

IN THE SANDBOX 
The next step was finding out if 

RADAR 24 could play happily with 

the other children in the studio, start-
ing with an external monitor. I con-

nected a ViewSonic VA800 LCD 
ViewPanel to the SVGA output on the 

rear of the RADAR 24 and powered 

up both units. After the RADAR 24 

booted, the VA800 displayed a time-

line of all 24 tracks, along with ses-
sion data, locate points, and track 

level meters. They worked perfectly 

together — plug- n-play. 

tlIEJLt5 ur I IU115 
A basic RADAR 24 recording system lists for $5,690 and includes the following: 18 GB 
Fast-Wide Ultra SCSI Hard Drive (86 minutes of 24 track, 24-bit/48 kHz recording), 2x 
DVD-RAM backup device, two channels each of AES/EBU and S/F'DIF I/O, KC-24 keyboard 
controller, 10/100 Mbps network card, SMPTE, MIDI, word clock, and video sync I/O. 

iZ Technology offers a RADAR 24 package called the Analog Lover's Bundle for 
$8,995 that includes the 24-channel Classic Analog I/O, 18 GB Fast-Wide Ultra SCSI 
Hard Drive, Kingston drive carrier, Professional Session Controller, Session Controller 
Remote Cable (10 meter), 24-channel Meterbridge, 9.4 GB DVD-RAM drive, and two 
4.7 GB DVD blanks. 

Accessories and options are priced as follows: 

n 24-channel TDIF I/O Kit — $495 

o 24-channel ADAT I/O Kit — $495 

n 4-channel AES I/O Kit — $995 

Session Controller — $1,195 including 10-meter cable ( 20-meter extension is 
available for $150) 

Meterbridge 24 — $495 

Meterbridge 48 — $795 

Li Classic Analog I/O (48 kHz sampling) — $1 695 

o Nyquist Analog I/O (96 kHz sampling rate) — $2,995 

EiS-Nyquist Analog I/O ( 192 kHz sampling rate) — $3,995 

Exabyle Eliant tape backup — $1,795 

Mammoth LT tape backup — $1,995 

o Mammoth tape backup — $2,995 
o Mammoth 2 tape backup — $4,995 
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Digital Audio Essentials 
from the digital audio interface experts 

NEW! ADAT S/PDIF conversion 

Aimmimmiimiemh. 
a 1).4181. 

Wc 

dill11111111111111 

 .1 

z-8.8a Lightpipe Detangler is a Lightpipe patch bay and also converts 
bidirectionally between ADAT Lightpipe format and S/PDIF (AES/EBU 
optional). S/PDIF inputs also feature defeatable sample rate conversion, 
allowing four asynchronous stereo digital sources to feed an eight-channel 
Lightpipe destination. 

Digital Detangler automated digital audio patchbay 
Available with 8x8 or 16x16 inputs ard outputs. Supports AES/EBU, 
S/PDIF optical & coaxial, ADAT Lightpipe optical (no format conversion 
to and from ADAT format). Mix and match port configurations to build the 
perfect solution for your studio (standard configurations also available). 

Rack-mount sample rate converters 

With a full range of input and output formats, input and output wordwidths 
up to 24 bits at sample rates up to 96 kHz. Available in two-channel (z-3src) 
and eight-channel (z-8src) packages. 

Digital Detangler Pro automated digital audio patchbay 
Available in 8x8, 16x16, 32x32, and 64x64 configurations. Can be controlled from 
dedicated remote controller, Mac, or PC software (network versions available). 

NEW! 24/96 miniature sample rate converters 
z-link96 and z-link96+ support up to 24 bits at 96 kHz with user-selectable 
16- or 24-bit output 

Lightpipe and ADAT are trademarks of Alesis Corporation 

Z-Systems Audio Engineering 
Tel: 352.371.0990 I> Fax: 352.371.0093 

z-sys@z-sys.com > www.z-sys.com 
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CALLING R LL WORKING 
PRODUCERS, MIXERS, fNGINEERS 

REMIXERS, PROGRAMMERS, 
ARRANGERS AND COMPOSERS!! 

CONTFICT US C1T INFO@PPMDIPECT.COM 

CIRCLE o3 ON INFO CARD 

I used the RADAR 24's XLR 

SMPTE output to drive the SMPTE 

input of an Opcode Studio 4 MIDI 

interface and to lock a sequence to 
hard disk. The Studio 4's SMPTE input 

is on an unbalanced IS connector, 

and the SMPTE out on the TASCAM 

DA-98 I usually use is pin-2-hot. But 

RADAR 24's SMPTE output is pin-3-

hot. (Can't we all just get along?) 

Changing the cable to one that was 

wired pin-3-hot solved the problem. 
Next I synchronized the RADAR 24 

to the TASCAM DA-98 via SMPTE, 

using the RADAR as both slave and 

master. Synchronizing a tape machine 

to a hard disk recorder can be a finicky 

process. While a hard disk recorder 

has instant random access to any point 

in a track, the tape machine must wind 

forward or backward to a locate point. 

For example, to return to the beginning 

of a song on RADAR 24, you simply 
recall the locate point for the start. 

That's fine, but if the hard disk machine 

isn't putting out code when it locates to 
the song start, then the tape machine 

thinks the hard drive has stopped. 

When the hard disk begins playing, the 
tape machine sees code, realizes that 
it's a few minutes out of sync, and 
takes off for the SMPTE start. By the 
time the tape machine chases down 

the hard disk, the first verse is over. 

Lucky for us, RADAR 24 is smart 
enough to know this and has a solu-

tion: static timecode output. Enabled 

from the preferences menu, Static TC 

out sends timecode to RADAR 24's 

SMPTE output when the hard disk 

isn't playing — allowing the DA-98 (or 

any tape transport) to receive a 
SMPTE locate address even though 

RADAR 24's transport isn't in motion. 
This is invaluable when using the 

RADAR 24 as the master in multi-

machine lock- ups. 

Slaving the RADAR 24 to the DA-

98 consisted of simply connecting the 

DA-98's SMPTE out to the RADAR 

24's SMPTE in, and setting RADAR 

24 for external sync. This worked 

without a hitch. 

EDITING 
My first edit was the trimming of 

extraneous noise on a guitar track 
before the song start. The Session 
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Get In. Get Out. Take Control. 
Introducing the US-428. 

Stereo phono (RCA) outeM, 
headphone output 

er 

USB port; Mac & PC' - 

compatible 

There are a bunch of ways to get audio in and out of your 

JSE-equipped Mac or PC. Here's the best one: the US-428-

Digital Audio 'Workstation Controller by TASCAM and 

Frontier Design Group. If you're into computer-based audio 

and MIDI recording, the US-428 offers a very affordable way 

to interface your music and your computer while providing 

complete hands-on creative control of your audio software, 

using real faders and knobs. So if you're looking for the 

ultimate plug-and-play solution for computers and music, 

here's everything you need...in a cool blue box from the 

world reader in recording technology. 

- 

Two 1/4' inputs, switchalile from 

instrument (guitar) to line level 

• 

32 channel MIDI ha, 

32 channel MIDI Out 

TEAC America, Inc., 7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, CA 90640 

323-726-0303 www.:ascam.com 
.Cubasis VST for Macintosh available iater this year 

All copmghts are the prope•tyel their nerpective holders 

PC and Mac compatibility 
via I.JSB interface 

Works with major DAW 
applications 

Supports unlimited banks 
of eight faders 

Dedicated EQ, Aux Sends 
and Pan controllers 

Professional 24-bit ID/A and 
AID converters 

Records four audio inputs 
at onçe 

Includes Steiribere 
Cubasis VST" Audio 
Recording/MIDI 
Sequencing software' 

Easy to use: no opening 
the computer, no sound 
card to install 

"MO 

Two balanced 1/4" 

TRS inputs 

Two balanced XL47 mie inputs 

SiPDIP digital input and output 
TASCAIA US-428 by 

TASCAM 
a whole wcrld of recording 
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IL TECHN -110GY RADAR 24 
Controller's "Mark In" and "Mark Cut" 

buttons looked like suspects for defin-

ing an edit region, so I hit Mark In 

before the guitar started, and Mark 
Out just before the songs started. The 

monitor now displayed a gray area 
indicating the defined region. I hit the 

"Cut" button, and the noise was gone. 
Next, I comp'd a lead vocal take 

from four tracks by copying and past-

ing to an open track. Once again, the 

audio to be copied was defined by 
using Mark In and Mark Out. When 

MXL pioneere t e revo 
Microphones. We broug 
the reach of most recor 
stream of music recordin 
companies importing C 
claim that they are all t 
MXL design, assemble 
standard that equals our 
and at a fraction of their 
MXL Microphones and 
truly extraordinary prices 
MXL difference. Call us 

www.MXLmics.com 

you press "Copy," RADAR 24 asks 

you whether to copy all tracks or only 
certain tracks. To choose a track for 

copying you press its track arm but-
ton, which will then blink as if it was 
record ready. Press "Enter" to copy 

the track into a buffer. You can audi-

tion the buffer by using "Listen" — a 
very handy feature. One annoyance is 

that all shift-related functions ( includ-

ing Listen) on the Session Controller 
are labeled in blue. Since the keys are 

black, this is very difficult to see. 

Professional 
Microphones 

FFERENCE 
on in low priced Condenser 
chnology, previously out of 
enthusiasts, into the main-
oday, there are a number of 
enser Microphones. Critics 
same. Not the case. We at 
test our microphones to a 
opean counterparts. All this, 
ce. We invite you to audition 
joy classic performance at 
perience the difference, the 
the name of your local MXL 

ear warranty 

1-800-800-6608 

DIGITAL TRANSFERS 
Doing a TDIF transfer into the 

RADAR 24 brought my first frustra-
tions with the machine. After pulling 

on what's left of my hair for a bit, a 

call to iZ's tech support yielded the 
suggestion that I upgrade the operat-

ing system to version 3.0.6. As soon 

as the new version was loaded, my 
TDIF problems disappeared. (A note 

to 02R users: when connecting the 

RADAR 24 to the 02R's TDIF card, 
internal DIP switches should be set 

as for a DA-38, not a DA-88). It was 

now simple to switch between analog 

and digital input to the RADAR 24 
during a project. Both analog and 

digital audio outputs are active at all 
times. Moral of the story: Even with a 

AFTER 10 MINUTES 
I HAD CUT MY FIRST 
TRACKS, STILL NO 
MANUAL NEEDED. 
WHAT A CONCEPT! 

stand-alone, dedicated unit, make 
sure the OS is as current as possi-

ble. It's worth mentioning that iZ 

offers 24-hour, human-staffed tech 
support. I called at around 10 PM, 

and a real live person picked up the 
phone on the second ring. 

There are two ways to receive 
upgrade software for a RADAR — 

download the files from iZ's Web site, 

or ask them to send the upgrade on 

floppy disks. I downloaded the 

upgrade via my PowerBook G3 with-
out a problem, but the download is 
only the beginning of the process. 

The downloaded file must be expand-
ed into two "IMZ" files, which I did 

using Aladdin Stuffit Expander. The 

"IMZ" files are then expanded, creat-

ing two "IMA" files. Aladdin's 

ShrinkWrap is then used to create 
bootable disks for the RADAR 24. It 

was a pain, since PowerBooks don't 
continuEd on pagE 124 
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Inn 
If you're of two minds about 

Scratch out an idea with 

Then nail it down with your 

In or out of the studio, Ego 

So go ahead. Alter your 

400110.11., 

e'r 

rn1101111HL- 

r-7,11 
r,t)'• 

• 1 ?)«.te 
:4±4jiit 4  

WaNli Rack 24 

Wham, TM/ XPiMit ISSF 

where you want to work, dont be. 

your notebook and the U2A. 

desktop and the VVami Rack 24. 

Sys will help you get there. 

ego.Then alter your creativity. 

Waveterminal LJ2A 

,5  (DNA R 

dy 

Sales Inquiry : 
Demme by THINKWARE 1-800 369-6191 (USA) 
egosysethinkware.com i-au 284-4659 (Canada) 

Dednbutor & Techsuppon In the ti 

Tracer Tec 

egosys@tracenek.corn Tel 1 - 717 - 843 - 5833 

loll Free 1 - 888 8 - TRACER 
nologies, Inc. Fa. 1 717 843 • 22134 

EGO•SYS 
www.EGOSYS.NET 
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professional training in 

II 'ff 

NEW YORK 

269 W 40th Street, New York NY 10018 

Tel. (212) 944 9121 
NASHVILLE 

7 Music Circle North, Nashville TN 37203 

Tel. (615) 244 5848 

Other main Locations 

LONDON (0207) 609 2653 PARIS ( 1) 4811 9696 
AMSTERDAM (020) 622 8790 SYDNEY (02) 9211 3711 
MILANO (002) 8912 0540 ATHENS (01) 321 7661 
BERLIN (030) 4986 0054 MUNICH (089) 67 51 67 
ZURICH (01) 445 2040 SINGAPORE (65) 741 1257 
AUCKLAND (09) 373 4712 STOCKFOLM (08) 730 5100 
VIENNA (01) 961 0303 FRANKF(069s: 543 262 
KUALA LUMPUR (03) 724 0935 NIFDRAS (044) 821 
MELBOURNE (03) 9521 4055 FRANKFURT (069)54 
GENEVA (022) 800 3000 COLOG (0221) 95 

, 10* 

* • it •, 14 

* ALL OUR STUDENTS RÉCEIV l I l 
INDIVIDUAL STUDIO TIME! 

' -• OP 

*-4'--!0' 
40400. " .110. 

www.see 
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INSTRUMENT MICS DON'T GET ANY BETTER THAN THIS. 
When it comes to making microphones, it's no secret that Audix 

is the professional's choice. By choosing the D-Series mics, you 

can be sure that your audience hears exactly what is being played 

D-series mics deliver extremely accurate sound, incredible 

SPI handling, lightning fast .traqi !its, and exceptional 

solation. 

> Built Tough 

> Built to last a lifetime 

Don't buy an instrument mic 

before you check out the Audix D-Series. 

Call 800-966-826I for a dealer near you. 

PERFORMANCE IS EVERYTHING 

CALL: 503-882-8933 FAX: 503-882-7114 
www.audimusa.com 

001 Audio Corporation PO Box 4010, Wilsonville, OR 97070. In Canada, Cabletek Ftectronics LTD, 604-942-1001 fax 604-942-1010 Mt rights reserved. Audi, and the Audio logo are trademarks of Audio Corporation. 
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Crank It Up 
Once upon a time. back in my wayward musician days. the country-rock band I 
was playing guitar with had just released its first CD. We managed to secure a 

very tiny bit of regional airplay around our home base, and we were featured as 

the opening act at a local showcase club when various Nashville artists toured 

their way through town. 
Although I had played in a seemingly endless array of bands, locales, venues, 

and situations, this was the first opportunity I'd had to work with a professional 
monitor engineer running a serious monitor rig I'd played gigs where there was 

a "monitor engineer" in the past, and I'd set up countless stage monitor systems 

myself, but this was an en:irely different level. I remember being fascinated by 
how well the engineers worked — especially given the pressure they were 
under. How test they could identify ringing frequencies by ear, how sure-fin-

gered they were ir adjusting the multiple mon.tor mixes, and so on. I learned a 

great deal at those gigs, and eventually was able to apply those lessons myself 
in subsequent live gigs. 

One thing, however, never failed to amaze me — the volume at which the 

monitors were set. This wasn't a huge concert stage, or even necessarily a high-

volume musical style, yet the monitors were, without exception, screaming. In 

fact, it was so loud that the band was forced to significantly increase its stage 

volume just to keep up — something that had to make the FOH engineer very 

happy. Now don't get me wrong, I liked it as loud as the next guy (especially in 

those days), but this uvas over the top. Even more surprising, the monitor engi-

neers didn't seem open to lowering the level to accommodate our requests. And 
this brings me to the most important lesson I learned at those gigs: As the mon-

itor engineer, you're there to serve the musicians onstage — the whole point is 
to allow them to hear themselves clearly so they can perform at their best. It's a 

lesson I also carried over to my studio engineering gigs, making sure to provide 

the very best headphone and cue mixes I could. 
You'll find a ton of monitor setup tips on page 82. Dig in and enjoy! 
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New Products 
The latest product releases aimed at live sound applications. 

8 -) First Look Live 
EAW SM Seres Stage Monitors 

?. Feature 
Preventing Monitor Mayhem 
How to make the most of your monitor rig. 



EQUVra NEW PRODUCTS 

BICKHURST STAGEGEAR 
THE PRODUCT: Blackhurst Stagegear RUM Series 
THE BASICS: A new line of utility racks and mixer tops 
THE DETAILS: Southern California's Blackhurst Stagegear con-
tinues their development of custom amplifier racks, utility work-
boxes, and lighting cases with the new RUM line series of utility 
racks and mixer tops. They come in a three-lid design for easy 
access to your gear. Each is composed of Baltic birch with gray 
carpet finish as standard; black carpet is available upon request. 
Other options include a rear rack rai[. 
CONTACT: Blackhurst Stagegear at 714-632-7170. Circle EQ 
free lit. #120. 

SHURE 
THE PRODUCT: Shure AuxPander 
THE BASICS: Auxiliary send expander for mixing consoles 
THE DETAILS: So you need more auxiliary sends? Designed 
for sound engineers and touring musicians, Shure's new auxil-
iary send expander provides the ability to increase a console's 
output capabilities. The ability to turn any mixer intc an eight-
bus console certainly could come in handy when that unex-
pected horn section shows up. It's vertically and horizontally 
expandable (e.g., two units create an 8x16 or 16x8 matrix). 
CONTACT: Visit Shure at wwwshure.com. Circle EQ free lit. L.#122. 

STAGE ACCOMPANY 
THE PRODUCT: Stage Accompany Frend Series 
THE BASICS: A new line of small speaker systems 
THE DETAILS: Geared toward the installation and smaller rental 
market, the line comes in four models: F1, F5, F7, and F9. Each 
sports double Speakon connectors, flush-mounted speakers to 
fight baffle- reflection, steel grille, and Protexture coating to 
lessen the wear and tear of transport. The line provides full-
range speech and music reinforcement, and is well suited as 
"fill" speakers. 
CONTACT: Stage Accompany at www.StageAccompanymm. 
Circle EQ free lit. #121 

JBL PROFESSIONAL 
THE PRODUCT: JBL Professional EON Speakers 
THE BASICS: Second generation of EON powered speakers 
THE DETAILS: The EO 110 G2 features a black co- polymer 
enclosure with a built-in mini- mixer with three inputs ard added 
power. The EONSUB G2 comes with a 15-inch transducer, and 
250 watts of power. The EON15 G2 System sports a MusicMix 
16 mixer, two ECN15 G2 speakers, two JBL M5OS mics, and 
four cables. The EON10 G2 System features a MusicMix 14 
mixer, two EON10 G2 speakrs, and the same mic/cable pack-
age as the EON15 G2 System. 
CONTACT: Visit JBL at wbwielpro.com. Circle EQ free lit. #123. 
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Thinking of buying musical equipment? 

'DUNK SA 
• 

Since 1924, when Sam opened his 
first music store in Brooklyn, New York, 
musicians have come to rely on the 
Sam Ash family for the biggest selection, 
best service and guaranteed lowest prices. 

...It's 2001 and we're still rocking 

WIN ON 
THE WEB!!! 
Today's Hottest 
Music Gear! 

Get Your 

FREE 
samash.com 
Catalog! 

-e4 

N. " .\ st, 

-\4 

samasheo 
The on-line musical instrument imegastorel 

1•800•4•SAIVIASH • wwwesamash.com 
Samash.cam is part of the Sam Ash family of companies, in0.1ding 30 musical instrument megastores rationwide. 
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BY STEVE LA CERRA 

EAW SM SERIES STAGE MONITORS 
Eastern Acoustic Works (EAW) recently added 

three products to their well-established line of Stage 
Monitor (SM) Series stage monitors. The SM84, 

SM12, and SM15 are all high-output wedge moni-
tors intended for floor placement. Any of these 
models may be augmented using the SB412 drum 

fill subwoofer for increased low-frequency response 

as might be needed in a drum fill application. 
The SM84 is the most unconventional of the new 

SM Series. Four 8-inch woofers are mounted in a 

vented enclosure on a split-design baffle. Two of the 
drivers are mounted facing upward, while the other 

two are facing forward toward the periormer. The 

combination of the four drivers provides even cover-

age for the performer, with a minimal "hot spot:" A 
1.4-inch-exit compression driver with a neodymium 

diaphragm is mounted on a constant-directivity horn 

with a coverage pattern of 40" horizontal by 90° ver-
tical. The horizontal coverage of the horn is narrow-

er than that of traditional f:oor wedges, keeping 

stage spill and monitor mix "crosstalk" to a minimum. 
Frequency response of the SM84 ranges from 60 Hz 

to 17 kHz with the 10 dB down point stated as 45 Hz. 
As with the other members of the Stage Monitor 

Series, the SM84 is intended or biamped operation. 

WHAT ARE THEY? Three new wedge monitors designed for stage 
floor placement. 

Eli WHO NEEDS THEM?  Clubs with house PAs, touring sound companies. 

D WHY ARE THEY A BIG DEAL? The SM Series montors feature a 
tightly controlled horn coverage pattern for 

minimal monitor mix crosstalk. 
D PRICE: 

o SHIPPING: 

o CONTACT: 

r EQ FREE LIT. #: 

SM84: $2,992; SM12: $2.375: SM15: $2,525; SB412 
Subwoofer: $2,525. 

  Now. 

For more information, contact EAW 
at 508-234-6158 or visit www.eaw.com. 

103 

Sensitivity for a one watt input at one meter is 99 dB 

for the low-freauency sectim. and 110 dB for the 

high-frequency driver. c'eak output for the SM84 is 

139 dB SPL for the HF and 135 dB for the LF. 

EAW's SM12 is a two-way stage monitor con-

ta fling a 12-inch low-frequency driver and 1.4-inch-

exit neodymium compression driver. The SM' 2's 
cabinet may be positioned on the floor for either a 
37° or a 53' baffle angle. Its constant-directivity horn 
provides 60° vertical and 40" horizontal coverage. 

Peak SPL output is rated at 139 dB for the HF and 
132 dB for the LF. 

Similar in construction to the SM12, the SM15 is 

a two-way floor monitor system with the same high-

frequency driver and constant-directivity horn. Unlike 
the SM12, the SM15 contains a 15-inch low-fre-

quency driver for increased low-frequency output. 
The SM15 also includes variable positioning for 

choice of a 37° or 53° baffle angle. Peak SPL output 

is rated at 139 dB for the HF and 133 dB for the F. 

EAW's SB412 drum fill subwoofer was specially 

designed to enhance the new SM Series monitors. 

Four 12-inch woofers are used in the SB412, and 
the enclosure contains an integrated tilting system 
for easy mounting of the Srv112, SM15, and SM84 

cabinets. The S8412 is capable of a peak output of 
141.1 dB SPL. 

All three of the new SM Series of monitors are 

constructed from 15-millimeter-thick Baltic Birch ply-

wood and are extensively braced internally. Drivers 
are protected from the elements with perforated-

steel grilles backed with open-cell foam for protec-

tion against dust. Cabinetry is finished with black 
textured paint, and biamped input to all models is on 
Neutrik NL4 Speakon connectors. Available on 

EAW's Web site is a listiig of specific processor set-
tings that EAW has found to be successful for use 

with the SM Series. • 
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Bi It HERMAN LEIJTEREVÉNTING MONITOR MAYHEM 

In addition to mixing front-of-lhouse for artïsts such as Pat 
Benatar and Teena Marie, Herman Leijte has nuked monitors 
for KC and The Sunshine Band, Kool and -Hie Gang, and 

Porno For Pyros. Currantly, the production/house engineer at 

the Canyon Club (Agora Hills, CA), Hernan aso moonlights as 

a house and/or monitor engineer for LA Souldl and Nelson 
Sound. Leijte knows that monitor mixing is a tricky. business. In 

this article he puts forth some ideas on !how to nake the most 
of your monitor rig. 

When I get to a gig, the first tilling I co is chec< out the avail-
able gear. Then I'll fire up the first pair of wedges and listen 

to them. Usually I stand in-between the par and speak into 

a microphone, preferably an Audix 0M-5, 0M-6, or 0M-7. 

They don't have the nasty high- mid peak Cr abundance of 

8 to 10 kHz like some other vDcal rnics. When I do this. I lis-

ten to the balance between :he high and :le ow frequen-
cies, making sure they're at tie right levels. 0‘,er the years 
I've become very familiar with the sound of inny voice ( no 

wisecracks, please!), so I get a good idea of what the box 

is doing from the way my voice is reproduiced through it: 
some people use music from a CD for this purpose. My 

goal is to make the box sound as good as pcssible before I 

do any EQ'ing. 

L. 
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S Class. 
More features. Stronger build. 

Better audio. 
Why would anyone 

settle for less? 
Introducing S Class from Samson. Offering a full complement of audio 
processors including Compressors, Headphone Amplifiers, Crossovers, 
Gates, Mic Pre's and more, S Class sets a new standard of quality. 

Listen to S Class signal processing from Samson at your local dealer. 
Settling for less is now a thing of the past. 

SAMSON' 
www.samsontech.com 

2001 Samson 
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MONITOR MAYHEM 
Anotner basic thing r lister for is 

phase. If one nanitor is DUI of 

phase, then — no ma:ter what — 

'you're battling up:h-II. Stand in the 
cercer of the two wedges and listen 

fro - a solid center mage — just like 

you would in a control roam. 

Recent y. at the Canyon Club. there 

was an out-oi-ohase wedge. 
Pernaps someone changed a driver 
in h. ard then re-connected ,cne of 

ti-re EP-4 connectors in reverse. So 

you have the signal coming into -he 

box and the po arity is rev.ersed 

before the signal goes out to the 
next wedge. The result is tnat the 

two bcxes are eu: of phase. This 

could also happen at the output of a 

power amp with a banana connec-

tor, so wake sure you checX those 
as wer 

On some desks the mix output 
has a phase reverse switch. Pay 

attention to this when you're using 

two m x busses to create a stereo 
mix. Las: week, The Tubes were in 

and the keyboard plater wanted a 

stereo monitor mix. So I used two 
separate mix outputs from the desk 
to create a stereo monitor mix (one 
to eagh nonitort if ome o the out-

puts was revers:ed, he'd hear some 
very strange th ngs. If it's a mono 

mix and the phase is reversed on 

the miix out, it's really not a problem. 

When I was running 16 or 1.8 mixes 

floe Kopl and The Gang, sometimes it 
worked to my ac vantage tc run side-

tills or buittfills ou: of phase versus. 

the from wedges (or even the FOH; 
system) 

Over the year; I've learned to 

ccrrespord crossover frequency. 
with the sourc of my voice. 

Typically. if there's a JBL 2445 or 

2441 driver in the box the crossover 

w II be somewhere in the area 

between about 1.2 and 1.6 kHz. Bu: 

if it doesn't sound right tc me, then 
Il bring :he crossover point down as 

low as 800 Hz or as high as 2.5 kHz 
— prov.ging I know the diver won't 

be damaged. 

By making the bcx sourd good! 
without EQ, I get a more natural-
sounding mix Once the box is 

right, airy signal you put irro it wi I 

sound good regardless of the 

source. 'Usually, i the acoustic 

rnstrunnents s'such as the drums and 

voices: sound good, then every-
thing else falls into p:ace. EQ 

comes. im wnen I need to remove an 

offensive frequency or to corre:ct a 
oroble rn here and :here. 

One c the things I like to do with 

EQ and Ihign-pass filters s narrow 

the bandwidth of tie signal being 

reprocu:ed. There's no point in 
making the amp work to Reproduce 

40 Hz for a small wedge with a 12-

By making 
the box sound 
good without 

EQ. I get a more 
natural-sound-
ing mix. Once 
the box is 
right, any 

signal you put 
into it will 
sound good 
regardless of 
the source. 

inch woofer, so I'll whack. the lowest 
two or three bancs on the graphic 

completely out. I lovv-pass the 
crosso4ier :o make sure bat the low 
stuff — the stuff that people aren't 

going fc hear in a live situation — is 

pulled out. I do the sane up a: 20 

kHz. Nc one is going to hear -hat in 

a live show. so I'll pul! down the 

highest band or the graphic. It 

increases the efficiency of the amp 

and gives. you rrore clarity in the 
mixes. 

Drums require particular attention. 
To keep them trg!ht, I gut the area 

between 250 anc 350 Hz on tine kick 
drum. Ike the Beyer M.38 or Shure 

Beta 5,2 for the kick. The sweet spot 

on the kick is very important. I'll 

move the mic around and is-en 

either in tie cue wed:ge or the drum 
fill. Experience, he'ps here.. For 

example, Yamana Recordling 

Custom kick drums seem to have a 
sweet spot that's oft to the riçht a bit, 

inside the drum ( not n the middle of 

the drum). Recently, with Cclir Fay. 

we used a Beta 52 in front of the 

drwrni ( not inside). This gave more of 

an ambient sound that worked for 

this application, but it probably 
wouldn't be good far a very loud 

stage because of eakage from the 
bass amp or even the guitar amps. 

I cont like us.ng gates. and th s is 
where high-pass filters and EQ real-

ly come n handy. By dialing up the 

region between 4 and 8 kHz on the 
toms and rolling the high-pas; filter 

up to around 1CO. 160, or 230 Hz, a 

lot of the low-frequency s op is 
pulled out of the mix-. If a tom s ring-
ing in th:e norritor mix, I might flip 

th:e phase an that channel, which 

can help tighten up all the toms. Or 
maybe the drummer can alter the 

tuning a bit. For the hi- hat, wind up 
the high-pass as niigh as will go, 
plus I cut all the low frequencies, and 

usually the low-mrds as well. I don't 
want any -umble from the stage 
coming up the ni-hat stand. Ditto for 

overheads. 
Seventy-five to eighty percent of 

the monitor gig is personality. The 
rest is packing up the baillsh't! A 

monitor engineer really needs to pay 

attention to the artists throughout 

the whole show and not be distract-
ed by whatever else happens to be 
going cn. This goes a long way 

toward job security. Also, oc srrong 
with musicians. Don't let them step 

en you. Recently I did a gig where 

tne whole band was on stage, all 

about what they wanted in 
tier miixes. I raised my voice a bit 

and told them all to be quiet so that 

II could near what each person want-

ed.. Then we went from mix to mix 

and dialed in the instruments You 

harte to be tough with mus cians, but 

they'll respect you tor it! 

Herman LEiite can be reached oniine at 

koalabum@Earthlink.net 

?.,4 JUNE2 ,9(!,1 I EQ 



0... ptimum 

Pmerfoéi-n- ance 

UmItimate 

.:-,-d...ound 
When Your Sound is an ideal, 

Not a Comproinise 

beyerdynamic introduces Opus, a selection of high performance touring and sound 

reinforcement microphones for the demanding musician and audio engineer. 

The collective work of German engineering and ingenui, the Opus range of microphones 

is a cohesive family of products optimized for music performance. Classic technology and 

21' century materials combine to create a complementary range of microphones for the 
musician on stage or in the studio. 

A wide,uncolored frequency response and 
warm proximity effect of this dynamic 
microphone produces spectacular 

vocal reproduction. Its remarkable 
response and tightly controlled 
polar pattern enhances usable 

gain before feedback, 
producing a crisp, 
natural sound. 

kAicroO-Ines 
Opus 

A boundary microphone, 
the Opus 51 captures 
direct and reflected 

sounds from an 
instrument in perfect 
balance and at an 

equal llevel. This 
microphone is ideal 
for capturing the full 

sound within an 
instrument such as the 

piano or bass drum. 

Built from 

o 

0.,..„.„,..., ¡Tiff ir ft . The Opus 83 is a condenser microphone ideal for drum and 
- percussion overheads, cymbals, and acoustic instruments. 

solid brass, the casing of the microphone protects the sensitive element from the rigors of the road. 

Opuj ii 

Advanced 
technology and 

extraordinary 
engineering has 

produced this state of the 
art condenser microphone. 

The Opus 81 can be used on the 
stage or in the studio. It produces a 

smooth, warm sound, accurately reproducing 
rich textures of a vocal performance. 

The Opus 65 is built with 
a 1 5 inch diameter 
diaphragm within a 

.powerful neodymium 
magnet. The Opus 65 

requires little or no 
equalization to 

produce the natural 
sounds of low frequency 

producing instruments, 
virtually eliminating the 

problems incurred by other 
kick drum microphones. 

Celebrating its 76th anniversary in professional audio, beyerdynamic adds to its legacy 

of audio innovation with Opus, the uncompromising choice for musicians who refuse to 

sacrifice their sound. 

beyerdynamic)))) North America 
www.beyerdynamic.com 

in the USA; Tel.: (800) 293-4463 • Fax: (633) 293-3288 • e-mail: salestffl@beyerdynamic.com 
In Canada: Tel.: (288) 567-5940 • Fax: (450) 975-7764 • e-mail: salesCANADA@beyerdynamik.com 

beyerdynamic)))) 
ye ' 
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A/O & D/A CONVERTEFG I DE 
MANUFACTURER PRODUCT CHANNELS INPUT PUTPUT TYPE SAMPLING 9ESOLUIION DITHERING [TIRING DISTORTI 

CONNECTORS ( INNECIMIS) RATE (YIN) SPECS 

APOGEE 

BENCHMARK 

1 t 1 

WM 8-Ch. 0825 analog m %DM or Mini-Y 44.1— 
to Yamaha host system 96 kin 

AMA 8- Ch YGOAI or 
Mini-Y to 
Yamah host 
system 

fi825 analog out 44 1-
96 kHz 

CLOCK WORD MSRP CONTACT INFORMATION 
RESOLUTION CLOCK 

INPUT/OUT 

24-tit N/A N/A IHNN Host system I/A 11.495 wyni.apogeerligital.com 
—105 dB tel 

24- bit N/A N/A THUN 
—103 dB 

Host system 
tel 

N/A S1.195 www apogeedigital CUP 

Rosetta 48K 2-Ch. MLR analog in ANT. TOlf . AES/E8U. 44.1— 24- bit 111122Hfl Multi- THNN Jitter « 22 pS Out 11.295 vnintapogeeffigital.com 
S/PEllf 48 kHz (20 and segment —112d8 A. 

16-hit o/p) LEI bar @ —0.1 dITS 
metering 
plus over 
and other 
indicators 

Rosetta 96K 2- Ch MLR analog in AMI If AES/EBU 
S/PEllf 

44 1-
96 kllz 

24-bit 

PSI 100 2-Ch. A/0 XER analog MLR analog Out. 44 1— 24- kit 
& 2- Ch. 0/A in. stpotr. ABAT. 96 kllz 

ADAT. AES/ RES/EBI1 x 3. TUlf 
EMI x 2. TOlf 

AUDI* AID 2- Ch - 
portable 

Balanced 
ILI with 

variable input 
sensitivity 

Dual AIR and Dual BNC 
digital out. AIS 
and SPOIT: single 
and dual cable 

output for 88.1 & 
96kHz operation 

A02404-96 8/0 4- Ch. Balanced IL9 Dual MLR ( 110ohm) 
or dual INC (/ 5ohm) 

digital out. : 
single and dual cable 
output for 881 
961(11z operation 

A02408-96 
A/U 

8- Ch Balanced MLR OIR ( 110ohm) 
or INC ( 15ohm) 
digital out. AES 

44 1. 48. 
88.2. 

96 kHz. 
and 

variable 

24-hit 

0221111 
(20 and 

16-ha o/p) 

Multi-
segment 
LED bar 
metering 
plus over 
and other 
indicators 

THNN 
—112d1 A. 

@ —0 1 OS 

Jitter «22 pS Out 11.995 www.apogeedigital.com 

IlY22HR Multi- A/O : THON Jitter «22 pS In and out 12.995 www.apogeedigital.com 
(20 and segment — 112d8 A. @ BAC 

16-bit o/p) LED bar —0.1 WS: 
metering 0/A: TIINN 
plus over —100 d8 @ 
and other —0.5 d8FS 
indicators 

Yes: Benchmark 
NN (Near Nyquist1 
and NS Word 

Length 
Reduction: 

28 curves for 
the 16-hit word 

length 
reduction 

and 16 more 
curves for 
20-bit word 

length 
reduction 

2 Ch o9' 
segment 

fully 
digital 
meters 
with a 

peak- hold 
selection 

DIM = 
—108 dlITS at 
—1 OS: 

(0.000398%) 
unweighted 

44 1. 48 24-bit Yes. 4 Ch 9- THO•N = — 108 
88.2. 96 Benchmark NN segment d8fS at — 1 
kHz. ano (Near Nyquist) Tully ffigital dBES: 
variably and NS Word meters win (0 000398%) 

Length a peak-hold unweighted 
Reduction: selection 

28 curies for 
the 16- bit word 
length reduction 
and 16 more 
curies for 
20- hit word 

length 
reduction 

44.1. 4' 
88.2.96101z. 

and 
variable 

24- bit Yes: 
Benchmark NN 
(Near Nyquist) 
and NS Word 

Length 
Reduction: 28 
curves for the 
16- bit word 

length reduction 
and 16 more 
curves for 20-

bit word 
length 

reduction 

8- Ch. x 9 
segment 

fully 
digital 

meters with 
a peak-
hold 

selectioli 

UP( = 
—108 dlITS 
at — 1 dUf S: 

(E1.000398%) 
unweighted 

SAC- 104 4-Ch. 110 ohm or 8 Balanced 213-108 24- bit: Accepts 10 LEDs THIA = 
Oa 15 ohm 60 ohm outputs kir accepts any any word 4 powei. —102 di 

Converter (switchab'e): with adjustable word length length up to 2 enc. at — 3 dIfS: 
Card various output level: up to 24-hit 24-bit and 4 range ( 0.00019%) 

connector various connector indicating 
options options available 

available on on card frame 
card frame 

Conversion 
jitter < 9 pS 

jitter 

Conversion 
jitterd pS 

jitter 

Conversion 
¡herd pS 

jitter 

11.195: 
AC adapter 

available- 5/5 

www.benchmarkmedia.com 

S2.850 ovvrebenchmarkmedia.com 

15.095 www.henchmarkmeffia.com 

Total jitter S1.295 /card. www.benchmarkmedia.com 
immunity S1.0/0 for 

powered card 
frame- holds 

:0 cards 
(40 Ch.$) 
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"I just plug in and 
it sounds incredible!" 
says mega-hit sonc-7,vrito! 
Steve Kipner. 

M
AYBE you haven't heard of 
Steve Kipner. But you've 
certainly heard his hit 

songs. For 30 years, he's penned 
hits for and co-produced some of 
the world's best-selling artists, 
from Olivia Newton-John to 
Christina Aguilera. And for many 
of those years, he's relied on 
Apogee. 

Steve chose Apogee's Trak2 
both for its mic preamps and for 
its superb quality 24/96 analog to 
digital conversion. 

But first, he listened. 
"We were in London working 

with Victoria Beckham — Posh 
Spice. We had the Trak2 and other 
well-known mic preamps, including 
some tube models, and held a 
shootout right there. The Trak2 
won hands down," he says 
enthusiastically. 

»OMER DIMTAL, 

Steve Kipner in his hillside studio with the AD-8000SE and Trak2 
0.14 

"it's so easy: I just plug a guitar 
into the front panel or use the rear 
panel mic inputs — hardly any EQ 
or anything — and it just sounds 
incredible. I don't need to do a lot 
of stuff, or use much outboard 

One for the record: Steve Kipner produced, 
recorded and arranged, with David Frank, t 
Christina AguiferaS la million-selling hit, Genie - 
in a Bottle. And it was all done with Apogee. 

APOGEE ELECTRONICS CORPORATION, Tel: + 1 310.915.1000. Web: www.apogeedigital.comAk2/. NO 
Apogee & Trak2 are trademarks of Apogee Electronics Corporation. 0:her trademarks are the property of their respect:ye owners. Phao: David Blattel. 

CIRCLE 10 ON INFO CARD 

gear." 
Apogee's Trak2 simplifies 

Steve's life. " Before 1 had the 
Trak2, was always trying hard to 
make things sound better. Now it 
sounds great straight away," he 
says. " 1 record straight into Logic, 
so the Trak2's built in mic pre, 8-
channel routing and direct Pro 
T00% connection make it an ideal 
solution." 

Today, Steve Kipner uses the 
Trak2 on virtually all his projects. 
You'll find it's tne same for you. 

Hear Apogee's Trak2 for your-
self — at yor authorized Apogee 
dealer. 

DIGITAL 



A/D E7 D/A CONVERTER 

MANUFACTURER PflODUCT CHANNELS INPUT IUTPUT TYPE :SAMPLING IRESOLUTION DITHERING METERING OISTORTION CLOCK MORS MSRP CONTACT INFORMATION 
(YIN) SPECS RESOLUTION CLOCK 

INPUT/OUT 

MIMI" 888/241/0 

(OPIIINIX 

CONNECTORS (: ONNECTORS1) RATE 

8 Ch.s digital 
I/0. 1LR 

(4 in. 4 out) 

411111 44.1, 
41 

24-bit 

882/20 I/0 8- Ch 8 analog 4o AU 44 1. 20- bit 
balanced ( TAS) 48 kHz 
1/4 connections. 
2 Ch.s S/POIF 

(RCA) 

AM113 28- Ch. 26 Ch 1111 • lo 8NC (WI) 
1'01111 

IWO 

ATA 8824 
(Sonic) 

1111 1100 

81124 

IA 9624 

Flying Cow 

F lying Calf 
4/0 

28-Ch. 1 x ONC (MA01) 

8-Ch. 8 x 1111 
(.4 or -10), 
RS (UR) 

4.S/PTT (RCA). 
68 pin mini 

0 sub. 

26Ch11.8.1i 
ABNER 

BoXER 
(.4 or -10). AES 

o 4.S/P011 
(RCA). 68 pin 
mini 0 sub 

SU. Ex MLR 8 x XER. (. 4 or -10). 
(.4 or - 10). AES o 4. S/PDIF 
LIS ( MLR) x 4. (RCA) x 1. Lightpipe 
S/POIF (RCA). (8 Ch Optical. ADAT 

Lightpipe Sync out pa). 
(8 Ch Optical). M101 
ABAT Sync In 
(089). MAI 

2-Ch. lx MLR. 
) 2 o IRS. AES 

) S/IiCA) 

x On 2x IRS 
AES MR) 

S/POIF ( RCA) 

2- Ch UR x 2 . 4 AES (UR) S/POIF 
balanced (RCA) TOSLINK 

2-Ch. AES ( laR). AIR x 2. TOS x 
S/POIT ( RCA) 2. headphone ( IRS) 

1051 NO 

2-Ch. 2 x1(111. 
x IRS 1/4. 

stereo coaxial 
I S/PEUF. AES1 

ERO 

2-Ch. 

2 o IR. x IRS 
1/4. stereo coaxial 
S/POIF. AES/E811 

44.1/ 24- bit 
48 kHz 
.1-12% 
88.2/96 kliz 

44.1/ 24-11 
48 kHz 
+1-12% 
88.2/ 
96 kHz 
*5%! 
-12% 

44 1, 
48 kHz 

internal. 
ext sync 
through 

wordclock 

24-hit 

44.1. 48 24- bit 
kHz 

internal. 
30.50 kHz 
through 
external 
sync. 

32.44 1. 
48 kHz 

32, 44.1. 24- or 
48.88.2_ 16-bit 
96. ext 
sync via , 

word clock 

32-100 
kHz 

internally 24.. 
clocks 20-. 

at 32 kHz. 18-, 
44.1 kHz, and 

klli. and 16- bit 
locks to 
865/6811 , 

and 
S/P11 outs 

2 x TS 1/4 stereo ciiaxial Internal 24-hit 
S/Palf [loci) 

44.1 kHz 
48 kHz 

Flying Calf 2-Ch. I stereo 2 o unbalanced 
A/0 . coaxial 1/4 

' S/POIF 

locks to 24-, 
S/POIF I 21-, 
input 

am111-hit 

N/A 4- segment 
LEO 

N/A 4-sestent 

No dither 

No dither 

No dither 

8-Ch. 
15-segment 

tro 

8- Ch o 
15-segment 

LED 

Input: 
6-stage 

110 & clip. 
Output: 
signal 
present 

•N: 2561 
<0.003%) 

@-0.01 d8FS. 
1 kHz. 22 Hz 
-20 kHz 
bandwidth 

$3085 war digidesign.com 

TH • ti 2560 S1.245 www.digidesign.com 
<0.003% @ 
1 Mk 20 Hz 
-20 kHz 

TIA 0.0005% Host System In. 
Reference or Out/Thru 

Internal 
./-111ppm 

S6.195 winceuphonio.corn 

TAD 0.0031/0 Host System In, 95.105 
Reference Out/Thru 

di% 
(0 dits. 1k) 

<.005% 
(0 gds. 1k) 

256x Fs 
crystal 

oscillator. 
at 25ppm 

256o f s 
crystal 

oscillator. 
at 25ppm 

(005% 256x fs 
A/0. < 01% crystal 

0/A oscillator. 
at 25ppm 

Flat 2-Ch.. 1110(002% 5120 f s 
Triangular 20-segment (-1 es out. crystal 
'Whoring LED lk) oscillator. 

at 25ppm 

No dither 

'wI JUNE2001 I i j 

2-Ch.. 
21-sseeet 

2-Ch. 
6- segment 

2 Ch 
6- segment 

110 

1110(002% 256x 
(-1 des. lk) Is crystal 

lscillator. 
at 25ppm. 
DAC is 

cocked from 
derived 

sample rate 

A/D'IHO 

@ Od8FS 
0/A: THO 
0.0010o 
@ 0 diFS 

TO: I 
0 002% 

@ - 1 dRES 

2-Ch.. THO: 
6-segment 0.00093% 
110 @ 0 MS 

ln. 
Out/Thru 

In 
Out/Thru 

No 

Word 
Clock In 

No 

No 

No 

No 

93199 

$2.498 

S599 

$KI 

$149 

S249 

$191 

xhirweuphonix.com 

wIty.lucidauMo.com 

www.lucidaudio.com 

www lucidaudio com 

www.lucidaudio.com 

www.lucidaurho.com 

www.miMman.net 
ynyw.m-audio.com 

www.midiman.net 
wwwm-audio.com 

wor.midiiman.net 
www.m-audio.corn 
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SIMPLY THE THE BEST HARD W ARE 
F UK SOFTWA* 

titiC010 
9 

BUNDLED • 
WITH CAKEWALK 
PRO AUDIO 9 

(FULL VERSION) ; 

LX6 
4 IN/6 OUT AUDIO INTERFACE 
24 BIT, 9G KHZ, MIDI, S/PDIF 

"iERO LATENCY OSP MONITORING 
POWERFUL DSP EX It MIXER 

OPTIONAL PRO AUDIO 9 

AARK 24 
10 IN/10 OUT AUDIO INTERFACE 

ADAT I/O ft SYNC, 24 BIT 
MIDI, SPDIE WORD CLOCK 

ZERO LATENCY DSP MONITORING 
BUNDLED WITH PRO AUDIO 9 

THE NEW pli is arcawe inspiring 
can confidently re ord direct to 
Its DSP mixing software perfectl 
headphcne ft monitor knobs, pha 
your favorite outboard effects pr 

And to make thin Us even heeler, 
monitoring and 'enhanced ASIO ' 
synths ft sampler. 

DIRECT PRO 24/96 
4 IN/6 OU I AUDIO IN IERFACL 

4 DISCRETE XLR MIC PREAMPS 
24 BIT, 96 KHZ, MIDI, S/PDIF 

ZERO LATENCY DSP MONITORING 
POWERFUL DSP EX It MIXER 
BUNDLED WITH PRO AUDIO 9 

Sweetwater 
music technology direct 

For order» (-all RD-222-4700 or visit www.swettwater.corr 

interface that Features 8 professi3nal XLR mic preamps so you 
isk with breathtaking fidelity and zero-latency monitoring. 
complemerrts the 2 proprietary EFR Hi-Z inputs, separate 
tom power, :MIDI, S/PDIF and the 4 inserts so you can still use 
cessars 

ardvark's entire Direct Pro Series has Zero-Latency DSP 
rivers for the perfect, low-latency solution for all software 

USB3 
USB Amin INTERFACE 
STEREO LINE IN/OUT 

LDWINOIEE MIC PREAMP 
EFR GUITAR INPUT 
rIEADPHONE OUTPUT 

BUNDLED WITH CAKEWALK 
GUITAR, WRACKS It METRO SE ' 
MAC, PC Et LAPTOP COMMTIBLE 

CIRCLE 89 ON INFO CARD 

AardvaikQ 
,Super ¡cr. sound. Simplified. 

Phone: 734-665-8899 Web: wwwaardvark-ore.com 

'PRO 40011 II GUITAR TR4KS AND METRO SE ARE NIL TRADEMARKS OF CAKEWALK 



& D A CONVERTEREI I RE 
IJrIITtU r INPUT UMW TYPE linMPLINC RESOLUTION 

CONNECTORS (COINECTORS) IME 
DITHERING METERIIIMETION 

(YIN) SPECS 
CUE 

RESOLUTION 
WORD MSRP CONTACT INFORMATION 
CLOCK 

INPUT/OUT 

MOM 

PANASONIC/ 
MUSA 

trie 

11-8096/ 
Y11- 8096(M) 

lw/mic 
píes) 

0C224411C 

Ir/14-11 
AK 

008-22480C 

80224810 

008 - 224080 

2-Ch 

8- Ch 

2-Ci 

2-Ch 

2-Ch 

8-11 

1012-22411C 12-Ch 

AES/ERLI 
Coaxial 
S/POlf 
Optical 
S/POlf 

SLR x8 

2A IR balanced 
analog line 
level Inputs 

ldignal input - 
INC 

transformer 
isolated digital 

input 

2 1111 
balanced 
analog line 
level Inputs. 

1 digital input • 
INC transformer 

isolated 
digital input 

O AIR 
balanced 
analog line 
level Inputs 

2 MLR AES/I 
1011 

transformer 
isolated .T 
coax 5/POTE 
transformer 
isolated 1 
ITOU NH 
optical 

4 MLR AES/ 
[BU 

0825 
multi- pin 
EC format 

2 a RR. 2 
unbalanced 1/4 

locks 
to S/POIF 
or 8E 5/ 

EBU 11 kilt 
to over 
100 kHz 

24-
20-
18-

aid 16 bn 

ART lightpipe 96 kilo 2441/ 
and AES/E811 output 11 Mk 

1 ALE AES/E8U 
Ira nsformer 

isolated 1 Coax 
S/POIF transformer 

isolated 1 
TeSLINN optical 

; AIR YES/ETA 
transformer isolazed. 

operating as two 
single stream or 

one split 
stream outpu 

4 SLR AES/Elll 
transformez 
isolated. 

2 lalanced ILI 
Analog outputs 

8 LS balanced 
analog putouts 

.26d8u 

2 0821, 12 
balanced inalog 
outputs . 26d8u 

Internal. 
44.1 kHz 

and 48 kliz. 
External 
32 kHz 

to 50 kHz 

Internal, 
44 lkliz, 
48 kHz. 
88 2klit 
and 960 

kHz 
External 
32 Idli to 
51 kHz 

Internal. 
441 kHz. 
48 kHz. 
882 kHz 

and 960 kHz. 
Internal 
sample 
rate 

selectable 
for each 
pair of 
Bogota! 

outputs. 
External 
32 kHz to 
180 kHz 

locks 
to input 
source 

selected 
sample 

rate hell 
24 kilo to 
100 kHz 

locks 
to AES 
input 
sample 

rates from 
24k11/ to 
100kHz 

locks 
to AES 
input 
sample 

rates tram 
24 kilo to 
111 kltz 

24-bit 

24-hit 

24-hit 

24* 

24-bit 

24-bit 

NU 180 
0 00091°() 
@ 018FS 

Yes 11- segment 1.113% 
high 

resolution 
*l-A096 

only 

Yes 
proprietary 
16 and 20- bit 

shaped 
Selectable 
for ASS and 
S/POIF 
outputs 

Yes 
proprietary 
16 and 20 bit 

shaped 
Selectable 
for YE ST and 

AES2 
outputs 

tes. 

16 and 20-bit 
shaped 

selectable for 
each digital 

output 

N/A 

N/A 

1/1 

Yes multi-
segment 
LEO bar 

plus peak 

Yes multi-
segment 
LEU bar 
plus pk 
meter 

Yes input 
sense and 

Pk 
indicator 
per Ch 

TIM- N 
-110 d8 20 Hz 

-20 kilo 
@ - 5 d8FS 

TH0.11 
-110 d8 
2 011z 

20 kHz @ 
- 5 d8FS 

IHO 
-110 d8 

20 Hi 20 kilo 
@ - 5 OS 

11/1 tes VOW/ 
32,41511 
1111411M) 

Wesel 
clgoc 
25111111 

Internal 
<311pSec 
2511P10 

Internal 
<31pSec 
bum 

hoe 1111.11 -184 MI Multi-stage 
20 Ro - 20 kilo, Plt clock 
@ - 5 d8FS mcovery 

Noe TRW -101 dB 
20 Ri-20 kHz 
@ - 5 OS 

multi stage 
PLL clock 
ecovery 

Ise TRH -107 dB Multi- stage 
20 Hi - 20 kHz PLL clock 
@ -.5 MIES recovery 

Yes 
input 
Word 

Clock or 
AES/ 
S/POIF 

Yes. 
input 
Ylord 

Clock or 
AES/ 
SPOIl 

Yes 
input 
Word 
Clock 

111 

02,060 

$3,821 

0151 

$4.511 

www Moan net 
www m-audio corn 

www panasomc corn/ 
proaudio 

www troisnom 

www troisi com 

www noisi c om 

www troisi com 

row troisi corn 

www troisi com 

OVERSAMPLING BASICS 
With digital audio, you don't want any audio to exit in 
the same frequency range as the system clock frequency. 
So an AID converter sampling at 44.1 kHz uses an eput 
brickwall filter with an extremely sharp response ( e.g.. 
96 dB/octave) to roll off the response starling at a little 
under half the clock frequency. For example. a 22 kHz 
brickwall filter with a 96 dB/octave slope will attenuate 
any harmonics in the 44.1 kHz range by 96 dB — enough 
to keep them out of the clock's way. 

The output stage works similarly. You don't want any 

of the output clock appearing in the audio out, so anoth-
er brickwall filter removes those ultrasonic signals. 

However. brickwall filters aren't perfect: extremely 
steep slopes can affect the sound at high frequencies. 
(Part of the reason why analog purists were so down 
on early CDs had more to do with the brickwall filter's 
quality than the sound's digital nature.) 

Oversampling samples the input ( or output) sig-
nal at some binary-friendly integer multiple of the 
sampling rate, like 4x. 8m. 16x, 64m. etc.. thus rais-
ing the effective sampling rate to a much higher fre-
quency. This doesn't magically give improved reso-

lean. because the final data stream still needs to 
be 44.1 kHz for a standard Red Book CD. However, it 
does allow using a much gentler filter slope. For 
example, with 2m oversampling. a 48 dB/octave 
slope will provide the same degree of signal rejec-
ticn as a 96 dB/octave slope at a 1 x sampling rate. 
W'th 16m oversampling, a comparatively gentle 6 
d6/octave slope filter works just fine. These filters 
are easier to design, require less processing power. 
and ( assuming good design) have less effect on thc 
sound than steeper filters. 

— Craig Anderton 
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What Are 
You Looking 
for in a 
Reference 
Monitor? 
Ask just about any music store 

salesperson waat their customers tell 
them they want in a studio monitor, and nine 
times out of ten the answer is something 
like, "I want the speaker my friend has," or 
"I own a bunch of Brand X equipment, so I 
want a Brand X speaker," or "I want that one 
with the white woofer." 

Oddly, few of themask for a speaker that 
helps them do accurate mixes. 

For five years now, our 20/20 Direct Field 
Monitors have been giving musicians the 
power to do just that. With custom designed 
components—and the legendary engineering team o Frank Kay and Walter Dick bchind them—the 
20/20s deliver exceptionally pleasing, accurate, non-fatiguing sound, so the nucet, you create on them 
translate flawlessly to other playback systems (which is, after aE, the whole point.). 

Cool, you say. But surely speakers such as these must cost an arm and a leg. Fear not: With a sreet 
price of around $299 a pair, the tools for making great mixes are wel within reach. 

So the next time you're in your friendly neighborhood music s•Icre, e1 the salesperson that le 
speakers you want are the ones that professionals worldwide use to make reccrds (hit re:_-ot-cls, That is. 
Tell them you want the ones that deliver mixes you can trt.st. Tel them you want the 20120s. 

And hey, if it makes you feel better to paint the woofers white„ go for it 

20/20m Direct Field Monitor 
Still the Best. P74.5I OMC &: 41t9 

!--anta Barbea c93 O414 

Vent: es-!.e6.7 

Fe:1;05-54)6 777', 

un'arieLnret . corn 

vvvvw.eventelectronics.corn 
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We stock thousands of pro audio products from hundreds of 
manufacturers. From a single microphone to a turnkey studio system, 

you'll find it all at www.proaudiodesign.com. Or il you need advice, our 
staff of experienced audio professional's are ready to take your call. 

We have successfully designed and installed many 
studios, large and small, providing a full service including 

room design, equipment supply, rustom monitoring and wiring. 
Call Professional Audio Design to discuss your project. 

We always carry a large inventory of desirable used and vintage 
gear and are experts ae locating hard-to-find equipment. And because we 

refurbish everything in our own workshops, all items are sold with a warranty. 

With exclusive factory authorization from SSL, our 
workshops are world renowned for preparing pre-owned large 

format consoles for resale. Sales include optional installation by our 
own technicians. Call today for a current list of SSL, Neve, Trident, etc. 

find it all at essional 
Visit our new website: www.proaudidesigo.com 

Professional Audio Design, 357 Liberty Street, Rockland, MA 02370 

Phone: (781) 982 2600 Fax: 181) 982 2610 Email: info@proaudiodesign.com 

Professional 
Audio (iL 
Inc. 
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IN REVIEW By EmilE MEnasché • EmEnaschE@musicplayEr.com 

LExicon MPX 200 
24-Bit Dual ChannEl ProcEssor 

Lexicon 

raises thE 

bar and 

lowers thE 

price 

• 200 

When it comes to delivering high-end digital 

effects, few manufacturers enjoy Lexicon's reputa-
tion, a name that's synonymous with reverb. But 

the Massachusetts-based company has also 
devoted ample resources to home and project 

studio owners, and over the years they've devel-

oped a long line of mid-priced processors that put 

their blue-blood sound in the hands of the masses. 
The MPX 200, the latest of these budget-

friendly units, offers better sound for the dollar 

than any previous Lexicon, plus some useful 
routing features that let it operate in a number of 

stereo and dual mono modes. For a small stu-

dio looking for a versatile processor, it's a sure-
fire winner. 

The 24-bit. two-channel, single rackspace unit 
provides the usual arsenal of digital effects, 

including reverb (plate, gate, hall, chamber, 
ambience, and room), tremolo, rotary (speaker), 

chorus, flange, detune, pitch, delay/echo, special 

F/X, and compression. In addition, you'll find a 
large array of Dual Program presets that mate 
flange, pitch or chorus with delay; flange, pitch, or 

chorus with reverb, and delay with reverb. Plus, 

you can use the compressor (which always 

comes first in the signal chain) on its own or in 

combination with any of the ambient effects. 

ROUTING 
The MPX 200 lets you take advantage of this dual 
processing power by offering a number of routing 
schemes. Connections include unbalanced, high-

impedance, quarter-inch inputs (because they're 

high-impedance, you can plug a guitar or bass 
directly into them); unbalanced quarter-inch outs 

(the right one doubles as a stereo headphones 
out); S/PDIF digital I/O; and MIDI in and out/thru. 

You can also connect a footswitch to bypass the 
effects and set tap tempo values. 

While you could use the MPX 200 as a mono 

in/stereo out device, you'll take better advantage of 
its capabilities by connecting stereo inputs and 
stereo outputs. Routing is determined by the active 

preset, and includes Dual Stereo, where two 
stereo effects run in parallel; Cascade, where two 

stereo effects feed each other in series; Mono 

Split, where each input is routed independently to 

Garnmessor By; ass 

1111> 

Stcr, Tap/Cancel 

LEXICON MPX 200 

Power 

o 
e 

MANUFACTURER: Lexicon, 3 Oak Park, Bedford, 
MA 01730-1441. Tel 781-280-0300. Web: 
www.lexicon.com. 

SUMMARY: Despite a sparse display and r routed 
editing features, the MPX 200 is a winner. Flexible 
signal routing and exoellent soundl make this versa-
tile unit a valuable role player in any home or pro-
ject studio. You re simply not going to find more 
bang for 30 few bucks. 
STRENGTHS: Great sound for the price. Flexible 
signal routing. Built-in compressor. 24-bit cigral 
and analog I/O 

WEAKNESSES: Limited editing ot individual pre-
sets. Unbalanced analog I/O. 
PRICE: $399 
EQ FREE LIT. #: 104 

a separate stereo processor; and Dual Mono, 
where each input is routed to a separate mono 

processor. This is one of those cases where an 
"advanced" feature has practical use. You can use 
a stereo reverb for a mix, or feed two separate 

sources (say, guitar and vocal) to two separate 

stereo effects, or split the signal into mono and 
feed the guitar to a flange and the vocal to a delay 

— all without repatching the MPX 200. 
The front-panel matrix-style display shows you 

wnich effects are active and the current routing 

scheme, and the informative manual details the 

routing of each preset. A selection of "typical" 

combinations is available (such as dual mono 
delay, flange or chorus with delay, flange or cho-

rus with reverb, etc.). Unfortunately, you can't 

change the routing of a given preset, nor can you 

create combinations of your own. But give 
Lexicon makeup points for including both input 
meters and gain reduction meters (to show you 

the compressor's effect on your signal). 

e  C.O.» 

GM. exam 

eze. JLI lexicon 
«maw. - 
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rders outside of Louisiana pay no sales tax! 
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WE BUY USED 1200 Marshall st 
GEAR! Shreveport, LA 71037 

If you're buying any of these products and you're not buying from us...you're paying too much! 

Variphrase Sampler 
Great for recording vocals! 

VS 2480 

eePee  HDR 2496 NOW 

Shipping! 

HR 824 
Monitors at 

great prices! 

PreSCI.:** 

Digintax 

CeGLIP14 

CD X2 
CD Duplicator 

SANSAMP 
  If you don't see 

what you need 
POD 2.0 Call us' 
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today! Mo-Phatt Proteus 2000 
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Here!- MOTU 528 

The choice is yours-so call us! 

MOTU 2408 
Mark III 

DigiDesie 001 
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www.shreveaudio.com 
1-800-214-9222 

Marshall Mies 
MXL 2001 

Ask about FREI 
gift Included wi 
puchase! 

Prices too 
low to 
advertise! 
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AA 
Check us out on the World Wide Web: 
http://www.shreveaudio.com 

MX 9000 

All Behringer 
gear on sale! 

Maybe the 
best mic you 
could ever buy 
at any price! 

a  SR 1530 
The first affordable active 
system with 3 way accu-
racy! 

metal 8 Bus 

On Sale! 
All “trds ir 
steck! 

I For 
Price' 

Make mixers col morlittrs 
d ree114 low rrices!  

""--

PMP-632C 

suuRE 
We carry 
tne entire 
line of 
Shure 
Mics! 

KSM 
44 

••••.en ersiumar. AK. 11,, .."11,11", 

DIO If you don't se 
what you are 
looking 
for...Call us' 

Percussion Mic Pack 
Includes: 1 Kick Drum Mic 
3 Rack / Tom Mics 
2 Cymbal / Overhead Mics 

Call For Best Price! 

Jenne axt ae stet b chrge 1•03ut are stte b 15°. fesWang lee re mscusbe 

24 bit 96 kHz 
Digital Converter with ART 
Tube Processing 

SPIRIT 
BY EIOUNDICR0F , 

Digital 328's 
on sale! 

Feedback Destroyer 

•  

Control that unwanted 
feedback! 

HOT 
ITEM! 

Akai DPS 12 and DPS 16 
ON SALE! 



IN REVIEW Lexicon MPX 200 

LEARN the ART of RECORDING 
You can get the practical, real-world skills needed to success-
fully start your career as a recording engineer or producer. For 
29 years, thousands of students from the US and around the 
world have started their career at the Recording Workshop. 

• The Original since 1971 
• 8 Studio Facility 
• Latest Equipment 
. Hands-On Training 
. 3-6 Students per Class 

• 2 Month, 300+ hrs Training 
• Very Affordable Tuition 
• On-Campus Housing 
• Job / Internship Assistance 
• Financial Assistance 

Contact us for a Free Brochure 

800-848-9900 
www.recordingworkshop.com 

RECORDING 
WORKSHOP 
Outside USA: 740-663-2544 
Fax Machine: 740-663-2427 
email: info@recorchngworkshop.com 
455-Q Massieville Road 
Chillicothe OH 45601 

'•`, tier? ReriSCIDO., #80-07-0696-
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An 
independent 
professional 
music store. 
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GETTING AROUND 
The effects are grouped into 240 presets, 
and there are 64 additional slots for user 
programs, which you create by editing an 

existing factory preset. While there are no 
"banks" in the traditional sense, the pre-

sets themselves are arranged into cate-

gories (for example, a consecutive block 
might include Room sounds, followed by 

a block of Tremolo sounds, and so on). 

This makes it easier to find the presets 
you're looking for and to A/B the various 

programs of a given type. When you scroll 

to a new preset, the MPX 200 puts it into 
a buffer — you must push the Load button 
to make it active. This way, your current 
sound isn't disrupted while you trawl for 

the next one. Nice. 

EDITING 
On the MPX 200, the main limitations are 
in the editing. Each preset lets you edit 

eight to nine basic parameters from the 
front panel, but four of these — Ratio, 

Threshold, Attack, and Release — are 
dedicated to the compressor. 

For the ambient effects, you can edit 
wet/dry mix, EQ (a one-parameter edit 

whose function changes depending on the 
selected preset, though it's usually set to 

the cutoff of the HiCut filter), effect level 
(when a dual processor effect is active, this 

control sets the balance between the two 
effects), and Adjust, a wildcard that gov-

erns one parameter — or, in some cases, 

several parameters simultaneously — for 

each preset. Adjust's functionality vanes 

from preset to preset (you'll need to consult 
the manual to see what it does for each 

one). For example, with some flange pro-

grams, it governs speed; with others, reso-
nance. On the positive side, the MPX 200 

provides easy access to each parameter 

— simply push the Edit button to select the 
one you want (each push scrolls to the next 

parameter), grab the adjust knob, and go. 

Many of the presets also respond to 
the Tap key, which lets you set parame-

ters such as delay time, tremolo rate, 

pre-delay, etc. You can use MIDI con-

trollers and MIDI clocks to control any of 
these parameters from an external 

source, and the MPX 200's handy MIDI 

Learn function lets you set it to respond 
to the controller of your choice. 

SOUND 
The MPX 200's presets sound very 

impressive. The reverbs are rich and full 
and not overly bright. The Plate and 

Chamber were especially smooth for a 

unit in this price range (plates can sound 
like broken spring reverbs on other low-

cost devices). Some of the patches 
inspired creativity: One Ambience pro-
gram gave so much life to a pitched elec-

tronic drum pattern — the tail added sus-

tain and to the drum's decay and brought 
out its melodic potential — that it became 

an integral part of a song. 

The mod effects, notably the chorus, 

shimmer without becoming muddy or 

over-modulated. Because they preserve 

the source sound's character, the MPX 
200's mod effects work extremely well on 
guitar, vocals, and other staple sounds 

that need both color and clarity. The 
pitch shifter does a nice job with both 

straight interval shifting and simple 
detuning, but really comes to life on pre-

sets where it's combined with delay. 
Feed a little guitar in and use a volume 
pedal to create swells, and you'll feel like 

you're playing a highly expressive synth. 
The compressor was also quite usable. 

It's especially handy for preventing over-

loads to the ambient effects from transient 
sounds such as percussion hits. You can 

use the compressor without other effects, 

but only as a stereo processor — it would 
have been nice to be able to apply it to 

two independent mono signals. Even if 
you don't plan on using the MPX 200 as a 

dedicated dynamics processor, you'll find 
the compressor useful as buffer between 
your source and your reverb. 

THE WRAP-UP 
Overall, flexibility is the key to the MPX 
200's appeal. It can cover a lot of territo-

ry in a home or small project studio. 

Better yet, because it sounds so good, it 
would also serve quite well as a sec-

ondary processor in a larger setup. 
Either way, the MPX 200's appeal is 

greater than the sum of its parts — and 
much greater than the sum of its price. 

Emile MEnaschE's wife recently discov-

ered him asleep at his keyboard with an 
Eb triad imprinted on his forehead. 
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Am the M Series by Soundcraft 

PIRIT SERIIES1 

Available in three sizes 
Split M4, ME & M12. All inc.ud 
(4 rrono, 8 mono, 12 mono 
• High quality mic preamp: 

as used in ou - TEC Awarc winnling 
Ghost Recording Console. 

• Separate 24 bit S/PDI: output: 

allows recording iirect to PC soundcard, 
CD burner or other digital reogdErs 

• :our stereo inputs & four s:ereo re:urns 
• Integral racy( mounting system: 
Simpy .emove side panels to revea  

the rack mounting system 
• Full lengti 100 mm faders: 

foir more precise contrc I and 
greater resolution 
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IN REVIEW By Mikail Graham • mgraham.EQ@onEmain.com 

UnivErsal Audio 2-610 TubE Mic PPE 
A two-chan 

tube mic 

that off 

truly vint 

sound i 

brand new 

nel 

•re 

rs 
: gE 

a 
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The 2-610 is the third release in Universal Audio's 

new Classics product line. It follows their revival of 
the 1176LN Limiting Amplifier and Teletronix LA-
2A Leveling Amplifier, all of which were designed 

or manufactured by UA's founding father Bill 

Putnam. What's different about the 2-610 is that 
it's UA's first all-new product. It's based upon the 

original Universal Audio 610 console that was 
among the world's first modular recording mixers. 

UA points out that the 610 was used on countless 

classic recordings from Frank Sinatra to the Beach 

Boy's Pet Sounds. Engineers like Bruce Swedien 
started out on the original console, while my old 
friend Jack Joseph Puig still uses one daily on his 

records with Beck, Green Day, No Doubt, and 
others, even though less than ten 610 consoles 
were ever made. The UA design team spent more 

than two years researching and designing this little 
gem. After giving this preamp a listen, it's quite evi-

dent that this was time well spent. 
Each channel uses one 12AX7 and one 6072 

to give it that vintage UA tube sound. It's a very 

simple box to work with. The front panel has five 
knobs and three switches per channel, a Hi-Z 
input, and three center switches including power. 

The rear panel has three XLR inputs per chan-
nel, an IEC mains connector, and a voltage 

switch for 115 or 230 volts, making it easy to use 
anywhere you might be working. 

We'll look at the features of just one channel 
since both are the same. Gain is selectable in 5 dB 

increments from —10, —5, 0, +5, to +10. Next up is 
the input selector, which is one of the simple things 

that I love about this box, as three different sources 

can be simultaneously connected. Using this 

switch, you can easily choose the one you need, 

making it a perfect tool for quick multi-tasking studio 

needs. The three inputs are: Mic, which selects the 
rear panel's balanced XLR input with impedance of 

500 ohms and 2 kohms; Line, which selects the 
second rear panel XLR; and Hi-Z, which uses the 

front panel's 1/4-inch unbalanced input. The Hi-Z 

input offers impedance of either 47 kohms or 2.2 
Mohms. the latter of which UA says is designed for 
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>UNIVERSAL AUDIO 2-610 

MANUFACTURER: Ln versal Audio, 2125 
Delaware Avenue, Suite A, Santa Cruz, CA 95060. 
Tel: 831-466-3737. Wb: www.uaudio.com. 

SUMMARY: The UA 2-610 is an aural delight. A 
tube-based mic pre, its sound quality is pristine and 
very transparent — with a minimum effor, it can 
a so ado a very eftectwe vintage color to any mono 
or steneo source. 
STRENGTHS: Vintage UA tube sound. Smootiti-
sounding shelving EQ Three separate lirpLts 
per channel Low noise floor. Variable input 
inpedances. 

WEAKNESSES: Limi'ed EQ range. 
PRICE: $2,295 
EQ FREE LIT. #: 105 

a drum machine, keyboard, bass, or guitar. For my 
tastes, I found the 47-kohm setting to be just the 
ticket for my '64 Jazz bass and custom Epiphone 

Zephyr big-body electric guitar. In fact, I've never 

heard either of them sound this warm and big. 
I like the look and feel of big knobs, ano the 2-

610 has two very large ones for controlling the 
master level with a range of zero to ten and a max-
imum overall gain of 61 dB. There's a polarity 

switch for inverting the phase by swapping pins 
two and three, and a set of EQ controls. Both ow 

and nigh shelving EQ's are available. The ow 

band lets you choose frequencies of 70, 100, and 

200 Hz, and the high band includes 4.5k, 7.5k, and 

10k. There is a boostícut knob that is preset to dB 

values ranging from —9 to +9. A 48-volt phantom 

power switch for each channel is also convenient • 
ly included. 

As the 2-610 is a mic pre, I put it though a 

variety of tests to see how it would perform; 
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recorded several passes with each test 

into both Pro Tools and Steinberg's 

Nuendo at 24-bit/44.1 using no EQ and 

just the live sound of the room and 
mics. My first tests were with a pair of 

AKG 414's stereo miking an acoustic 

guitar. I then tested my 1943 Epiphone 

B5 upright bass, and also a late '70s 

Guild B-50 acoustic bass. Other than 
the obvious differences between 

instruments and each DAW adding its 

own special character, I found the 
recordings to have a wide and warm 

quality. Next, I recorded solo vocal 

takes using a Neumann U 87 that 
sounded quite lovely using a bit of EQ 

boost at 200 and 7.5K. Finally, I pulled 
out my trusty Rode NT- 1 and NT-2 to 

see how they might fare, and though 
neither came near the overall vibe of 

the U 87 (obviously), there was a 

noticeable improvement to both with 

much more body and crispness to the 

sound using the same instruments and 

vocals — pretty sweet sound with 
headroom to spare and lots of gain if 

you need it. 
Besides the vocals, guitar, and bass 

'SPECS AT A GLANCE 

INPUTS................... ........ ..... Microphore Female gl_R, Bala-cec Line Female X_R 
Unbalanced Line/Instrurr ent jack, DI 

OJTPUTS.   Balanced Line Male XLF1 

MICROPHONE INPUT IMPEDANCE Selectable 500 ohms or 2 kohms 
BALANCED LINE INPUT IMPEDANCE  38 ,<ot-rms 
HI-Z INPUT IMPEDANCE ...... ...... Sebectable, 2.2 Mohms or 47 kohms. 

MAXIMUM MICROPHONE INIPUT LEVEL +3.5 dBu 

MAXIMUM OUTPUT LEVEL   ......  +23 dam 
INTERNAL OUTPUT IMPEDANCE. .6C olmis 
RECOMMENDED MINIMUM! LOAD. 600 ohms 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE . ....... ..... .........._...._ ......... 20 Hz to 20 kHz ± 1 oB 
MAX GAIN  61 dB 

SIGNAL —0 NOISE RATIO.__........... ..... ..... _ ..... . .............. _ ..Greater tian .32 dB 
VACUUM TUBES   One 12ftX7A and one 6072A per channel 

POWER REQUIREMENTS.  11.5V7230V 
IDIMENSICNS  3.5 inches vertical, for mounting in standard 19-inch raci< 
WEIGHT  11.75 lbs. 

tests, I also did an A/B comparison 
between my basic Pro Tools Mix Plus 

stereo output and the same signal sent 

through a second master fader to the 2-

610 with the EQ set flat. Listening to the 

Pro Tools output through the 2-610, I 
immediately noticed a warmer sound with 

a kind of roundness that made the mix 

much more enjoyable to listen to. After 
adding a bit of EQ, I found I could make 

the: basic Pro Tools mix practically jump 

out of tne speakers. Are we having fun 
yet? You bet! 

The 2-610 is an ,nstant classic and a 
multi-functional mic pre that 1 predict will 

quickly become a staple in studios 

around the world. It can be very transpar-

ent, yet, with just a bit of extra gain or EQ, 
it can add a color that's about as warm 

and silky a sound as I've heard in quite 
some time. Speaking of gain, the 2-610 

continuEd on pagE 119 
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micropr one preamplifier 

*fully balanced. transformerleEs dEsigr * fast. musical trarrsunpecance arclitecture 
*10-60dB gain with 10dB trim control * Extended gain Eittxan mic input available 

*high Z instrument irpi.t * 75Hz high pass filter 
*48V phantom pavi.er * MSRP 5699.00 

Presenthj the model 101, a single 
serving of the critically acclaimed 
G acc Design microphone 
o-eamplifier circuit This 
oompact, affordable module is 
feigned to transform plain 
prp,ect studio tracks into 
sliar, high-fidelity recordings 

We proudly used the same 
amplifier architecture of the 
,Enerable model 801, 
Diteserving its untouchable 
:echnical specs and 
purebred sonic performance 
Then we packaged it to be 
priced within reach of any 
recording engineer or 
studio. 

Regardless of budget, the 
Model 101 is an invaluable 
tool for any recording setup. 
Adth an integrated high 
impedance '4 inch input, the 
model 101 is the ultimate 
c AW input tool. 

111 
Whether using it on your 
favorite large diaphragm 
ro r mic or plugging in 

lc guitar, the model 
1p you achieve results 
available only to big 
dios and Grammy 
eers 

po box 204 boulder co 80306 tel 3Q.443.7e,S4 www.gracedEsign.com 
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IN REVIEW By Jon ChappEll • jchappEll@uEmEdia.com 

Audio-TEchnica AT3035 
Cardioid CondEnsEr MicrophonE 

Audio-Technica 

hits on out of 

the park with 

this affordable 

large-

diaphragm 

cardioid 

condenser mic 

Audio-Technica has established themselves 

as a manufacturer of quality mics at affordable 
prices, earning berths for several of their mod-

els in many a well-appointed mic locker. The 
AT4033, their first large-diaphragm side-

address mie in the 40 series, is a bona fide 

classic, as is the higher-end AT4050, an equal-
ly venerable studio staple. The recent 4060 

tube mic is also one of the company's highly 
respected success stories. But A-T may have 

outdone themselves in the quality-to- price 
arena with the AT3035, a handsome, well-

engineered, versatile, and great-sounding 

large-diaphragm condenser mic. This afford-
able gem is a winner on three fronts: ergonom-

ics, industrial engineering, and sound quality. 
Let's take a look at why the good folks at 

Audio-Technica will have to send their goon 

squad to pry the AT3035 from 
this reviewer's cold, dead 
fingers. 
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OVERVIEW 
The AT3035 is a large-
diaphragm, cardioid con-

denser microphone de-
signed to be versatile 

enough to handle a wide 
variety of project-studio 
miking applications. It has a 

fixed cardioid polar pattern, 
producing a flat frequency 

response from 20 

Hz to 20 kHz. 

The diaphragm 

measures 26 

mm (just a hair 
over one inch), 

and the high-SPL-
handling capabilities 

weigh in at 148 dB ( 158 
with the 10 dB pad switch 

engaged). The low-end roll-off 

(high-pass filter) switch attenu-

ates low frequencies at 80 Hz to 

the tune of 12 dB/octave. The roll-
off switch helps eliminate popping 

and the proximity effect from 

close-range vocals, as well as 

ambient rumbles such as footsteps 
across a stage, air conditioning 
systems, a passing truck, and 
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>AUDIO  TECHNICA AT3035 

MANUFACTURER: Audio-Technica U.S, Inc., 
1221 Commeroe Drive, Stow, OH 44224-1760 Tel 
330-686-2600. Web: www.audio-technica.com 

SUMMARY: The AT3035 is a handsome and ver-
satile mic, capable of recording a variety of material 
and endurâng high SPLs like it ain't no thang. 

STRENGTHS: Flat response. High-SPL handling 
Warm character. Superior industrial design. 

WEAKNESSES: Shockmount and mic won't fit 
together im supplied pouch. 
PRICE: $349 
EQ FREE LIT. #: 106 

other mechanically coupled vibrations. Though 
many engineers prefer to control low-end roll-off 

from the doard, the 80 Hz switch is great to have 
for live situations or for a vocalist with poor mic 
technique. 

The mic snips in a zippered vinyl pouch, 

like the kind in which you can stuff school 

supplies. The included shockmount doesn't 

fit into the pouch, so you'll probably do what 

I did and rescue the foam from the shipping 
box (which is form-cut to house the mic 

snugly) and create your own case. I used 
one of those soft, padded rectangular lunch 
boxes, which also held the mic cable (not 

included) and the shockmount. With the mic 

in its original molded foam, the pouch was 
superfluous. Maybe I can use it to hold my 

beat-up dynamic mic — or my Cap'n Crunch 
six-inch ruler. 

The specs on this mic are quite impressive: 

as stated, it has a low-noise, high-SPL-han-

dling element that can endure a maximum 

SPL of 148 dB without the pad switch 

engaged. The self noise is 12 dB, which is 

pretty quiet for a mic this size. If you subtract 
the noise from the maximum SPL, you get an 
impressive 136 dB of dynamic range — emi-

nently usable for even the most exposed 

source material. The 10 dB pad is typical of 
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IN REVIEW 

Audio-Technica mics, as anything 

more tends to change the character of 

the mic (the noise floor comes up, for 
example), and takes the performances 

away from the published spec. With 

the 10 dB switch engaged, the mic is 

capable of handling 158 dB; if you're 
running signals hotter than that, you 

should be rethinking your miking strat-

egy — or telling your guitar player to 
turn it down. 

The sensitivity, or open-circuit level, 
is comparable with the 40 Series, so 

engineers used to setting levels for 

4033's and 4050's will have no trouble 

with the 3035. The AT3035 produces a 
hotter signal level than other mics in 

the 30 Series. 

FIRST BLUSH 
Right out of the box, it's clear that the 

AT3035 is something special. Its the 

same size as the 4033 and 4047/SV, 
and well-proportioned, with the hous-

ing exhibiting a slight taper, so it does-
n't have that "oil can" quality of many 

tube and other large-housing mics. 

Aside from the subtle arc in the body 
shape, its color is something new, too: 
slightly darker than most champagne-

colored mics. This is a sort of dark sil-

ver color, and slightly muted looking, 
which projects an elegant, almost regal 

aura. Before even picking it out of the 

foam, you know you're in for a treat. 
At first glance, the mount looks to 

be symmetrical, as if you could pass 

the mic through it either way. Upon 
closer inspection, however, the A-T 

logo is unobtrusively embossed on the 

front, and holding the logo upright (and 
facing you) allows the mic to be 

slipped in its proper direction, from the 

top. Here is where I got my second 

nice surprise and discovered that the 

mic is not only an aesthetic success, 

but an industrial-design triumph, too. 

INSERT THIS 
The mic slides effortlessly into the 

mount and then seats with a satisfying 

shunk, owing to a groove in the hous-

ing that runs around the circumfer-
ence. You'd think a mic slipping suc-
cessfully in and out of its mount would 

be one for the "like, duh" category, but 

you'd be surprised. I've experienced 

many shockmount insertions that are 

AT3035 SPECIFICATIONS 

Element  

Polar Pattern   

Frequency Response  

Low Frequency Roll Off  

Open Circuit Sensitivity  

Impedance  

Maximum Input Sound Level 

Fixed-charge back plate permanen-ly polarized condenser 

Cardioid 

20 Hz-20 kHz 

80 Hz, 12 dB/octave 

-32 dB P5.1 mV) re 1V at 1 Pa 

250 ohms 

 148 dB SPL, 1 kHz at 1% THD, 
158 dB SPL, with 10 dB pad (nominal) 

Noise 12 dB SPL 

Dynamic Range (Typical) 136 dB, 1 kHz at max SPL 

Signal-to-Noise Ratio 82 dB, 1 kHz at 1 Pa 

Phantom Power Requirements 11-52V DC, 3 mA typical 

Switches Flat, roll-Dff; 10 dB pad ( nominal) 

Weight (Less Accessories) 13.8 oz (390 g) 

Dimensions 6.69 inches ( 170.0 mm) long, 
2.05 inches (52.C. mm) maximum body diameter 

Output Connector Integral 3-pin XLRM-type 

Accessories Furnished Shockmoumt, soft protective pouch 

either time-consuming, cumbersome, 

or worse, "insecure" — meaning you 

never know if it's really in or only part-
way in (and therefore part-way out, 

which can become fully out — and on 
the floor — faster than you can catch it 

on the way down). Kudos to A-T for 

making the process simple and 
secure. 

There's another nice design touch 
when the mic is in its mount: though 

securely nested in its ring, the mic will 
still swivel easily, in case you want to 

Frequency Response 

lo 
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AT3035 Frequency Response 

rotate it toward a singer, but don't want 

to adjust the boom or move the stand 

off its tape marks. (And, of course. 

you've nailed the singer's shoes to the 

floor, so you can't ask him to move). 

The bass roll-off and 10 dB pad 

switches are visible (and accessible) 

when the mic is in the mount. You can 
experiment with the roll-off and pad 

settings without changing the position 

of the mic or the attitude of the 

diaphragm. Nice. The bands are made 

of durable-grade elastic and are resis-
tant enough to provide the necessary 

isolation from mechanical coupling 
(most typically manifested as mic 

stand vibrations), but springy enough 
to be pliant in your fingers for quick 
changes. 

In short, installing the mic in its 

mount is about as smooth and quick an 

operation as you could imagine. Live 

sound technicians take note: This kind 
of facility is especially handy in the 

sometimes-rushed conditions of setups 

and strikes that a touring situation pre-

sents. I could see an engineer and his 
crew relying on the feel factor to quick-

ly lock and load, say, 12 of these babies 
in about as many seconds. 

IN USE 
Encouraged by the high SPL-handling 

and flat response ratings, I decided to 

leave the 10 dB pad off and have a go 

with the AT3035 on two very raucous 
and different sources: the voice and 

guitar playing of my friend Larry, a 

songwriter and recording artist. Larry 

was working on a demo of new songs 
for us producer, and wanted just solo 

acoustic guitar and his voice, with an 
occasional overdubbed female harmo-

ny on selected songs. Larry's weapon 
(and in his hands, believe me, it's a 

weapon) of choice is a Martin J-40M, 
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which has the depth of a dreadnought 

and the surface area of a jumbo. It's 

the largest-bodied guitar Martin 
makes, or, as Larry says, "holds the 

most water." And it's strung with medi-

um strings (. 013's). It's not a guitar for 

sissies — either from a playing or 
recording perspectrve. Larry is a 

thumper and a basher, too, which 
meant plenty of low -frequency SPLs 

would be sallying fortn. 

I had good luck with the mic placed 
about ten inches off the lower bout. 

The sound was warm, yet crisp 
enough with transients that I decided 
to forego a pencil mic above the 12th 

fret. I didn't need the pad, despite the 
fact that sometimes the guitar body 

swung (dangerously) close to mic, 
which boosted the proximity effect. But 

still the mic didn't distort. I moved it 

around to various spots over the gui-

tar's soundboard, and was struck by 
the warmth of the mic, as well as the 

level of detail it captured in the low 

end. In the dynamic passages, the mic 

held tough for high SPLs and was 
quiet (as in low noise floor) and 

responsive for low-level signals. 
Switching the mic to Larry's lead 

vocals did require the pad (as well as 

a pop screen), but once I compensat-

ed for the levels, the mic performed 
with the same sweetness it had on the 

guitar. 

When we brought in the female 
vocalist for the harmonies, I noticed 

that the AT3035 tended to smooth out 
some of the strident character in the 
singer's high soprano region. Again, 

"warmth" was the quality that came to 
mind. Perhaps the AT3035 didn't 

achieve the ultra-transparent charac-

ter that a $ 1,500-or-above mic would, 
but it did produce a flat response, an 

even performance, and it successfully 

fielded the sibilant transients with 
aplomb while preservirg the high-end 

detail. I wound up really liking this mic 

for what it did for vocals, both for the 
warmth it imbued as well as the versa-

tility it showed in wrangling two very 

For an Excellent primer on vocal mic 
selection, check out Lynn Fuston's 
"Choosing thE Right Vocal Mic" at 
www.eamaa.com/020Vtechniaues rig 
htmlc 103.html. 
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AT3035 Polar Pattern 

different vocal instruments (and mic 

techniques!). I especially like the 

warm presence in the high mids. This 
was perfect for my female singer, 

whose piercing soprano can benefit 

from a slight warming up and empha-

sis in her lower notes. In summary, I I 

would characterize this mic as flat but 

warm, rather than, say, flat with crys-
talline transparency. In all fairness, if 

you want that kind of transparency, 

you have to spend five times the price. 
And the AT3035 provided plenty of 
low- and high-end detail. 

CONCLUSIONS 
I see great things in the AT3035's future: 

Its strengths are its flat response, warm 

character, and versatile handling of not 

only widely varying SPLs, but also 

diverse program material — boomy gui-

tars to crisp transients to warmth seeking 

vocals. The fact that you can field-strip 
and set up this baby in a hurry will make 

it ubiquitous on the live set. To have a 
compact, well-engineered, and hand-

some mic that goes in and out of its 

shockmount — securely, with no ambi-

guity — in less than a second is a true 

engineering coup. Add to that its elegant 

color, versatile application, and great 

sound, and you have a professional-level 
microphone capable of serious recording 

work. At this price, you'd do well to 

acquire two in order to have a matched 
set for stereo work. Now I just have to fig-

ure how to snag me another AT3035. 
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INDUSTRY NSIDEr 
ANDERTON@MUSICPLAYER.COM 

In-depth advice on making 

the most out of your loops 

Tips for ElEttEr Loop-BasEd Music 
Loop-based music is much more than the 

province of dancing and DJs. I've used loop 

music for three movie soundtracks, two indus-

trial videos, a radio commercial, several 

remoces, and, of course, for my dance-orient-

ed CDs. And for EQ readers, this type of 

music is very recording engineer friendly, 
because the process is more like collage — 

you don't need great technical music chops to 

put together a satisfying musical experience. 

However, you do need good source mate-
rial, and, most importantly, the ability to move 

beyond the constraints associated with this 

method of making music. The tips presented 

in this article, coupled with a reasonable 

amount of time spent editing, will hopefully 

help you add a more creative, humanized 

element to your loop-based music. 
The following examples (several are 

onle at EQs Web site (www.eqmag.com)) 

are all based around Acid, currently the pre-
mier loop music program. However, 

Cakewalk's Sonar is also excellent for this 

type of application, and conventional digital 
audio-oriented programs (Cubase, Logic, 
Performer, etc.) also work if the loops you 

select are in the same key and tempo, or 

converted into a common key/tempo using 
time-stretch functions. 

PERSUASIVE PERCUSSION 
A lively conga or shaker loop can dress up a 

drum part, but the point of these instruments 
is to add variations. To keep the loops from 

getting too repetitive, cut them into pieces 

(see sidebar, "Slice and Dice Basics"). 
Rearrange the pieces in various orders, but 

do maintain some level of repetitiveness to 

"anchor" the part. For example, try always 

repeating the same quarter-note fragment at 

the beginning of every measure or two. Fig. 1 

shows a conga loop before and after slicing 
and dicing [audio example 1 online]. 

BREAK THAT BEAT 
An important element in some dance-oriented 
music is the breakbeat, where the sound "thins 

out" dramatically just before a figure repeats. 

The breakbeat provides the element of ten-
sion/variation in the "tension/release" equation. 
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For example, suppose you have a two-mea-

sure, repeating drum loop. Let it go for seven 

measures, then cut the eighth measure. This 

throws the spotlight on whatever is playing in 

the background, such as a bass part. 
Conversely, you could cut out the last measure 

of bass and let the drums carry the piece by 
themselves; or cut both the bass and drums, 

and stick in a drum fill that's different from the 
main drum loop [audio example 2 online]. 

In a two-measure loop, there's a chance 

the downbeat might occur slightly ahead of 

the beat. If you cut exactly on the beat, this 
will leave a short click. Solo the track, zoom 

way in, turn off snap (the Acid snap on/off key 

command is F8), then drag the end of the 

track a bit to the left, just before the transient. 
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FIGURE 1 (TOP): The second repeat of this 
two-measure loop has been "sliced and 
diced" to create a different part compared to 
the original loop. Also, some of the slice's 
levels have been changed to add more 
dynamics. FIGURE 2: Two sixteenth-note 
kicks lead into measure 73. The first kick's 
level has been reduced by 3.1 dB. 

Sometimes leaving the first downbeat of the 
breakbeat measure can be effective. Set 

snap to an eighth or sixteenth note, and drag 
right to retain the downbeat. 

EXITING THE BREAKBEAT 
As you come out of the breakbeat, adding a 
few kick drum hits can be a really effective 

lead-in to the next measure. As many dance-
oriented drum loops start with a kick, if you 

draw in just the first sixteenth note of the loop, 
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SLICE AND DICE 

click 

can operate on loops much faster in Acid if you use the S (split) key 
ommand. Select your snap value (usually eighth or sixteenth notes), then 

click the cursor on the loop where you want the split to occur. Hit S, and 
:the loop will divide in two at the split point. 

you'll hear a short kick. To lead in, set 
snap to sixteenth notes, then draw two 

sixteenth notes just before the beginning 
of a measure (Fig. 2). Also, try lowering 

the first kick's volume a bit to provide 

some dynamics [audio example 3 online]. 

PART SPLICING 
Sometimes a continuing part, like a 
rhythm guitar, can get really b-o-r-i-n-g 

as it loops and loops and.... It really 
helps to cut a small piece from a similar 

or related part and splice it in to break up 

the monotony and add a useful accent 

(Fig. 3). For example, if there's a funky 

guitar part doing most of the work, add a 

wah-wah flourish at the end of the mea-

sure [audio example 4 online]. 
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FIGURE 3 (TOP): Three tracks of guitar 
have been edited to make one track with 
more interest. Note the wah-wah flourish 
(pink color) that hits during the last mea-
sure of an 8-bar figure. FIGURE 4: The 
top track has been copied, then shifted 
so that its peaks mask any volume drops 
in the original track. 

REPAIRING PAD LOOP SEAMS 
No, "pad loop" has nothing to do with Thai 
food. Rather, pads are sustaining sounds, 

like string beds or drones. Pads are difficult 

to loop, whether in samplers or digital 
audio programs. As a result, Acid by 

default adds a short fade to the begin-

ning/end of the loop so that there aren't 
any clicks when the end transitions back to 

the beginning. Unfortunately, this causes 
the sound to drop out momentarily, thus 

negating the loop's continuous nature. 

You can turn off the fade on a per-seg-

ment basis using the Properties tab. How-
ever, this will likely create the type of click 

that the fade was intended to solve, and 

you'll find it better to stay with the default. 

The simplest way to fix a gap is to dupli-

cate the looped pad, and offset the copy so 

its peak occurs during the original loop's 
volume drop, thus masking it (Fig. 4). 

For the best masking effect, pan the two 

loops to the same point in the stereo image. 
But also try panning the loops to opposite 

channels, as this can produce some nifty 

panning effects [audio example 5 online]. 

DETUNING 
Suppose a drum loop plays during the 
intro to a verse and during the verse itself. 
Detune the portion behind the verse by 

around a half-step or so; this adds a tim-

bral difference that supports the change 
in the song from intro to verse. 

Detuning is also great with cymbals, as 
you can use it to turn one cymbal into a 
family of cymbals. If you define the cym-

bal as a one-shot instead of a loop (spec-

ified under Properties), changing tuning 
will also change duration. In fact, you can 

get a gong-like effect by layering two cym-
bal sounds. Detune one by about a half-

dozen semitones; detune the other by a 

much greater amount, like 20 or more 

semitones [audio example 6 online]. 

CREATE YOUR OWN LOOPS... 
When you create loops, avoid one-

measure loops and do at least two-
measure loops. Have the second mea-

sure be a variation on the first measure. 

That way, if you want a loop to keep 

repeating and sound the same, just 

split the loop in half and copy the first 

measure over and over. When you 
want the variation to come in, drag the 

end of the first measure over to the 

right to reveal the second measure. 
Done! And we're done with this issue's 

column, as well. Just remember, a pro-
gram like Acid allows a lot of creative 

latitude. Push its envelope — your 
music will thank you for it. • 
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KURMUDGEON'S 
DRALEQ@AOL.COM 

A look back at a fEw of Dr. Al's 

morE mEmorablE musings 

The Best of Al Kooper 
Al Kooper's mother, Natalie Kooper, passed 

away on May 16, 2001, just as this issue was 

going to press. Natalie Kooper (b. 1/9/14) was 

a homemaker and travel agent, who, along 

with her late husband Sam, founded The 

Hollis Hills Jewish Center in Queens, NY, 50 

years ago. She was the woman who con-

stantly played pop music stations on the radio 

around the house. She is survived by her son 

Al, her sisters Rosalie and Pearl, her grand-
son Brian, and her great-grandson Benjamin. 

Ars regular column will be back next 
month. In lieu of that, we hope you enjoy this 

page of Al's greatest hits. 

ON TRUTHFULNESS IN LIVE 
PERFORMANCES 
It's time for a new kind of RAP — the Real 

Audio Police. All connections have to be 
checked at concerts to see if they go directly to 

the mixing console or make a covert sidetrip to 
a black box. Penalties have to be enforced or 

confessions have to be made. "Ricky Martin's 
vocals will be performed through Antares 

pitch-correctors during tonight's show" would 
be a good one. Either that or a meter has to be 
put on the pitch-corrector and tally up how 

many times it kicks in and a dollar has to be 

sent to Amnesty International for each hit. 
Yean, that's good. I like that. 

ON THE DEATH OF THE LOCAL 
MUSIC STORE 
Russ Solomon, owner of Tower Records, 

created a nationwide nightmare for indepen-

dent record stores. He built incredible-sized 

monolithic palaces of retail overflowing with 
customer choices. He merged video, music, 

and reading materials into the Coca-Cola of 
retail record shops. One of his most powerful 

stores, on the corner of Newbury Street and 

Massachusetts Avenue in the heart of 

Boston's Back Bay, was rumored at press 
time to have had its expiring lease incredibly 

outbid by the rival copycat Virgin Megastore. 

Word on the street is that Tower will have to 

vacate this plum location by the summer of 

2001. This store is such a mainstay of the 

community, that a Grauman's-style display of 

famous musical footprints stands outside the 
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entrance in a Solomon-sponsored Walk-Of-

Fame. What's to become of Aerosmith's 

cemented tootsies? To the victor go the 

cement spoils? The mind boggles. 

Like Moses, I stand on the mountaintop 

and call out to you — we are breaking the Ten 
Commandments of the human-side of busi-

ness. (Is there even a human aspect of busi-

ness left?) We are surely headed toward a 

world where larger-than-life, impeccably 

groomed Fidel Castros stand at the helm of 

each industry, firmly in charge, until Steve 
Case (or the next Steve Case) comes roaring 

in on a tidal wave of assets and sweeps each 
natty Fidel into his ever-increasing-ocean-that-
wi II-su bmerge-al I-land-as-we-know-it-today. 

ON THE STATE OF SURROUND 
The problem with 5.1 surround audio DVDs is 

simple: Unlike most of the formats before it, the 

existing catalog is largely unsuitable for this for-
mat. In a perfect world, if this bird is gonna fly, 

current projects need to be mixed in it. Mono 

Elvis albums ain't gonna cut it in surround 
sound; Benny Goodman will stall; Little Richard 

will be six or eight times shriller than usual. CDs 

worked because they disposed of the clicks and 
pops of vinyl. Therefore, it didn't matter if they 

were mono. Surround is a spatial media, not 

one of specific clarity. Mono is doomed in sur-
round. However, if Eminem mixes his next pro-

ject in surround, his demographic will most cer-

tainly increase. 

ON NAPSTER 
I've remained stoic and quiet on this subject for 

quite awhile, but now I must vent and rant or be 

crushed under a glass-encrusted tire of disre-

spect. I guess the thing that rankles me the 

most about Napster is that you have no say in 
whether they exploit your work or not. No con-

tracts need to be signed. Somebody uploads 

your song and that's it. No one with a modem 
and a computer has to buy it ever again. Now 

if one were in their twenties and in an ambi-

tious, nascent band, they would welcome 
Napster and their ilk — if only for the free dis-

tribution and publicity. I believe Brother Dylan 

said it best: 'When ya ain't got nuthin', ya got 

nuthin' to lose...." • 
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GUEST ROOM WARRIOR 
JIM@GRAVITYMUSIC.COM 

Audio customErs do 
thE darndEst things 

Stupid Client Tricks 
A couple of months ago, this column dealt 

with the uncomfortable subject of managing 
difficult clients. This month, I'm going a step 

beyond to tell a few stories of clients who 

wouldn't be managed. I know it's bad form 
to complain about 'em, but that's only to 

°the- clients. This is okay, because it's you 
guys, right? 

It would be delicious to simply rant about 

the astonishingly dumb things some of my 
customers have done over the years and 

see it all in lovely mass-produced print. But 
my commission here as your humble Guest 
Room Warrior is to provide illumination, so 
I'm going to do my best to glean a business 

lesson — a moral, if you will — from these 
ghoulish tales. 

Back when I started the enterprise that 
my wife and assistant (and world's most 

avid fan of HBO's The Sopranos) likes to 
call "this thing of ours," we were lucky 
enough to get a big jump-start gig. It was 

as a music director for the national sales 

conference of a gigantic multi- national 
financial company (name withheld for 

obvious reasons). I wrote original songs, 
booked all the bands for parties and 

receptions, recorded audio for presenta-
tion videos, and, essentially, became their 

slave for four months of preproduction 

and ten days surrounding the actual 

show. I got to live in a wonderful luxury 
resort hotel in a place where it's 72 

degrees in January, drink a lot of rare sin-
gle malt Scotch on their tab, and work 
with some of the best singers and musi-

cians I've ever met (and if any of you are 
reading this, I still can't thank you enough 

for your hard work and understanding). I 
have a hundred stories from this gig, but 
one in particular stands out. 

The CEO of this company, who had cast 

himself as the star of the show, was the 
kind of guy who got things done by scaring 
the bodily wastes out of his underlings. He 

rarely missed an opportunity to demon-

strate his power, which was so complete 

that he had members of his team telling me 
he was "a brilliant musician," even though 
when his big moment came to conduct our 
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live orchestra on opening night he could 

barely wave a baton in straight time. 

One of the things he liked to do during 

the annual conference was gather up a 

few of the company's top salesmen and 
invite them up to his suite for a drink and 

a heart-to-heart after each evening's 
staged hilarity had subsided. His suite 

was furnished with a nice grand piano, 
and, as the show approached, I was 

asked to hire a jazz player to provide 

NO MATTER HOW 
OBVIOUS YOU THINK 

THE CLIENT'S REMST 
MAY BE, NAIL DOWN 

THE DETAILS1 

background music for these after-hours 
gatherings. 

I tracked down the area's finest jazzer, 

the head of the jazz studies department at 
a well-known university, a guy who had 

been ripping standards since before I was 

born. Booking agents and other musicians 
in town all told me this guy was primo, the 
bomb, as good as it gets. I booked him for 

four consecutive nights of the show and set 

him up so he would be playing when the 

CEO and his party arrived. 

As the show was coming to a close, I 

asked how the guy had been doing, and 

expressed regret that I hadn't heard him 
play. A member of the CEO's entourage 

cooly informed me that he'd been fine, 
and that the CEO didn't want him banging 

away in the background all night. He just 
wanted him there when he and his guests 
arrived. All four nights, the CEO had come 

upstairs, poured drinks, and then sent the 
lowly piano player away after a few min-

utes. I'd spent many hours and a chunk of 

my budget securing a genius jazz player 
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to be used as a stylish prop. The 

moral: No matter how obvious you 

think the client's request may be, nail 
down the details. If I had known they 
wanted a guy to simply make a jazz 

noise for three minutes while the CEO 
set the stage, I would have just gone 

upstairs and played it myself. And, if I 

had asked, I would have known the 
details of the gig. This would have 

saved a few dollars as well as saving 
a great player, and me, some small 
humiliation (and if you're reading this, 

sorry man). 
Here's another: A couple of years 

ago, a video producer I work with 

picked up a new client, a producer of 
training videos for the medical profes-

sion. On the first go-round, the budget 

was low and they used needle-drop 

music, which worked fine for the pur-

pose — until the company president 

was checking into a hotel one day, 
switched on the TV. and heard the 

same music being used on the hotel's 

information system. He wigged out 

and immediately (from the hotel) 
called my friend, who patiently 

explained to him that library music 
belongs to everyone — it's like a 

beautiful butterfly, you can never hope 
to keep it as your own, etc. Well, that 

was completely unacceptable! He 

wanted his own music, dammit, and 
right now! She explained that he prob-

ably wouldn't want to pay for original 
scoring for each of the 50 or so videos 

they make in a year. She had another 
idea. So she called me and asked 
what it would cost to produce a mini-
library of themes and variations that 

they could use on all their work. We 
worked out a price that was fair to 

both of us and she took the bid and 
my demo to the medical guys. 

They loved the concept, loved the 

price, loved the demo, and couldn't wait 

to get started. And then something hap-
pened. The president's brother played 

drums in a band, and the band had just 
broken up. He had nothing to do so they 
decided to get a bid from him. I chewed 

my nails for a couple days until my friend 
called to say that the erstwhile rock star 

had come back with a bid more than 

50% higher than my own (he either 

needed to buy a studio or split the pro-

ject with someone, was my guess). So, 
I'm an experienced professional pro-

ducer, they love my work, and I'm way 

cheaper. It's in the bag right? Nope. A 
week later they called to say they were 
awarding the job to the unemployed 

drummer sibling. 

The moral: Relationships are better 

than quality, better than price, better 
than anything. A family relationship is 

as close as they get, but the next best 
thing is a long working relationship. 
There is no gear you can buy, no tech-

nique you can learn, no high-visibility 

gig you can win — nothing that will 
grow your business like maintaining 

those relationships. 

In fact, that reminds me — I have a 

long list of customers who have never 
done anything painfully stupid, and who 

have always been a pleasure to work 
for. Maybe I should call them up and 

thank them. If you'll excuse me, I have 
a little relationship marketing to do. 

Drop by next month and we'll talk about 

insurance. • 
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Shaking down thE Encoding procEss and 

Explaining thE ins and outs of convErtErs 

96k in a 48k World Part 2 
Last month we discussed the basics of 
the technology used in all of the major 
audio formats currently available. It's 
now clear that professionals need to 
work at several different bit depths, sam-

ple -ates, and in different audio codecs 
in order to be compatible with these for-
mats. Let's expound on that briefly, and 
then move on to which converters to use 
and why. 

ENCODE— YESTERDAY OR 
TOMORROW? 
One of the most common misunder-
standings when doing surround mixing 
is that of the encoding process. Spec-

ifically, many first-time surround clients 
(and studio owners, for that matter!) 
believe that once the material is mixed 
into six channels, it is then encoded. In 

reality, this is rarely the case. Most of 
the time, the music is mixed to a six-

channel format such as TASCAM DA or 
Genex MO. The audio should be record-
ed ( stored) at the proper bit depth and 
sample rate. However, it's PCM audio at 

this point. Once it's delivered to the 
DVD authoring house, then it's encoded 
into whatever format is being used on 
the disc. If it's stereo, it's typically 

encoded with Dolby Digital two-channel 

to save space on the disc while retain-
ing sound quality ( PCM is a digital copy 

of the original two-channel audio, so it's 
the best way to go. The downside is that 
it uses a lot of space, whereas Dolby 
Digital does not). 

If the audio is archived as six-chan-

nel. then it's going to need to be encod-

ed in either DTS or Dolby Digital. Each 
of these formats is known as a "codec." 

There is a Dolby Digital codec and a 
DTS codec. Although they both com-
press the six-channel data into a two-
channel encoded file, they do it in very 

different ways with different sonic 
results. I'll leave those differences for 
another article. For now, just be sure 

that you're aware of which format is 
going to end up as the final master and 
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how many channels are included. 

5, 4, 3, 2, I — BLAST OFF, OR, 
RATHER, BURN IN! 
What if your mix is a three-channel mix 
or a five-channel mix ( no center or sub)? 
How will the encode process handle 
these channels? Simple. Each codec is 

scalable from one to six channels. In the 
encoding process, the audio is formatted 
based on the number of original chan-

nels that it contains. For example, if you 
have a quad mix ( LF, RF, LS, RS), then 
the Dolby Digital encoder would be set 

for this mode (the DD encoder has 
modes for virtually every combination of 
channel assignment). Upon encoding, 
the four channels would be encoded in 

ONE OF THE MOST 
COMMON MISUNDER-
STANDINGS WHEN 
DOING SURROUND 
MIXING 15 TH 

THE ENCOD 
PROCESS 

their exact positions (all LS information 
would be routed to the left surround 
speaker). The resulting file would be a 
AC3 file containing the entire multichan-
nel mix. 

CONVERSION 101 — NOT! 
Actually, let's start by examining in 
basic terms, what converters do and 
how. Simply stated, a digital audio con-
verter comes in two flavors. One type is 

called an A/D, or analog-to-digital con-
verter. The second type is called a D/A, 
or digital- to- analog converter. Any 
device that accepts "analog" audio and 

stores it digitally requires the use of an 
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For more "tech talk," visit the Studio 
Tech web Forum at www.eramaci.com. 
There's always tons of valuable infor-
mation to gather, free giveaways con-
tests, and lots of cool people. 

A/D converter. So then, how does 

your tabletop CD-R work without 
these A/D-D/A converters? Simple. 

It doesn't. It's just that most every 

unit that records and stores digital 

audio has built-in converters. Once 
recorded (and thereby converted), 

the digital audio must now playback 
again in the form of analog audio. 

This process is where the D/A is 
used. An example of a digital device 
that uses a D/A is the CD player. 

Let's make a list of some of the 

most important things to consider 
when choosing a converter: 

• How many channels do you 

need (or will you need in the 
future)? Remember that most con-

verters are now multichannel, so 

you'll probably go with eight chan-

nels. 

• Do you need A/D (analog-to-

digital) conversion, D/A ( digital-to-

«nom:, a little mote yuitat 
)2ichie... a little 1•213 vocal — 

ooh, too much, the — 
oh you hay/it, 

yo Gar., where it pit urai... 
no the other 

analog) conversion, or both? Many 
converters offer A/D only with an 

option to add D/A. Some converters 

(such as the new Genex) are two 
completely independent units — the 

GXA8 for A/D and the GXD8 for D/A. 
The new Prism ADA-8 will do both 

A/D and D/A in one unit, while the 

Apogee AD8000 can be configured 

all the way up to a Special Edition 8 

I/O, A/D-D/A, AD8000DA-SE. 

• Do you need "base" sample 

rates (44.1 and 48) or high sample 

rates (88.2 and 96, or even 192)? 
Many converters today will do 96 kHz, 

so be sure to consider that in your 
product comparisons. 

• Does your converter need to 
support audio recording formats 
other than PCM? The bottom line 

here is, for now, do you need DSD 
or not? If not, then you'll save some 

money right off the top. In the future, 

MLP encoding might be an option, 
but that's not going happen anytime 

soon. 

• What digital I/O format does 

the converter need to support? 
ADAT optical, TASCAM TDIF, Pro 

Tools I/O, AES, S/PDIF, etc. Be 

sure that your choice of converter 

supports (or has an option to sup-

port) the requisite digital I/O that 

your system requires. 

WHERE TO GO FROM HERE... 
The next step is to get out there with 
the aforementioned punch list and 

begin auditioning converters. Start 

by checking each item on the list 

that applies to you (the features that 
are important to you). When a con-

verter has all of the features that 

you need, then you're ready to go 
hear it. At the very least, ask a 
friend, or, better yet, get on the 
Studio Tech Web forum and gather 

useful information from seasoned 
pros. The Studio Tech forum is 

chock full of people from all over the 
world that have used many different 

converters. You've heard it said a 

million times — the only dumb ques-

tion is the one you don't ask! Always 
do your homework before making a 

purchase. 

Good luck and happy converter hunt-
ing. See you on the forum! • 

Ilri, IF YOU WANT 
THE PERFECT MIX, 
WHY NOT DO IT 
YOURSELF? 
NOW, MUSICIANS CAN CREATE THEIR OWN PERSONAL, 
ON-THE- FLY, MIX RIGHT ON STAGE OR IN THE STUDIO. 

Why is it always so hard to get a simple thing like your mortitor 
or headphone levels correct. Sometimes it takes longer to tell 
the sound board guy what you want than it does to tune your 
guitar. Well, Furman just made what should be a simple task — 
well — simple! 

The' Furman Remote Mixer, and 
its accompanying distribution 
system, allow you to have your 
very own persona. mixer sitting 
next to you on a mike stand. It 
gives you (and fifteen others) up 
to S mono and 4 stereo signals 
for on-the- fly control. No more 
hard signals to the engineer. 
And it doesn't eveiè need its own 
power— so no hook-up hassles. 

So why get aggravated listening 
to a lousy mix that's anything 
but a pure delight. Get Furman. 
And purify your mix. 

The HRM-16 
The remote mixer that sits nkin 
next to you on a mike stand. 

The HOS-16 
Connects up to 8 remote mixers. 

FURMAN 
REMOTE MIXER SYSTEMS 

PURIFY YOUR MIX 

©2000 Furman Sound, Inc., 1997 S. McDowell Blvd., Petaluma, CA 94954, USA, Tel: 707.763.1010, Fux: 707.763.1310, www.furmansound.com 
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THE FEZ 
JON@ FEZGUYS.COM 
ALLEN@FEZGUYS.COM 

IntErnEt radio is alivE 

and almost doing wEll... 

Running Around at 
thE Top of Our Lungs 

The hubbub about MP3 as a "platform" is a 
distant memory. Gone are Michael 

Robertson's ubiquitous rants, replaced by 
layoffs, bankruptcies, and a questionable 

future for Internet audio's poster child, 
Napster. In the U.S., Riffage.com is gone, 

Listen.com is dumping staff, Sonicnet is 

buried, MP3.com is keeping its head down, 

and EMusic.com is being picked up by 
Universal Music Group. Liquid Audio, for all 
intents and purposes, is an arm of the RIAA, 
and RealNetworks' ongoing fight with 

Microsoft over ownership of the streaming 
audio standard has become a bore even to 

the press. As usual, the casual user's prefer-
ences remain ignored. 

Across the ocean, Besonic.com (Ger-

many) and Vitaminic.com (Italy) are proving 
the old adage "slow cooking makes a creamy 

pudding." Both sites continue to gain ground, 

quietly collecting users and branching out 
beyond borders. Riffage.com's home page 

continues to refer people to Besonic. 
Vitaminic rescued IUMA from EMusic, resus-
citating the gasping Godfather of Music 

Upload Web Sites. The signs are all there for 
a Next Phase. Internet audio is dead. Long 
live music on the Web. 

SOMAFM 
Disgusted with what passes for music pro-

gramming on terrestrial corporate broadcast-

ing. www.somafm.com is charting the 

inspired course hashed out by FM rock radio 
in the late '60s and early '70s (when DJs 

loved music). We spoke to Rusty Hodge 

who, with his partner Zach Hoon (a.k.a. DJ 

Sordid), are the primary perpetrators of an 
intelligent, independent, and very musical 
streaming site. 

Started in early 2000, Somafm was first 

streamed from a Windows/NT computer run-

ning Winamp with a Shoutcast plug-in, and 

served off a Linux box. Using bandwidth at 

Rusty's workplace and running a single 56 

kbps stream, the site (through word of 
mouth) grew in popularity. "We filled up two 

Ti lines with 40 or 50 simultaneous streams," 

he says. Not willing to clog his employer's 
connections, Rusty bartered for bandwidth 
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within his circle, upgraded encoding/stream-

ing to a "homebrew rack mount 600 MHz PIII 

Linux box," and moved the serving portion to 
a server co-location facility. With real-world 

common sense typically lacking in larger 

companies, he and his partner added 
streams and began offering them at multiple 

bitrates to facilitate both modem and broad-

band users. In January of 2001, Shoutcast 

set up a repeater service for the little stream-

ing station, allowing 500 additional simulta-

neous listeners. Word was getting around 
about a cool streaming site with no advertis-

ing, high-quality audio, and good music. 
Rusty (now 38) is no stranger to DIY start-

ups. In college, he "took the lead" in re-ani-

mating the campus radio station, dead for 20 

years. "My Dad was a computer mainframe 
guy," he admits. Though assisted by other 
students in obtaining funding and permits, he 

resurrected the technical side alone, han-
dling the soldering and rewiring as well as 

organizing the programming when the station 
came on the air. 

After college, Rusty worked as a software 

developer, creating electronic mail and bul-

letin board applications for Apple ll comput-
ers hooked up to 1200-baud modems. He 

worked at KPIX-TV, and, in the early Internet 

era, ZDNET/ZDTV. He found the tech side 
interesting, but quickly grew tired of the 

"uncompelling content." Radio provided no 
relief either. 

"I couldn't find anything I wanted to listen 

to," he remembers. After operating pirate 

radio stations at the annual Burning Man fes-
tival in northern Nevada, he turned to creat-
ing his own programming on the Web. 

Growing steadily, Somafm currently has ten 

channels. It's free, for now, but "the trick is to 
make it pay its own bills." 

One idea is offering streams for free with 

"some" advertising, or providing the same 
streams without advertising as a subscription 

service. The ads could be "inoffensive and 

completely in tune with the programming," he 

offers. Another idea is a link to Amazon.com. 

If users clicked to the retail site from Somafm 
and actually made a purchase, a percentage 

of the price would feed back to Somafm. It 



OTHER INDEPENDENT 
.SITES TO CHECK CUT 

> www.bluEmars.orq — Check out 
'Cryosleap — Zero IBEats 
Guaranteed.' 

> www.monksuradio.nst — "Abstrakt 
Beats" 

> www.wo;ffm.com — Wolf FM.' 

> www.bEtaloungE.com — "Dance fun-
damentals." 

> httol/hotwirEd com/webmon-
kEu/00.745/indEx3ahtm( — A full 
FEzGuys tutorial on how to set up 2 
streaming sits for, ucursElf, 

arguably wouldn't be much, but every lit-
tle bit helps. A good citizen, Somafm 
complies with BMI and ASCAP music 
use strictures. Quarterly reports are filed 

and fees get paid. 
For now, Rusty remains pleasantly 

surprised and heartened by the populari-

ty of the site. Sure, its not the lovely and 

notorious KPIG with over 50,000 world-

wide users on the Web, and it certainly 
isn't standard terrestrial radio program-

ming with a mind-boggling 95% of the 
U.S. listening at some time or other. But 

for an indie site offering coherent musical 
programming, and with a marketing 

department named "word of mouth," it's a 

sign. 

TOP REASONS NOT TO 
INVEST MONEY IN YOUR SITE 
Your FezGuys are naturally optimistic — 

we often get caught up in thoughts 01 

what an efficient tool the Internet is for 

musicians. But a recent conversatior 
with a well-known (not-to-be-named) 

musician friend reminded us that some-

times a little reality check is in order. This 

particular artist has lived through ups and 
downs of the Internet's effect on his 

career. With that in mind, we offer some 

real reasons on why you don't want to go 

overboard online. 

1. Don't Go Hoarse Shouting Into 

Empty Space. It's a waste of your time 

to put up a Web site if there's no one out 

there to appreciate it. If you aren't letting 

fans at your shows know you've got a 

Web site, e-mailing your friends about it 
(stick it in your e-mail s:gnature), then 

you shouldn't bother with anything more 

than the absolute basics: a bio, song 
sample, and contact info. 

2. Return on Investment. Your Web 

site has a monthly cost (whether it's 
$19.95/month or $500/month). Each time 

you pay that bill you should be thinking, 

"Am I happy with what I'm getting for this?" 

If your Web site fees prevent you from 

pressing more CDs or going on the road, 

you should reconsider your priorities. 
3. Opportunity Costs. Do yourself a 

favor and don't spend hours putting 

updates on your news section when you 
should be working on new material. 

We've said it before and we'll say it again 
— get yourself a geek. No thanks to the 
dotcom explosion, a lot are unemployed 

and may be looking to bolster their 

resumes. 

4. Have a plan? Like anything, jump-

ing in before you've thought it out can 
often result in dissatisfaction later. Figure 

out realistic goals to achieve with your 
site before getting in too deep. Examples 

are: trade links with 10 other bands, 
expand your mailing list by 100 people, 

sell 50 CDs, or provide a comfortable 

place for your fans to hang out together. 
5. Go outside and smell some flow-

ers, dammit! 

PeasE! Visit us at www.fEzaUUS.0017, 

Turn Your Laptop into a 
Powerful Production Tool 

111€ filillfill[ [WV SII[11111 CRD 

4e100113 

+mic/line level: +10dOu (+ 80V) 

l /  

> (-10dBV nominal with 18 dB overhead 

+2'i bit analog to digital converters 

(64n oversampling delta-sigma) 

,Ricrophone level adjustable from -41au to - 2 dBu 

.•••• 

• PC-Card II Format • 2 Balanced Analog Audio I/O 
• Digital 24bit SPDIF Stereo I/O. • SMPTE-LTC Time Code 

Whether you're performing live mith dual balanced 

Mic inputs, synchronizing audio in the studio, or 
experimenting on the road with 24-bit stereo effects 
via the SPD1F I/O, the VXpocket is the perfect laptop 
solution for achieving excellence in audio quality. 
Add the convenience of portability and you'll enjoy 
a whole new aspect of creative freedom. Check out 
the VXpocket Sound Card today at your 
Foxtex Dealer. 

Distributed By: Fostex 
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Digigram 
crimpettiel with: 

Mac OS Windows 

w. fo ste x . com 
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SHOPPER 

Genetlec 202913 

Anyone who has 
heard it knows ... 

1 11111.M al 4 

..t.,41101 

VT- 2 Dual-Channel 
Vacuum Tube 

Microphone Preamplifier 

(VT- I Single-Channel also avalable) 

D.W. FEARN 
HANfra RAFTED 
PROFESSIONAL 
RECORDING EQI WAWA IF 

610-793-2526 
Was 610-793-1479) 

PO Box 57 • Pocopson, PA • 19366.* U.S.A. 

winniv.dwfearn.com 
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The Case 
Specialists 

Flight cases for guitars, 

pedalboards, mixers, drums, 

rackmount equipment, keyboards, 

DJ equipment, etc. 

Call for quotes and 

FREE catalog 

Discount Distributors 
800 346-4638 

In New York: 631 563-8326 
www.discount-distributors.com 
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D Duplicators, 
DVD Duplicators 
From: 
Ellsseritial Dab 
Specializing in CD 
& DVD duplicating 
equipment 

ED! Onyx Autoloader 

1 

ED! MT616PT 

Toll free: 800-795-4756 
Intl: 530-692-2459 
Fax: 530-692-1221 
sales@essential-data.com 
www.essential-data.com 
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MSP 

Marshall 2601-P & 603 Bundle 

}ttiriniDAZIgi 

DORTR Sunfll 

egeL 
RODE NTK 

Digidesign Digi 001 

E-MU Pans Pro 

LOYD 

Mackie HDR 24/96 

CZFM-W.;  

Alesis ADAT HD24 

girl 

wII 

111"'1111111 1" 

Korg DI6Ou 
Spirit M8 

Ai 01171R 
/,ervvo 

L2 

Waves L2 

TC Helicon 

V, 

Sure:ran 

AUcsIQ 

ecHo 
01,1.1 • udgeo 

• 
AlstIARBS 

.J.:-/..4.1-1---rrj 

7f-rtrt—•*;r2. 

AT4047/SV 

FRONTIER 

SONY 

gelIMIEFINIftà 
Focusrite 

888.718.0300 
G- http://www.bayviewproaudio.com PreSonus 
Erzczrzo We build custom Daw Systems 

KRK V88 RME Hammerfall DSP 

Millennia STT-1 

lucid t.c.electronic 

RME Digi 96/8 PST 

Apogee Trak2 

CAD 179 RME Hammerfall 9652 
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STEADY PULL 
>continued from page 62 

of music. I can't speak for every large 

monitor, but the ones I have heard 
aren't accurate for the kick drum. I get 

a lot more bass out of the little Apple 

speakers than you'd believe. They're 
self-powered, so they connect directly 

to one of the SSL's monitor busses." 

As far as studio toys, Clear-

mountain deems the SSL "an obvious 
favorite, as is the Pultec EQP1A3. I 

don't have [UREI] 1176s but I do have 
1178's, which are virtually the same 
except for the fact that they're stereo 
units. I also like the LA3A very much, 

which is a completely different sound 
from the 1176. To me, the LA3A is a 
lot more transparent on a vocal, so 
you're not as aware of the compres-

sion. With the 1176 or 1178 you hear 
the compression. It's more of an 
effect, and I like that for drums. 

Another unit I like (which no one really 
knows about) is the Yamaha D5000 — 

the best digital delay ever made. It's 

just a dedicated delay. Its doesn't do a 

trillion different things, but what it 

does, it does very well." 

N ENGINEER'S TOOLS° 

-1% ELECTRIC 01.111AR, BAS 
IINTAGE EFFECTS. 

>Ultimate guitar splitter 

>Tr iple " re- a mp" box 

-Audiophile direct box 

Little Labs 

,.E0 Magazine 12/C 

Audio Media 1/01 • Pro Sound 3/01 

.co 

/10.642.0064 • 323 851.686 

•,:  

Brooke describes Bob's studio as "an 

important part of the process in making 
Steady Pull. We were all a bit nervous 
the first day because he'd never tracked 

there before. We cut 'Linger,' played it 

back, and it sounded amazing! I asked 
Bob what he did, and he's like, 'Oh noth-

ing special....' I think Bob was excited to 
be part of the production, being that it 

had been such a long time since he's 

produced. The best part of it was that he 
was willing to experiment and try any-

thing. Like on 'How Deep Is Your Love' 

— we needed a percussion part, but we 
were tired of the same old egg-shaker 

sound. Bob and I looked around his 
house for something we could use as a 
variation. We found this cat hair removal 

roller. Bob miked it very close and I rolled 
it against my hand. That's the percussion 
sound for that song. We had some 

amazing days, like when Mitchell Froom 
came in to play B3 on 'Walking' or when 

Neil Finn came in to do background 

vocals on 'New Dress.' And I almost died 
when I heard [bassist] Marcus Miller play 

the chorus of 'Room In My Heart.' I even 

got Bob to play bass on 'Linger!' It really 

was Christmas everyday. How lucky 

could a girl get?" • 

undergroundsound.com 

Pro Audio Excellence 
Since 1986 

UNDERGROUND 
.e. ; CT1 IL__J 

"From the biggest sessions 
to the 

smallest project studios" 

RENTALS 
(615) 242-2442 

UNIVERSAL UDIO 
continuEd from page la 

has more output than I'll ever use, yet the 

background noise level is barely notice-
able — even at very high gain settings. 

I'm lucky enough to also own an 1176N, 

and, when coupled with the 2-610, it's a 
very big round sound that makes both me 

and my clients smile. I do wish the EQs 
were available simultaneously for all 

three frequency bands instead of just one 
at a time. Also, a digital I/O would be use-

ful for those of us with DAWs. But hey, 

then it wouldn't be the same vintage box 
now would it? The UA folks told me that 
I'm among the very first to get his hands 

on a 2-610, and I'm here to tell you now 
that they're going to have a very hard time 

getting me to part with it. 

Mikail Graham is a selective media consul-

tant who long ago decided that being inde-

pendent was much more fun than being 

owned by just one company. HE has a week-

ly radio show called "The Other Side" on 

KVMR (www.kvmr.org) that is now going 

into its 23rd year, and he still manages to 

compose new music and produce regional 

records and shows on a regular basis. 

ç sited 
ONLINE! 

HIRE Pm nip 
Reach 430,000 

qualified end users Ler 
skilled professionals! 
For more info: 
Christine Vela 
631.547.1180 

or cvela@uemedia.com 
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www.bhphotovideo.corn 

Wink. Vitae' Uúit di itatta tit LUCA 

420 Ninth Ave. 
Between 33rd & 34th Streets, 

New York, N.Y. 10001 

Store and Mail Order Hours: 

Sun. 10-5, Mon. tnru Thurs. 9-7 
Fri. 9-1, Sat. Closed 

For Orden Call: 

800-947-5518 
212-444-6688 

or FAX (24 Hours): 

800-947-9003 
212-444-5001 
We Ship Worldwide 

goo 

;11i; -'1iVILMAP• 11 •jEFIrTrIl•  
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FOR ORDERS CALL: OR" FAX (24 HOURS): 

• 

'HOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO 

800-947-5518 800-947-9003 
212-444-6688 212-444-5001 

420 Ninth Ave. (Bet. 3rd 81 34th St.) New York, N.Y. 10001 

MOST ORDERS SHIPPE 
WITHIN 24 HOURS  

OVERNIGHT SERVICE AVAILABLE 

COMPUTER-BASED AUDIO 

prdelOTU  828 Firewire Audio It t erne 

- 
• Total et 18 simultaneous luis and outs- 8 channels of 24-0 t analog I/O 
with 400B of trim (2 XLR-balanced mic preamps w/ phantom power. 6 
baUunbal 1/4-TRS ins and 8 bal/unbal 1/4" outs), 8 channels of ADAT 
()pawl (switchable to S/PDIF optical) and RCA S/PDIF digiti it 

- ADAT SYNC input • CueMix Plus zero-latency live input motiitring w/ 
frorl-pand volume control * Connects to any FireWire-equiepeil 
windows PC or Apple Macintosh computer via standard 1394 FireWire. 

• Includes an ASIO driver for compatible with all maim audio satware 
both computer platforms • Also inctdes AudioDesk audio 
rtstation software package for the Mc 

Digital Performer 3 

Earyru Digital Audio - MIDI Sequencer Far Mac 
• Gointilete virtual recording studio with, fully 
atomatable mixing, effects and ED • Unlimited 
edit, tracks • Sample-accurate waveform editing 
• .2-bit realtime effects • 64-bit MasterWorks 
LifliMf and Muttiband Compressor • POLAR 
window - Interactive audio loop record :no 
New le OP 3 — 
• ltedesigned user intertace based on Apple's OS X 
• Apple G4 Multi-processor support • Pro mob  import/export via 
PlgiTenslator and OMF with all tracks, repions, crossfades, and time-

mps in tact. • Open architecture surraind compatibility with support 
mono, stereo. quad. LCRS, 5.1. 6.1, 7.1 and 10.2 surround formats 
ton ADR (Automatic Dialog Replacement) support 

araltrfameir 

e.magIc 
Music Production Software For Mac & PC 

Logic Audio Platinumi 4.7 

rifted MIDI tracks • Up to 64 audio tracks 
, 28 wtth multiple hardware) • Supports 24-
le9ilicHz audio resolution • Support for ,ip to 24 
audio instruments • Includes 40 native etect 
algorithms • 32 effects busses • Up to 8 effects 
Isere per track or bus • Plug-In support for 
VST2•0 and DirectX (Win) and ReWire 
• Arrange and odd MIDI and audio tracks with a 
comprehensive set of tools • Draw controller data 
direcyy into the arrangement with HyperDeaw 

• Instantly switch between 90 Screensets ctintainIng cus:omized meow 
configurations • Built-in Stereo Sample emtor • Supports all curreytly 
available Surround formats • Hardware support for ASID. ( 3) Aid avverk8s. 
ProTwols TDM (Mac), DIGI001, Yamaha DSP Factory and more 

RealVerb 

Reverb Plug-I9 For TDM & MAS 

lea spatial and Spectral reverbaation   

be aftil even morphed in reaMme 
• Control intensity and timing of early reflectons 
and late-held reverberation 

• Irtuitive graphic control over Resonance ( Ed). timing and diffusign lone 
• Stereo Soundfield Panning uses psychoacoustic principals to illow 
spread and control of the signal between stereo speakers creating an 
impretsion of center and width. 

USB ALdiosnort Quattro 

4 in,4-out Audio Interface w/ USB anc MIDI 
• 24.biVa6kHz compatible • Multitrack 
recordtog and mixing without PCI card 
indalladon • Zero-latency direct monitoring 

• Batanced 1/4-TRS connectors 
• Selectable input and output levels provide 
ompatibility with both pro and consumer 
iquipmeet • 1st USB MIDI interface 
• Ships with ASID drivers for Mac A. PC - more drivers are on the way 
• And even more professional connectivity  with the optional Ornai i/a 
which provides 2 mic preamps with phantom power and independent 
gam and pad, 8 additional inputs, 2 headerbnes sends, an Fx set and 
return, dedicated monitor and record outputs, and more. 

Stainbarg Cubase VST 5.0 

Complete Pro Music Recording System 
• Combines hie resolution MIDIrecording with 
audio recording in either 16 o• :la bit formrs 

• Up to 72 audio tracks • Includes lots of VS' 
Plug- Ins • Access tne world's largest ange of 
add-on realtime audio effects and sample 
accurate synth plug ins. • True Tape analog 
sound recording bull in • Supports ASID audie 
cards - accessing the atest low-latency audio 
cards • Includes the Universal tiound module 
VST instrumerE with over 70 Mil of sound data 

Also Available Cuban VST/32 5.0 
• Up to 128 Channels of Audio • 32- 24- 23- and 16- bit recording 
• Up to 96kHz • Apogee UV-22 dithering 

Sonar 

Digital Multitrack Fecording System 
• Unlimited digital audio and MIDI tracks 
• 24-biti96 kHz audio • 32- bit, real-time effects 
• Multi-processor and dual monittir support 
• Audio loop construction and aiding tools with 
automatic beatmatcning and full support foi' 
importing ACID loops • OXI ( DlrectX Instruments) 
software synthesizer plug-ins 

• Fully-automataide DirectX 8 audio effects Prig- us 
from Power Tehnology • Includes () Xi-compatible 
soft synths from Roland. Applied Acoestic Syst arts, Live Update. and 
Audio Simulatien • Optinzed fcr Windows 200/ME98 SE systems 

• Compatible with Microsoft's WM low latency ardio driver technology 

ate> MotorMix 
Automahon Desktop Motorized Fader Worksudace 
• Eight 100mm long-life motion simsino 
motorized faders with dedicated Mute, Soo 

Rec/Rdy switches • Eight high qual ty 
rotary pots with dispey for control of >an. 
Aux Sends. ED. and Plug-ins. • 40 x 20 
Backlit LCD display with track labels, pans. 
send levels and plug ins • Carlini levels. 
mutes and plagio prameters in real-Orne 

• Automate fader moves and mutes into your semen:et • Bank select 
switches and the LCD display let vcii control an ' tainted number of 
channels and many pug-ins in each channel" Coule a custom console 
tailored to the trey you work • pro Tools supports up to 4 Motor Mixes 
for 32 channel banks • Play. Stan, Fast Forward. Rewind transport keys 

Tc Iwo RKS 

The DSP-Turbo For Your Native Audio Workstation 

PowerCore 

• Crossplatforrn PSI card with 5 
hi-end DSPs (2800 MHZ 
WORTH OF DSP-POWERO 

• World class Rearb, Modulation 
EX and ED right rut of the box 

• 24/96 compatible • Works with ay VST/14AS-compatible application 
• Works wih all sound cards supported by the lost software • Includes TC 
TOOLSM6 PLUG-INS — TC MegaReverb, TC Chums/Delay, TC EC SAT 

• Also includes SPARK LE Mastering Software • One complete set of TC 
TOOLS Plug-Ins , MegsReverb. Chorus/Delay ,nd ED) only requires one 
DSP to ran. • Opoonai TC MASTER X 3x5 mane. ,nd mastering processor 

• Open processing platfurm allows -.ere Plug- In compatibility by 3rd party 
developers 

intelligent sound 

Intelligent Sound Algorit tru (AudioSuite) 

Ptch 'N Time 

• Performs a sophisticatec auditory scene analysis 
based on the hun an auditory systym and uses a 
patented mathematical algorithm to speed up ar 
slow down music without artifacts - works on 
solo inshuments voice and complete mixes 

• Completely cross platform code works with both 
Motorola and Intd architectures 
• Preserves sample accurate timing 
• Works with all bit deptns, and sample rates 
• Multi-channel phase accurate processing works 
with 5.1 and 7.1 surround stems without loss no 

\,..the surround image 

www.bhphotovideo.corn 
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Digital Aucio Workstat or For Mac 
• Completely integrated digital 
recording. MIDI sequenntng. mixing 
and editing environnerafor the 
MacOS and Windows 

• Sample-accurate simultaneous 
editing of audio 8 MIDI 

• 18 simultaneous. 24-bit ,ns and 
outs with support for 44 g and 48 
kHz sample rates 
• 2 OLA mic/1/4  line input with -26 
dB pad. 48v phantom power. gait 
knob, and HP Filter at 6Crirt 
• 6 1/4- IRS balanced! uni.alanced 
line ins w/ software controlled gain 

• .40E1 balanced 1/4-inch thin 
outputs and balanced rir monitor 
outs with front panel gain knob 

• 1/4-inch unbalanced line outputs channels 3-8. 
• Headphone output with independent gain cont,n1 bob 
• 2 channel S/PDIF coaxialtdignalh3 and 8 channel ADAT optical I/0 
(switchable to 2 channel S/PDIFi 

• Includes Pro Tools LE software, based on Diginesidn's world renowned 
ProTools software, support 24 tracks of 16 or 24-Oit audio and 128 MIDI 
tracks 

• Supports both RealTime AudioSuite ( RIAS) and AtudioSulte effets Plug-Ins 
— Bundled RIAS plug-ins include, 1 and 4-band EC. Dynamics 
compressor, limiter, jate and expinder/gate, Mod delay short:slap 
medium, and long delays:Oh modulation capabilities for : notes or Range 
effects and dither. AudioSaite plug- ins include Tim, Comp ressen/Emonsion, 
Pitch Shift. Normalize. Reverse. 
• All mixing parameters including etfects processing can be fully automated. 

X-Projectt Firewire 

38GB Firewire Hari CrivE 

• 7.200 rpm 30GB drive optimized for digital AN 
• IEEE 1394 (FireWire) Interface • drive automatyally mounts 
drives on your desktop 

• Record, mix & edit 144 minutes of 24 track aim oat 24 bit. )8ket 
• Tabletop or rack-mournable configuration 
• Hot-pluggable dynamic reconfiguration allows e-cablirg peripheral 
devices without re-booeng 

• Includes Rack ears, feet, firewire cable. power cord. 

W»/Er: Version 3.0 

Native & TDM Plug-In Bundles 
Waves Bundles feature SUM of the nottest softie:lie prit•estma n!urpns 
:racking, mixing, remixing, mastering and .. , • •• 
precision dynamics and spatial processing 
Pack (TDM Bundle for ProTools), the vintacy 
Ose Renaissance Collection and the extreme soiind shaping cap.:booties si 
the Pre-FX Plum Bundle. Also available is the C4Multlband Parametric 
Processor which provides 4 discret, bands of dsnanics ard Ea. The Wave 
Geld Bundle features all cf Waves processors emit affordable package. 

war.. pm. 

AreARES Auto-Tune 3 

Pitch Correction Flu -ln 
• Realtime pitch correction without distortion or 
artifacts • Preserves all of he expressive 
nuance of the original pertermanca 

New features In Auto-Tune 3 
• 'Source Specific' pitch detection aryl correctiors 
algorithms including Soprano Voic,., Instrument 
Bass Instrument, and more 
Phase-coherent pitch conetion of stereo track: Bass Mode lowers Me 
lowest detectable frequency, to 25Hr. • Set target patties in real-time via 
MIDI from a keyboard ar sequence, track • Male Scale From SALDI functior 
allows you construct a custom scale from a mul keyboard or sequencer 
• Sample rates of 88.2kHz and 96kHz are now supported • Availab e fm 
TDM. RIAS. MAS, VST and DirectX compatible -teal aude appleatues 

s' I 
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BH 
PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO 

THE PRMSSIONAL'S Mgt FOR PHOTO, 
FOR ORDERS CALL: OR FAX (24 HOURS): 

800-947-5518 800-947-9003 
212-444-6688 212-444-5001 

MOST ORDERS SHIPPED 
WITHIN 24 HOURS  

OVERNIGHT SERVICE AVAILABLE 

www.bhphotovideo.com 

COMPUTER-BASED AUDIO 
TASCAM   

12-Track Hard Disk Record ng System 

• 6-track simultaneous record • 250 virtual 
tracks • 24- hit A 0 A converters 

• • 14-channel mixer • 3-band ED 
• Dual effects processor • 10 scene men 
per song • S.,PDIF digital o it • i4 1 a - 
nuc/line ins • RCA main and montor outs 

• ( 2) aux sends and relinns 
• 1'4 headphone cutout • MIDI in- out • Optional CO t7.1f 111,1g 

• Non-destructive editing with 999 levels of undo 
• Jog scrubbing and Shuttle ith real sound • Dedicated locate and 
editmg buttons • Wave form display • Title edit functions 
• . 6° pitch contnl • 9u It in metronome 

DPS-16 

16-Track Hard Disk Music Production Systeri  
True 24-biP96kHz recording capabilities SI  
,.provides up to 1440b dynamic range 
Record up to 10 tracks simultaneously 
Coaxial S/PDIF Digital I/O 
56-bit internal processing 
analog inputs including 2 XLR mic 
uts with phantom power • 10GB IDE 
mal hard drive • 16 track faders with 

n, 3-banc ED. 4 aux sends and mete 
channel • Optional EB4M 4 bus EFX card can assidned to any of the 4 
x sends or inserted on any channel. • Large flip- up graphic display and 
r-friendly interface makes «Mine and navigation a oreeze • Built-in 

memory as wet as dynamic automation capabilities via MIDI 

CD-RW66 

Standalone CD Recorder 
• Supports Standard CD- R. CD-RW & consumer audio discs • Built-In 
32kHz - 96kHz sample rate converter • On-board DSP functions: 
Parametric E0. Limiter & Super Bit Mapping which provides near 20- C 
bit dynamics • 24-bit KG/A conveners • CD-Text support ( up 

23 characters per name) • AES/EBU input, optical id coaxial 
tonal I/O and RCA analog I/O • Word Clock input 
finalize • 2e duplication with 2 CD-RW66s 
I status fluorescent display • Includes wirelessrwired remote 

-------------------

anasonic 

12-Track Hard Disk Recording System 

• 12-tracks of uncompressed 16 bit 
playback or 6-tracks at 24-bit • 16 track 
mixer with 3-bands of EC) per newel 

• Comprehensive editing and DSP fun' lions 
wth 99 levels of undo • 20-bitA/D/A 
converters • 4 analog inputs including a 
dedicated guitar input • 24-bit optical 
SiPDIF I/O • 106 REMS effect type 

• 11 simultaneous realtime ems — 8 insert. 2 master and 1 meter bus 
effects • Powerful scene memory and realtime automation capabilities 

• Internal 6GB hard drive allows up to 18.6 hours of 16 bit recording 
• Optional internal CD-RW drive • 50-pin SCSI-2 connector 
• Built-in auto-chromatic tuner and mutronome 

YAMAHA AW4416HDCD 

16-Track Digital Audio Workstation 
• Record edit ,n,› Ch' 

. , 

recording wan 8 ., DDD, 
• 32-bit internal signal processing 
• 44 input mixer with. 20 mix buses 
• 16 motorized faders and full mix 
automation • 4-band fully parametnu SO 
and dynamics per channel 
• 2 built-in effects processors • Optional 
I/O interface cards provide connectivity 
with all types of digital and analog gar • 8 sampling pads provide real-
time playback of samples • Internal 10GB IDE hard drive • Built In CD-
RW drive for creatIng audio CDs and archiving • Word Clock 

nu km rim rat le CDR-500 

Standalone CD Recorder / Dupl ,cator 

• (2x) CD duplication from the internal CD player • Pro and consumer 
CD-R and CD-RW compatible • CC-TEXT editing • Memory buffer 

• Menu selectable SCMS copy protection • Digital and analog record 
level/balance control • XLR-Balaned and RCA unbalanced analog ins 

• Coaxial and Optical digital ins • Uroalanced (RCA) analog and-Coaxial 
digital outs including Coaxial loop-nut for unprocessed connection to 
office digital equipment • IR remote control included 

Streamlined Version 2.5 operating system with more than 70 new or improved features 
including new shortcut control features. advanced MIDI faders, new pan -- is foi LCD and LED 
areas and enhanced software features such as imaroved visuals are navigational controls. 

FEATURES-
• 32 fully featured inputs and 6 auxhary 
send/returns 
8 buses (sub-groups) can be digitally 
routed using a built-in palchbay for a total 
of 24 digital and analog I/0's 

• 32-bit internal processing and 24 bit A/D/A 
converters yield a dynamic range 110 db 

• 21-100mm Motorized Faders. An- Dial. 
Cursor keys and 10 key Keypad 

• Moving fader dynamic and scene 
automation with instantaneous recall 

• Malti-layer fader layout for controlling 
input channels, Aux sends and returns and 
buses as well as a iourth layer that adds 
userasagnable MIDI faders. 

• Built-in 16-bit dithering to 23 outputs. 
Connelly 
• 16 balanced XLR and ve TRS Michne 
analog inputs with 16 pre A/D analog 
inserts 

• AES/S/PDIF (2 Ch .i digital I/O, Word Clock 
Ireut, MIDI. IN/OUT, MIDI Machine 
Control (MMC) RS-422/485 standard 

• Expandable with up to (3) 8-ch I/O cards 
• Optional SMPTEN deo-sync card 

• Optional Tandem cad allows dual-console 
operation providing a tdtal ot 76 inputs 
Ea& Dynamics-
• Four true parameter. bands of E0 on every 
cnannel and 2 band!, ot parametric E0 on 
tte Aux returns 

• 42 full function Carr phssorlate/Limiter 
or Expanders 

• Delays up to 300 rea or ever/ channel 
Automation and Control-
• M indpendent E0 . jyrivnics anc channel 
libraries plus 50 sit msnots of the entire 
console can be slated 'or inlant recall. 

• Four up/down/lefLrgh cursor keys can 
output MIDI Mad- see Control commands 
tn MDMs. sequencers and DAWs 

• Dedicated undo/re:10 button and a haut-in 
Talk Back mic. 

• Large backlit LCD axnesn diwlays all 
channel parameter: 

• Optional High resatutinn Meter Bridge and 
Automation software for Me and PC 

Built-in Surround Mixing-
• Equipped to mix 5.1 surrourd through its 
t uses ( doesn't tie iip auxes, with full 
dynamic control oteining 

WR-DA7 MKII 

Digital Mixer 

OPTIONS-

• WR-ADAT 8-i hannel ADAT digital I/O card 
• WR-TDIF 8-channe TDIF digital 1/0 card 
• WR-AESS 8-channel AES/EBU and WOW digi:al I/O card 
• WR-ADOA 8-channel A-to-D. D-ta-A card 
• WR-INDM Tandem (dual-console) connection card 
• WR-SMPT SMPTE and V-sync card 
• WR-MTBR Meter badge ( Included) 
• WR-WRBC Remoti control software 

16-Track Hard Disk Pecording System 
• Kong's top of-the- line fully integrated 
hard disk recording system 

• 16 tracks at 16-bit or iteght tracks of 
better than CD quality 24-bit recording . 

• 24x8 mixer • 3 banns SO with a ..  
sweepableanid per channel • 

• 24-bit A/D.A converteas • 8 analog El...111111111MM 
inputs including a dedicated guitar input 

• 24-bit optical S/PDIF I/0 
• 106 REMS effects • 11 simultaneoas ma ;Inc •'fleets — 8 insert. 2 
master and 1 master bus effects • Me.sive mr,B internal hard drive 
provides 3 hours of 24 bit/44.1 kHz Y Onticnal internal CD-RW drive 
• 50-pin SC- 9-2 connector • Editing functinnsae controllable using tie 
240 x 64 pixel Touchtriew waveform display 

XL7 Command Station 

Tabl3t3i Groove Staticn 
• c • • 
E- r,* 
so,.• 
trac. , 
Elec 
styles • L aoppeu wit I n one 
octave, velocity sensitive key pad 
with aftertauch, a tcuch strip along with nurneous knobs, buttons and 
switches • Easily expandable with 3 Ccktional ROM slots • Easily rack 
mounted into a 6-space rack • 512 presdts. 1111 voices and 128 Factory 
Sequence,. with hundreds of user loc.:titans • Dual effects processor. 
• Compatible with external MIDI devices wait: Sequencer, Arpeggiator,, 
ControllerKnobs. Trigger button section> and Key Pad. 

DSR-1600 Series 

CD Duplicators 
• 160 recuit speed 
• Compact footprint 
• One-touch operation 
• Disc to d'sc, or disc -o multiple disc 
for higher volume reeirements. 

• Caching image files É dyne on-the- f iv to 
multiple cdriters simLitareously 

• LED erro, detection prevents bad disc 
duplicatirn 

• Available With One To Eight Recorder: 
• Supportcal Formats: CD ROM Mode 1 an,: . 
2. Form 1 and 2. CD DA ( Red Book Arid 
CD 1, Mix Mode, kliltisession 8 Video CD 

TASCAM® 
24-Track Paul Disk Recorder  

MX- 24:24 

- .. ..... .. 

e'q. 111111.11111bl) jildifra•••41 . 
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• Record,. 24 tracks of 24-bit audio a: 44 1 ai 48 kHz. or 12 tracks at 86.2 
or 96 kHz • Up to '24 tracks sari bu monied simultaneously using any , 
combination of dig tal and analog 110 • 999 virtual tracks per project 

• Include, aninternal 9GB hard drive • Wide _VD compatible SCSI poet ori I 
the back and a front 5-1/2' bay avaiiable • upports an additional drive, or 
an approved OVO-RAM drive for back- try • Record to Mac ( SDII) or PC ! 
(.WAV)formatted Crives. • Open t. format allows compatible software 7n 
recognize virtual tracks without haviny tc lad, reposition and trim each , 
digital Ile. * Jog/scrub wheel • MIDI m. Out, and Thru for MMC & PITC I 

• Built-inediting capabi!ities include cut c 0. paste, split and ripple or 
ovenvrte • 100 levels of undo • Suppo,'• tystructive loop recording and , 
non-detructive loop recording whiche.. - • : r ..! usly records new takes 
without erasing the previous version. • r s protocol can sample 
accurately lock up to 32 machines together • Can generate or chase 
SMPTE timecode or MTC. • Word block in. Out. and Thru ports 

• Include ViewNet Java- based Gragnic Userdnterface software 

I/O Opfluns-
• Option.1 analog and digital cards 
provide 24 channels of I/O each 
There is one anaiog slot and one 

• F-7D24- T/DIF module 
• IF-4024- ADAT Lightpipe module 
• IF4E24- AES/EBU module 
• F AN24- A- D. D-A I/O module 
with D13-25 connectors 
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TO INQUIRE ABOLT YOUR ORDER 

800 221-5743 • 212 239-7765 
OR FAX 24 HOURS 

800 947-2215 • 212 239-7549 

PreSonus DIGIMAX 

COMPUTER-BASED AUDIO 

8-Channel Mic Preamp With Digital Outs 

• it Dual Servo Mic Preamps with UltraWide dynamic range and very 

low noise cperating levels. • Cual Domain limiter on every channel 
• 00 enhance, Pad and Phantom Power an every channel 

• Instr. inputs on channels 1 & 2. • Phase raverse on channels 1 & 2 
• Eight 24 bit ADC converters • 24- bit Light Pipe and S/PDIF digital 

outputs • AES/EBU digital outputs are available as an option 

• External clock sync input and Master clock output 
• 1/4' thick, milled aluminum panel will btio, anodized knobs 

MPX-200 

24- Bit True Stereo Duel Effects Processor 
A44-AREs 

Auto-Tune Intonation Processor 

• Powered by Lexicon's proprietary _exichio • 2- bit A/D/A converters 
• 1,4" analog 10 • S/PDIF digital inputs and iiutputs • A newly desiped 
digital compressor is buill-in to ab presets • 10' rack, 15 high processor 

• 240 presets and 64 user locations with classic ..exicon reverb programs 
including Ambience, Plate, Chamber anc Inverse as well as Tremolo, 
Rotary, Chores. Range, Pitch, Daum& 5.5 second Delay and Echo 

• Dual-channel processing provides Iwo indepenoent effects in a variety of 
configurations — Dual Stereo ( Parallel), Cascada. Mono Split and Dual 
Mono • Up to 8 adjustable parameters are available in each program 

• Full controllable over MIDI • Delay times and induration rates can lock 
tc Tap tempo or MIDI Clock. 

%audio technica. AT3035 

Cardioid Condenser Microphone 

AD2022 1N,AI ON 

Dual Mono Pure Class A Preamplifier  

• 4th generation fully discrete. symmetrical Pure Class A mic preamp 
• Mic and hi-2 instrument inputs • Selectable mic source loading for 
optimized cable/mic matching • Gain switched in 4dB steps with + 3dB fine 
output trim • Regulated +48v phantom power supply • Phase reverse 

• Variaole-passive HPF • 20dB pad • Large illuminated analog VU meters 
and twin peak LEDs • High headroom •36dB input before overload 

• Fuily discrete Class A regulated audio power supplias • Tellon/sIlver wnIng 
and doubled plated circuit boards for superior low level signal transfer 

ATR-la 

111 

• Automatically corrects pitch in realtime while preserving the integrity 
of the original performance 

• Includes factory programmed chromatic and standard diatonic scales 
and has the ability to create custom scales 

• Bass Mode detects pitch down to 25Hz 
• Make Scale From MIDI function allows you to construct a custom 
scale using a MIDI keyboard or sequencer 
• 20-bit data path. 56-bit internal processing and balanced I/O 

NT1000 

Cardioid Condenser Microphone 

fel» 'iii I SI 1ff ISA 110 

exicon 

Channel Strip 

• Reissue of a single channel strip from the legendary Focuiirite Studio 
Series recording roesole 

• Ultra high-end translormiir-based Class A rn.c/line preamplJication 
and E0 circuitry deep xigirated by Rupert Neve provi&s a warrn. 
yet transparent sound. 

• Line input included it preamp section with •I- 18d8 gain control 
• High and Low shelving nod two separate bands of parametric EC) 
• High and Low pass biters remove unwanted high 
or low frequeniy content 

•rc H EpçpNI Voice Prism 

'Jacal Formant Pitch Processor 

• Built-in mic preiimp with 48V phantom power • 24 bit digital converters 
• 4 voice backing -vocal harmony with independent gender- and 
humanizing controls • Lead-voice double tracking • Complete vocal 
processing including Compression, ELL Delay. Tape Delay. Chorus, 
Flange and Reverb with Pm-delay • Ultra-easy interface • XLR mc input. 
1/4" unbalancec/TRS balanced I/O and SIPDIF stereo digital outs. 

• Optional Voice Craft card adds human voice modelling DSP algorithms 
as well as AES/EBU and SzPDIF digital I/0 

suuRE KSM-44S1 

Multi-Pattern Condenser Mic 
• Large diaphragm provides exceptional detail 
• 148dB max SPL 
• 136dB dynamic range 0 max SPL 
• 12 dB/octave bass roll-off 0 80Hz 
• 10 dB pad 
• Requires 11 - 52v phantom nowt* 
• Custom shock mount provides superior isolation 
• 20Hz - 20kHz frequency response 
• Includes shockmount and protective pozhi 

Hafler 
Complete 5.1 Surround Moni:oring Solution  

TRM-6 Bi-Amplified Studio Monitors 
Offering honest, consistent sounc from :on tc bottom. the TRM-6 
hi-amplified studio monitors are the ideal reference monitors for 

any recording environment whether tracoing, mixing and 
mastering. Supported by Hailer's legendary 
amplifier technology providing a more accurate 

sound field, in width, height and also deptn. 

TRM-6 & 11RM-10 

• 1 Tweeter, 6' Woofer 
• Ramplified (50 W Lt. 33 W Hf) w/Crossovei 
• 5EHz - 21kHz frequency response 
• Electronically and Acoustically Matched 
• Magnetically shielded 

TRM-10s Active Subwooter 
',;onbining Haller u legendary 
amplifier technology with a 

proprietary woofer design, the 
TRM10 active subwoofer 
provides superb bass definition 
required in today's studio and 
Surround sound environments. 

• 10- inch cellulose fibre cone dowr tiring wcorer 
• 203 wan low frequency amplifier 
• 30-1z to 110Hz frequency response s2dB 
• 241Broctave Linkwitz-Riley crossover 'ranee (40Hz to 110Hz) 

• Externally polarised 1' pressure-gradient condenser 
• Ultra low noise transformerless circurtry 
• u 134dB Dynamic Range 
• 140d8 SPL Max SPL 
• Requires 35 - 53v phantom power 
• Internally shock mounted capsule 
• 2011z 20kHz frequency response ±6d8 
• Includes zippered pouch, M2 Stand Mount. 
3/K-5.,r Thread Adaptor 

• Optional SM2 shockmount 

UBL LSR Series 

Linear Spatial Reference Monitors 

Ideal For Surround Sound Applications 
LSR28P Near- Field Monitors 
• Bi-amplified design— 250 watts for tan low 
frequeicy and 120 watts for high frequency 
• 8- woofer aid 1' tweeter 
• XLR/1/4" combo input connectors 
can accommodate balanced 
and unbalanced signals 

• 50 Hz - 20 kHz frequency response 

LSR25P Near- Field Monitors 
• Bi-amplified demgn— 100 watts for the low 
frequency and 50 watts for high frequency 

• 5.25' woofer and 1' tweeter • Shielded 
• XLR balanced aid RCA unbalanced inputs 
• Front Panel Volume and Power Controls 
• Built in 80 Hz H?F fcr use with optional subwoofer 
• 70 Hz - 20 kHz frequency response 

LSR12P Powered Subwoofer 
• Incorporates the 252F low-
frequency transducer and the 
LSR12P Amplifier which provides 
250-watts of continuous power. 

• Designed to be compatible for 
both the LSR28P self- powered 
speaker system. 

• Multiformat compatibility with 
Dolby AC-3. DTS and other 
surround audio systems 

_y 

Premium Vocal And Instrument 

Microphone Built Wahout Compromise 

• Dual 1-inch.gold lajeied, lifylai diaphragms 
• Class A, discrete transformeness preamplifier 
• Cardioid, ornai and bidirec:onal polar patterns 
• Includes ShureLuck e'astic-suspension shock 
mount and swhiel mount, protective poucn and 
locking aluminum carrying rase 

• 20 Hz - 20 kHz Harmony aquas. 

YAMAHA MSP-10 

Bi-Amplified Monitor Speakers 

• 40 - 40k Hz frequpncy respiinse (- 10dB) 
• 120-watt power amplifier lc' the low/mid driver and 
a 60-was power 'moldier It a the tweeter 

•8- woofer and 1" titanium-dome waveguide tweeter 
• Balanced XLR inputs 
• Magnetically-shielderdinclosures 
• Green power on and red clipping LEDs 
• Master volume corgi ol for each speaker 
• 3-position row and big; • trim switches 
• Switchable low-cut f tier optimizes performance 
when used with asubwooler system. 

• Available in BlacqMSP10) and Maple-Sunburst ( MSP10M) 
, • SW10 powered sub-woofer also available 

HR-824 

Bi-Amplified Studio Monitors 
• 150W LE amp, lOnet W- any 
• &75" mineral-filiel polypropylene cone woofer 
• 1"aluminum dorm. tweder 'with terrofluid-
cooled voice coil 

• Every set is a "true" rnatchec-pair with a signed 
certificate from Mackie lesions lo prove it. 

• Full space, half space and quarte' space 
placement compensation 

• 39Hz to 22kHz freouencx resz)onse s1.5dB 
• Broad "sweet spot 
• 1/4" and balanced XLR input. 

="imurquimirmr.77rreirrnrralTurrirelmel3 
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IZ TECHNOLOGY 
1. continued from page 72 

come with floppy drives any more, 

and I had to search the Net for a 
demo of ShrinkWrap and download 

that as well. The actual process of 
loading the upgrade from floppy into 

RADAR 24 is very clear, taking only 

a few button pushes and no more 
than about ten minutes. 

UNDER THE HOOD 
You'll probably never have to deal 
with RADAR 24's operating system. 

RADAR 24's Adrenaline recording 
engine runs on the Be Operating 

System ( a.k.a., BeOS — in this case, 
BeOS 5). For the RADAR 24, BeOS 

is the "man behind the curtain" and it 

performs this job exceptionally well. 

BeOS is an extremely efficient operat-
ing system that requires minimal 

RAM, and is designed specifically for 

the needs of high-horsepower appli-
cations such as those used in com-
puter-based audio, video, and graph-

ics. It's BeOS that allows you to 
ignore the fact that RADAR 24 is real-

ly a computer and not a "tape" 

WE KNOW GEAR  

Jaw," 

Everyone knows you can't be a player without the right 

gear. MusicPlayer.com is the most extensive music gear 

resource online and anywhere. We specialize in expert 

product reviews from respected editors such as Craig 

Anderton aril Jon Chappell. We're known for our 

informative forums with recording experts like George 

Massenburg and Roger Nichols. 

And MusicPlayer.com visitors can search for specific 

companies, manufacturers, and products from our huge 

online database. They can also check out "Today's 

News" and "Review Picks" for the latest information on 

new products. Because we're musicians and we know 

gear. 

For more information please contact Joe McDonough at jmcdonough@musicplayer.com 

MUSICPLAYER.COM 
GUITAR PLAYER • KEYBOARD • EQ • BASS PLAYER • 
GIG • MC • RUMBLE • MUSIC GEAR ONLINE 

machine. In my ongoing experience 
with the RADAR 24, the machine has 

been completely stable —the system 

hasn't crashed even once. Having 

had my share of computer-based, 
hard disk recording aggravation, I find 

this astonishing. It's a welcome 

strength for engineers who are intimi-
dated with the prospect of de-bugging 

a computer-based recording system. 

THE SOUND 
All of RADAR 24's intelligent design 

and smooth operation would be a 
complete waste if the system didn't 

sound good. Fortunately, it sounds 

excellent, regardless of what mode 
you record in. The Nyquist converters 

have a smooth top end that won't 

make your ears fatigued through long 
sessions, and the bottom end is solid, 

tight, and extended. Used in 16-bit/48 
kHz, RADAR 24 sounds as good as ( if 
not better than) any recording system 

with a similar resolution. In 24-bit 
mode with a 48 kHz sample rate, 
RADAR 24 clearly raises the bar a 

notch. I was surprised at how dynamic 
a recording of a drum kit sounded — 
the kit seemed to have a lot more 

slam and visceral impact than in 16-bit 
recordings. I really liked the fact that 

you could hear cymbals slowly and 

smoothly decay without any volume 
"steps" or weird artifacts. For critical 
sessions requiring maximum fidelity, 

the 24-bit/96 kHz is a blessing, and, if 

you need more than 12 tracks in the 

enhanced mode, you can always get 
another RADAR 24 and link it to the 

first. Bit depth and sample rate must 

remain consistent for a project ( i.e., a 
song), but you can have projects with 
different resolution residing in RADAR 

24 simultaneously. 

THE VERDICT 
With the RADAR 24, iZ Technology 

may have broken the last barrier for 

hard disk recording holdouts. They've 

made it stable and reliable — and 

they've made it work in a transparent 

fashion very similar to the tried-and-
true analog multitracks we all know 

and love. Combine these qualities 

with excellent sound and intelligent 

design, and you've got a multitrack 

workhorse suitable to serve as the 

foundation for any professional 

recording studio. • 
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CLASSIFIEDS 

EQUIPMENT DEALERS 

SAVE THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS 
BUYING YOUR NEW & USED 

EQUIPMENT FROM LS 

94 STATE STREET • NEW LONDON, CT 06320 

800.264.66114• 860.442.9600 
musomusi@ecom• http://www.caruso.net 

o 41) P. 44 14 
New. Used and Vintage Recording Equipment 

lay • 5•11 • Trade 

API, Neve, Fairchild, Manley, Guested, Urei 
Pultvc, Neumann, tang, Studer, and More! 
www.odysseyprosoul -cl.com 

Tel: (978) 744-2001 Fax:(978) 744-7224 

Studio 
I free catalog ] 

Consoles, 
Mastering Desks, 
Digital Workstations, 
Keyboard Workstations, 
RPCK enclosures, Spkr. Stands 

J 1J11J1J2 

argosyconsole _corn 

ARGOSY. 

lqasonoc 04,71 
,wn) $1349.95 

800.427.56981 
573.346.8549J 

CALISTRO MUSIC 
All The Best 

Recording Gear 

203-891-8918 

CONSULTING 

Starting a studio? 
TPYIne to REED on€ oixn? 

Get advice, ideas and éuidancE from an, 
EXPEP,Ellad studio owner and Educator 

www.CriticalPathCoach.com 
301-596-5018 

'TRAINING j TUTORIALS 

*.-TRAIN AT HOME 
Eesy Home-Study pracbcal training in 
Multi-track Recording— loin our successful 
working graduates orboild your own studio. 

FREE INFORMATION: 

UMW Institute of .1nterien 
614 46th Ave Sulle Ark San.rancis o CA 94121 

ACOUSTICAL PRODUCTS 

BIG STUDIO SOUND: $299 
With the new Roominators - Alphal Acouatical Control Kit, it's cas to make your place sound great! 

Mg-name artists. networks, motion picture companies & studios know It good gear in a bad room sounds no 
better than bad gear. ett they tame their acoustics with goodies from A rates. Now we've shrunk that big-stut !io 
World down into tf•e handy "take home" scted Alphal! 

It's never bean this easy & affordable to make your room sound better! 

• In this one kit you get everything you need to improve the sound of your small 
studio. iso booth or control room bass traps, absorbers even adhesiva & 
installation tips! If your needs dictate, simply add more Alphal kits 

• You'll immediately notice improved imaging, tighter bass & less " room" sound. 

• Your monitors. mics. & other gear will sound better than you ever thought 
they could and your recordings will be much more accurate. Everything 
you necord or listen to will sound clearer! 

• Gone will be the dastardly room reflections and bass buildup that 
have been keeping you horn hearing the 'true' sound you desire 
(and thought you were paying for when you bought your gear)! 

Don't put up with bad sound any longer! Get to your favonte 
dealer and check out the full line of affordable Roominatcrs 
Kits & other industry-leading Auralex products today. You II 
be surprised at how easy & affordable great sound can be. 

If you need help, remem-
ber we've always given free 

initial consultations. And il 
you're ttuilcang a studio, check out our 

acclaimed booklet AcoustIcs-101 - . It's 
a free dowrooad from our websole! 

Aurale 
O coustics 

www.auralex.com Sound Control For The Rest Of Us" 800.95 WEDGE 

INC 

SOUND ISOLATION ENELOSURES 

Celebrating over 10 years of reducing 
sound to a Whisper! 

Recording, Broadcasting, Practicing 

MDL 102126S 
(8.5'X10 5') 

15 Sizes and 2 Levels of Isolation Available 

New! Sound Wave Deflection System 
iChange parallel walls to non-parallel) 

Immediate Shipping! 
www.whisperroom.com 

PH: 423-585-5827 IX: 423-585-5831 

SPEAKER REa)NING 

SPEAKER RECONING 

REPLACEMENT DIAPHRAGMS 

ACCUTRACK RECORDING 

AND SOUND, INC. 

www.accutrackrecording.com 

(847) 465-8862 

MASTER NG 

EAST COAST MASTERING' 
PROFESSIONALLY POLISHED LOUDEST CD POSSIBLE 

• Pro Tools • Mix Plus 5.0• Manley • Avalor. • L' 
• Lexicon • Tube Tech • Summit • rocasrite & Very More 

*10 YEARS EXPERIENCE* 

CALL JOE TO DISCUSS YOUR PROJECT AT: 
732-831-035S • HARRPROD@OPTONLINE.NET 

EVEN SMALL 
ADS WORK 

SILEN T413) 564-7444 FAX 

INF 0 

(413) 544-2377 

58 Nonotuck St., Northampton, MA01062 

ORDER ( 800) 583-7174 
Infoesilentsource.com • www.silentsourcescom  

Acousticore Fabric Panels • Sound Barrier 
Isolation Hangers • A.S.C. Tube Traps 
Silence Wallcovering • WhisperWedge 
Melaflex - S.D.G. Systems • Tecnifoam 
R.P.G. Diffusors - Sonex - Sound Quilt 

ACOUStiCSFirStnA 
=888-765-2900 

Full product line for sound control 
and noise elimination. 
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com 

EH 
BUSTE 

1-888-ECHO BUST 
or 631-242-6100 

www.echobusters.com 

Echo Busters absorption, diffusion, bass control products. 
• Pyramid pattern flame-retardant foam sheets 4'x 2'x 2.75' San 
• Convoluted foam 9'x To 2' $35.00 

MUSICAL GEAR 

Every major brand of everything. 
Millions of dotais of music l gear in stock. 

ALTO MUSIC 
Iiitars, recording, keyboards, amplifiers, drums, pro sourd, 
new & used. One of the largest selections in the country. 

We ship everywhere. 
(845) 692.6922 • Fax: (845) 692.5551 

altomusic.com 
680 Route 211 East, Middletown, NY 10940 

Ask for Uncle Freddy — He loves Ya! 

TO 
classifieds AN AD, 

, 
.com LOG ON 

OR CALL CHRISTINE VELA @631.547.1180 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
DUPUCATION / REPUCATION SERVICES 

ONE-STOP AUDIO 
MANÜFACTURIIVG 

• CD Replication 
• Vinyl Records (colors available!) 

• Cassettes 

• Graphics Design 

• Super-Hot Mastering Studio 

NEW - On-Demand Color Printing 

Ie4 

,pisks 

Work directly with the factory and save! 

Best Price, Best Service - tor more than 20 year! 

El-WIM3mADTSKtte (800) 455-8555 
www.europadisk.com (718) 407-7300 

NO • 
- 

77 

MEDIAWORKS. 
... 
1029 Elm Hill Pike 
Nashville, TN 37210 

compact discs cd rom dvd 
cd 4/cd enhanced video 

dis ital bin cassette duplication 

short-run discs and cd one-offs now available 

call toll free for quotes,special 
packages and large quantities 

*competitive pricing 
*friendly service 

*professional results 

1-800-211-4689 
www.med,avvorkscd com 

410,  Inehmle graphics, film, pint, duplieedion, ',mac 

ECIAL PACKAGE PRIC 
woo CDs for $1545 

Factory-Direct Pricing. 

CD SedURCE 
CO • CD-ROM • te,,, [ TE 

1.877.CD PRESS ( toll free) voww.cdsource.net 

www.yourmusiconcd.com 
10 cdrs -$50, 25 cdrs -$75, 50 cdrs -$125 

100 BULK CDRS-$99.00 
I rIcluclges cclr etrici 

100 BASIC MRS-069.00 
Includes cdr. on cd print.an jewel case 

l(H) FIJLL (111,(11t C1)11 
PACKAGl349.(M) 
rnor.dm. c000r 
12w pan. en ea. Jewel...se. anal anrinleedrego, 
from yew' ertIlleu 

500 CDR SINGLES-$599,00 
Atlanta 678-442-0933 Toll Free 877-442-0933 

Audio Cassette Duplicator Co 

12 CD's $3.49 each 
100 CD's $1.99 each 
(818) 762-ACDC (2232) 

www.acdc-cdr.com 
12426 1/2 Ventura Blvd. 
Studio City, CA 91604 

Barcode Fast. reliable and friendly service 

  1:E-300.876.5950  
DUPLICATION 

* DYD • HMO CD • ASO CASSE1TE 

eLo,west Pe-Tr-red! 
1"»,F__ices 

IA ACCURATE 2-9:9.99 
i.„kF.0 GCS% 

0 ta Ready 
I 

0 

Meila Services 
Widiiàleifii dEi 641 

weiw.accuralemediaervices.corn  

SOUND DEALS, INC. 
audio Production Specialists 

Digital Recording Systems 

Keyboards/Microphones 

Professional Support 

1564 Montgomery Highway 

Birmingham, AL 35216 • ( 205) 823-4888 

www.sounddeals.com 

(800) 822-6434 

RECORDING SUPPLIES 

Esrissr IF ITS RECORDABLE WE HAVE IT" EST 1967 
FOR EASY SECURE ORDERING 

www.andol.com  
16X BLANK CD'S CALL FOR BEST PRICE 

., !'413- -1- 800-221-6578 
CUSTOM LOADED AUDIO CASSETTES AVAILABLE 

FROM 1 MIN TO 126 MIN 

PO4 
BLANK MEDIA 

ALL THE BRANDS 
ALL THE TIME, 
EVERYTIME 

TIM- SONY - BASF - MAXELL PIN« - MEDIAFORM— 

MICROBOARDS - QUANTEGY - TAYIOYUDEN- AUDIOLAB 

s 
c assdiedsscom 

'MICE AR AD LOG OR OR CALL 
Meg. VELA e 631.547.1180 

For Advertising Rates Christine at 631547.1180 

E-mail cvelauemedia.com 
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DUPtJCATION / REPUCAT1ON SERVICES 

Li   1 DOUCET'S AUDIO SALES 
WWW.DOUCETS.COM 

888-923-0123 
- • • 

II, • 

iS4-.4,e_ordn..°.wink.e due Amer  

New and Used Gear 
Manley Langevin Universal Audio Teletronix. 

Migennia API SSE Rene Apogee Empirical Labs 
Focusine Avalon. Tuhetech Summit Dvdrea,n Macrae, 
Sala. Marren Rover Kindollood Pro Tools.DigiOgl. 
KAN gintech Mho Genelec Adam AK. PreSOntl$ 
etil !MUGS. Glyph KR Auction/ Mirka Diking 

and many more visit us online 

909.0 • 
_.••••••• • 

• 

7171" 1' 1 
• 0 

--- • • 41 0 .1 

Toll Free - 800-542-8283 Fax - 337-363-6934 Website - WWW.ACCUPRESS.COM 

Qualitl, Compact Disc 
& Cass-etie Duplication 
& Promotional Printing 

Current Turnaround Time Is 7-10 Working Days! 
Serving The Independent Musician Since 1975... 

46 PRODUCTIONS 
25 CDfis $45 / 50 CDRs - $88 

100 CDRs - $ 150 / 200 CDRs - $290 
ASK (BOLT OUR DISCOURT 1192 ASLAP SENBEILS: 

From CD er CDR roaster Include! CDR in Jew.ti bus Yoth text 
phnlin on CO label Add 435 for . 4her digital ,aster 455 for 
analogfeaster Order- rr4st be pri-aid. Shipping net ncluded. 

42W557 Hawk Circle, St. Charles, IL 
Phone: (800) 850 5423 • E-mail: infoe46p.com 

Our Wels. Paste at: hrtp:Pwwsv.ifirrnm 

HEY LOOK! 

WERE ON THE WEB! 

Toll Free All Formats! 

800-538-2336  - Best Prices! 
Neeonal Recording Supple: Inc 

wvvw.tapes.com 

CD - R DupucATION 
50+ 249 300+ 1 83 

1.104- 1 99 SOO+ 179 

2'..°04. 1 94 10004. 1 69 

Price Inc:tides -CM - R. Duplication, Thermal 

"\ ImPrinfing. Jewell B. r4. 
Inserting of cover 

TFE 4th CREATION & shonkwrspono 
DU ',CATION 

(936) 756-6861 

VOCALS 

SINGERS' REMOVE e. • VOCALS 
Unlimited, Low Cost, Instantly Available 

Background Music from Original Standard 
Recordings! Does Everything Karaoke 
does... Better and gives you the 
Thompson Vocal Ehminatoe 
Free f3rochure E. Demo Tape .. 
LT Sound Dept EQ- I 
7980 LT Parkwaviithonia,GA 30 
Internet-http:0 Itsound.com 
24 Hour Demo/Into Request tine (770)482-2485•Ext 28 
When You Want Ssunethin Better Than Naraokei 

/ / t— rs re -r • la i r, rt./ re r 
Feel The Power of Excellence 

TOTAL CD, CD-ROM, & DVD PRODUCTION 

toll free: 1•877•DISC•USA 
(212) 252-9300 in NYC 

149 MADISON AVENUE NY, NY 10016 

w w real. talforce.com 

500 CDs and Jewel 
Boxes fes $650°9-

800.859-8401 
Great prices on complete packages with 
printing, graphic design & mastering 

www.go-QCA.com 

INFORMATION GUIDE 

In the 
StLICEI 

FREE Guide 
Saves You Time and Money! 
Contact us today: 1-800-468-9353 
www.discma+ieri.corn/eq, inficliscmakers.com 

'DISC MAKER 

Making a 
Great Master 

DISC MAKERS 

FAX YOUR AD 
631 B4-7 11E31 

MASTERING 

THE DIGITAL SUNSPOT INC 

lerk nerd JJA roje-sil 

TEM_I,_.fi 
àeb -- 148 8M33 dill 

www.digRalsunSOOLCOni 

DeNoigé 
Mastering and Sound Restoration 
on Sonic Solutions & AudioCube 

Toll Free 1-866-DENOISE 

DRT Mastering 
the Analog Specialist 

You will have the fat, slammini major-label 
sound that sells discs.., or the work is free. 
Custom gear. First-class results. Free 16-pg brochure 

800-884-2576 www.drtmastering.com 

EAST COAST MASTERING 
PROFESSIONALLY POLISHED LOUDEST CD POSSIBLE 

• Pro Tools • Mix Plus 5.0 .! Manley • Avalon • 12 
• Lexicon • Tube Tech • Summit • Focusrite SI Many More 

*10 YEARS EXPERIENCE* 

CALL JOE TO DISCUSS YOUR PROJECT AT: 
732-831-035$ • HARRPROD@OPTONLINE.NET 

BAr/D IN A BOX 

" 7.1-11 arti " Z "' _ M a WI Ale* 

Th., award-winning Bead-Ina-Sox accompaniment software 
for Macintosh' & Windows' is so easy to uset lust type in the 
chords for ary song using standard chord symbols Ole C. Fm7 
or C.1 5b9), cl..aose the style you'd like, and Rand-in-a-Box does 
the rest - auromaticalll generating a complete professional 
quality five instrument arrangement of piano, bass, drums, 
guitar and stnngs in a w,de variety of popular styles. 

Band-in-a-Box Pro $88 USO 
Band- In a-Box MegaPAK $249 uSD 

PG Music rmc. 
29 Culilla< Avenue 

Victoria, BC 5.57 1T3 Carada 

1-800- 268-6172 
(250 475-2874 

music 

www.pgmusic.com 
salesepurnUSU nog,. 

INTERCONNECT 

A SMALL BOX USED EVERYDAY BY BIG NAMES 
Metallica, Third Eye Blind, Green Day, The Rolling Stones, Beck, 
Joe Satriani, Del Tones, Aerosmith,Van Halen, Jerry Harrison, 

Bob Rock, tuse Chiccarelli, Matt Walace, Jack Jospeh Puig 

find out why at > iNWW.reamp.com< 

POPSCREENS 

AVAILABLE NOW! e. he revolutionary 
roscreen by 

(DM AN 

'Worth ir, ee.,ynt en gold' 
Stephan Murphy 
Pro AudIn Rev,,, 

Call 888-629-5960 www.stedmancorp.com 
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DUPLICATION / REPLICATION SERVICES 

DD I816 Fifth Avenue 
Pittsburgh, PA 15219 

CD Mastering and Replication 

Cass Mastering & Replication 

Digital Audio Post Production 

CEDAR Sonic Restoration 

FC4litervice Digital House 
http // e.4ddai.com 1-800-444-MA1 

Miusicraft, 
M I_J iu-r I —MI i tiLlb IA 
THE BEST CD A.VD C4SSETTE P4CKAGES Iv THE WORIJ) 

CD tisait it / I ale, (' luit tic DI PIK 11101, 
(M1PIIP r, Pelr I IV, SVORI 

Portland • 1-800-637-9493 • Los Angeles 
A Division of SarShan Markefing. Inc. • E-mail: jahrisl'4hq.tclarms.corn 

CDs on time 
or FREE! 
call for details 

4, M USIC M ANUFACTURING 
S ERVICES 

We stake our reputation on it. 

1-800-MMS-4CDS 
mmsdirect.com 

We're the MmS n 
Sloce 1988 

WHITEWÉITElt STUDIOS 
Masiering Services 

Major label quality/Indic Fr/cce 
CO el CASSETTE PACKAGES VICE IN] 

1000 CC* Peelen/Flime/Color Prert $1499 • Soo co Promos/$499 
Itae-Time Chrome tapee/Cobr .1-cardleileyoute We. $698 = 
828-274_0956 www.whttewaternecordine.co 

TALK*" 
HUMA BEING 
ABOUTAIIK reREPLICATION 

OASIS® DUPLICATION OFFERS: 

• Innovative Packaging, including the 

revolutionary Oasis Jewel-Free Box 

• Free Radio Promotion on our 

OASISSAMPLEr CD compilations 

;le National Distribution of your CD 

lo Major Retail & Internet Chains 

• The industry's best reputation for 

quality, for 12 years running 

[OASIS:] 
CD & CASSETTE 
DUPLICATION 

We do what a label does. 
For you. 

(888) BY- OASIS ( 888/296-2741) 

info@oasisCD.com 

www.oasisCD.com 

onel Records.cont 
1 . 
1100.R$ eital9CDs 1000 CDs I 1000 Retail CDs 

•9I erwl''',$.56' 1  "'$. 99erc. 

Li -800-409-8513 
CDs • CD-ROM • CD-R • SHAPED CDs • AUDIO CASSETTES 

NEED COs? 
the choice is 

YSTALCLEAR 
DIED & TAPE 

perience for over 30 years 

13 CI C3-1380-0073 
visit us at vvvvwcrystalclearcds.com 

DIGITAL MASTERING • ART DESIGN • PRINTING • PACKAGING 

CD-R COPIES Lowest 
Quick Turn-around 
10 to 10,000 copies Prices! 

1-800-927-3472 
www.elsproductIons.com 9ggivaiz 

Castle Technology, Inc. 
CD • Video • Cassette Duplication 

INCLUDES: GRAPHIC DESIGN, PRINTING, 
LABELING, PACKAGING 

"Committed to Quality...Fast Turnaround" 
For a quote call: (800) 636-4432 or 

Fax: (615) 399-8855 
Email: cmtletchei AOL.com 

1000 Retail-ReadyCDs 

$1350.00 
fats 

41111111111111111.11 overwrap 
barcode 

YO lair CD Manufacturers 

includes: 

glass master 

film output 

color 2P inserts 

jewel case 

FOR 

Major-Label Quality • Fast Turnaround 
Intelligent, Friendly Service • Online Order Tracking 

1-800-237-1811 
vvvvvv.ccisforyou.niet 
nif•D@ccl sfc, ryou ri et 

tpduplication 
Guaranteed Reliable I Highest Quality! 

each! Bulk CDs 
1000 for $590 

EX 100 CD 
Retail Ready 

Promo Package $379 
Call Toll Free 888-673-2615 

877.591.6000 
www.newenglandcd.com 

log, New Engl.: ,  
Compact Disc 

A DivIsion of New England Digital Media, Inc. 

wvvvv bmn-u com \ 

300 - 585.00 
500 - 625.00 

1000 999.00 

AISIALe/Oultimedia I 

800-57.9-7010 
JUNE2001 



EQUIPMENT RR SALE 

212-502- I 880 
234 WEST 30TH e. NYC 10001 

yeraudio@aol.com 

The gearRecording •Guitars 

you need. •AmPlifiers 
We've got it. ' Pro Audio 

• Keyboards 
We have everything you need . 8e more 

for studio and stage! 

music technologydirect 

800-222-4700 
www.sweetwatencom 
sales@sweetwatencorn 
5335 Bass Road, Fort Wayne, IN 46808 
(219) 432-8176 • FAX(219)432-1758 

• • • 

A S 0:11 ; 

PREAN1PS COMPRESSORS AND EOs 

VINTECH AUDIO 
X73 MIC PRE / EQ 

CLASS A, ALL DISCRETE, TRANSFORMER 
BALANCED. CLHISSIC BRITISIII DESIGN. COSTS 

HUNDREDS LESS THAN VINTAGE. CALL 

TOLL FREE 1.577.4.MIC.IIRE 

www.vInt•Ch-sadIo.com 

COMPLTERS 

PUzzazumee 

wwvv.leighs.com 
Software-Audio Cards 
Discounts— shipped world-wide-

rnninttter MIntiretatinne 

Broadcast • Sound Reinforcement • Recording 

uSA.COIVI 

"Computer experts who understand pro aucho!” 

COMPUTERS FOR MUSIC 
Pre-figured Macs and PCs optimized for Cakewalk, Cubase, Digi 001, 

Digital Performer, Emagic, Gigasampler, Pro Tools LE/TDM, Sonar, and more. 
Featuring audio & MIDI hardware from Digidesign, MOTU, Micliman, Frontier, RME. 

Optimized for MIDI sequencing, hard disk recording, A/V, CD-R mastering & 
duplication. Desktop, tower and rack-mount configura7ions available. 

www.wavedigital.corn   (973) 728-2425 

Call for information about our new Rack-mount Apple G4 Macs and 
Apple G4 Powerbook-based portable DAW solutions. 

COVERS / CASES & RACKS 

OMNIRAK 
'STUDIO FURNITURE 
MixStation/O2R 

Also available for 
Mackie 
8•Bus mixers 

Custom Design 
and 
Modifications Available 

800.332.3393 
FAX 415.332.2607 
Outside U.S. 415.332.3392 
WWW.OMNIRAX.COM P.O.Box 1792 Sausalito, CA 94966 

INTERCONNECT 

PREAMPS COMPRESSORS AND ECK 

AVALON GC) 
PURE C LASS A M USIC 

DESIGN 
o 

VCOR OING SYSTEMS 

www.avalondesign.comEl 
tel: 949-492-2000 fax: 9L9-492-4284 email: avalon@avalondesign.com 

Call Christine 

AUDIO UPGRADES 

-:• • •:• • •:• 411-•:• • • •:• •••:- • • 

LA.2A Lte.3A OWNERS ; 
,o Before you by a new T4B 

attenuator, have t rebuilt at a fraction ! 
i" of the cost. Aiso stock °PTO's. 
; ANTHONY DEMARIA LABS 4*. 

914-256-0032 ; 
.C• • -:•••:•••:•• • • -:- • 

CAREER MARKETPLACE 

The job you want. 
Sales • Service • Technical Supporet  
Recording Stuciic • Creative 
Marketing • And More 

music technolow direct 

800-222-4700 

Call and ask for 
Kristine Haas ,or 
the Career 
Center today! 

5335 Bass Road 
Fort Wayne, IN 46808 

www.sweetwater.com (219) 432-8176 
careerstr'sweetwater.com FAX (219) 432-1758 

ticlassitieds.co 

IN PRINT 81 ONUNE 

the professionals 
you're looking far! 

631-547-110 or 

THE DEADLINE FOR THE 
SUMMER NAMM ISSUE IS JUNE 13TH. 

CALL CHRISTINE: 631.547.1180 
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ROGER NICHOLS 
1> continued from page 134 

way of knowing which disk was used to 

authorize which copy of the exact same 
software. For more than half the software, 

I brought the wrong key disk. There was 

also some software that I forgot was copy 

protected. I found out after the hard disk 

was replaced and the software started 

asking for the key disk to be inserted. It 

was a depressing, expensive trip to the 

music store to buy third copies of the soft-

ware with the wrong key disks. 

If you want to move the software from 

one computer to another, you can 

remove the authorization from one com-

puter and authorize another computer. 

You can run the software temporarily on 

another computer by inserting the key 
disk when the software requests it. 

CHALLENGE/RESPONSE 
When floppy disk drives started disap-

pearing, challenge/response strings 

appeared. The first time you try to use 

a piece of software, the protection 

mechanism looks at your hard d'sk and 
generates a string of words based on 

the hard disk being authorized. You 
email this string to the software vendor 
who generates a response string and 
emails it to you. When the matching 

response is entered, your software 
turns on. If you reformat your hard 

disk, you just re-enter the same 

response and the software comes 
back on. 

If you want to move the software to a 

new computer, you must email the ven-

dor with the challenge string from the 

new computer along with a convincing 

explanation of why you have a new chal-
lenge string. 

There are variations to this method 

that aren't based on hardware, but on a 
date and/or the name of the owner. The 
software will work on any hard disk, but 

must be supplied with a new response 
string every year. 

DONGLE 
The dongle is a hardware device that 

can be read by the software. The dongle 

contains the serial number of the autho-

rized software. If the dongle isn't plugged 
into the computer, the software won't 

operate. If you buy additional software, 
the serial numbers can be added to the 

dongle. If you change computers or 

change hard disks, the software can be 

re-installed and the same dongle will 

activate the software. 

Every piece of dongle-protected 

software used its own dongle. You 
could have multiple dongles hanging 

from the back of your computer. A new 

dongle called iLok is a universal dongle 
that can be authorized by many differ-

ent software vendors. This will allow 

one dongle to authorize all of your soft-

ware, no matter who the vendor is. 

Many companies are switching over to 

iLok authorization. 
If you need to work on a different com-

puter, just take the dongle with you and 

install the software on the computer you 

need to use. 

COPY, COPY, COPY 
I'm not going to argue about whether or 

not you should be able to copy your own 
software, there are plenty of forums 

where the flaming rages on late into the 

night. I know we're always going to have 

copy protection on expensive software. I 
do think that there can be some changes 

that will better serve everyone involved. 

One problem with Pro Tools and 

other DAW systems with copy-protected 
plug-ins is that, if you send a Pro Tools 
file to someone else, they have to own 
the same plug-ins that you own, or the 

session won't play back the same way. 
The graphics industry has solved this 
problem with expensive fonts by embed-

ding them in the document so that the 

recipient can open the file and see it the 

same way you do, without having to pur-

chase the same fonts you have. You 

can't use the fonts anywhere except in 

that document. 

I'd like to see the same type of embed-
ded plug-ins in Pro Tools session docu-
ments. If you send a session to someone 

else, the plug-ins would be included with 

the session file, but would only work in 

that session. You could add more of them 

in that session by option-dragging them 
around, but they wouldn't open in any 

other document. Besides making it easy 

to send a mix to someone else to touch up 

a little, it would be good advertising for the 
plug-in. If the guy on the receiving end 

liked the plug-in, he would have to buy it 

to use in other sessions. Also, if someone 

sends you a session document with some 

esoteric plug-in that you would never buy 
in 100 years, you won't have to buy it just 

to play back his session. 

I prefer dongle copy protection, mainly 

because it lets me move between com-

puters easily. If I buy a new computer two 

weeks after installing new software, I just 

move it to the new computer and plug in 
the dongle. Of all the last three major 

copy-protection schemes, the dongle 
seems the least objectionable. 

KEEPING PACE 
The main player in the copy-protection 

field is Pace Anti-Piracy. They have soft-

ware called Interlock that's used to pro-

duce key disks for software authorization. 

Pace makes the iLock dongle that will 

contain all of the software keys for copy 

protected software. So far Antares Audio, 

Bomb Factory, Digidesign, Serato Audio, 
and Steinberg have signed up for iLok 

protection and are starting to ship product. 

To make the transition easier, I'd like 

to see Pace provide a software package 

to end users (copy protected, of course) 

that would gather up all of the key disk 

authorizations on a computer and store 

them in the iLok. A small mit would be 

placed on the system so that, when pro-

tected software looks for the hidden key 

file, the mit would query the iLok and 
then respond correctly to the protected 

software. The same type of utility could 
be used to gather challenge/response 
protections and store them on the iLok. 

I would also like to see a "Backup 
iLok." For some fee you could own a sec-

ond iLok that duplicated the authoriza-
tions of the first iLok. This could be 

administered by Pace, and they could 

keep track of who is authorized to have 

what. Also, I'd like to see temporary 

authorizations of software on the iLok, 
kind of like Pay-Per-View. You purchase 

the use of one or more pieces of soft-

ware over the Internet for some number 
of days. You pay by credit card and the 

authorization is downloaded to your iLok. 

This column is actually copy protect-
ed. If the back page of the magazine is 

blank, then it means that this isn't your 

legal copy of this month's EQ. You may 

in fact be reading someone else's copy 

or just browsing at a newsstand. I have 
found a crack for the magazine copy 

protection. Just go into a dark room, 

pour lemon juice on the last page, and 

hold a cigarette lighter under the page 
until it starts to turn brown. 

Now try to explain why you are exiting 
a bathroom with a flaming, lemon-scented 
copy of my column. You guys are sick. • 
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MOTV 
Dream stud-
eiel IVIOTU 828TM -- MOTUS new 18-channel FireWir e audio interlace connects 

instantly to any FireWire-equipped laptop or desktop computer with no PCI card requeed! 

(013  Digital Performer" 3.0 -- MOTU's award-winning audio sequencer has been re-engineered from 

the ground up, with a completely new look and hundreds of new feature, including full surround production up to 10.2. 

emotor.v...._ 8-fader automated controi surface for Digital Performer. 

tl Auto-TuneT" 3.0 -- the worldwide standard for real-time pitch correction. ‘,...--

HANDS—ON AUTOMATED INORKSURFACE  

With its new, custom software written specially 

for Digital Performer, MotorMix becomes a 

seamless, tactile extension of your MOTU software 

recording environment. Put your hands on eight 

10Ortim motorized faders and rotary encoders to 

tweak your mixes in record tine. Gain instant easy 

access to all MIDI and audio 

tracks with control 

banks. You'll never 

I b s even think about 

"The perfect portable studio 
for your laptop!" 

mixing with a mouse again. imagire having 

tactile control ever most of Digital 

Performer's features win MotorMix's 

intuitive layout and easy operation. 

MotorMix gives you all the advan:agas of 

a professionalmixing board, at an incredibly 

affordable price. Bnng motorized mixing to your 

MOTU desktop today. For mere info, visit 

cmlabs net or contact your Sweetwater sales 

engineer today to enter the future of mixing. 

THE HOLY GRAIL OF PERFECT INTONATION 

Haled as a " Holy Grail of recordino" by Recording 

Magazine, Auto-Tune is used daily by thousands 

of audio professionals around the world. Whether 

to save studio and editing time, ease the frustration 

of endless retakes, or save that once- in-a-lifetime 

performance, Auto-Tune rias become the 

professional pitch correction tool of choice. Now 

Antares has introduced Auto-Tune 3. Preserving 

the great sound quality and ease of use of Auto-

Tune, Version 3 adds significant new features and 

a snazzy new look. As a result of Antares research 

into the unique characteristics of various types of 

audio signals, Auto-Tune 3 ofers a selection of 

optimized, " Source Specific" 

processing algorithms for the 

ANTTARES most common 
types of 

REALLY COOL COOL STUFF FOR MAKING MUSIC 

corrected audio material, resulting in even faster 

and more accurate pitch detection and correction. 

C:hoices include Soprano Voice, Altofienor Voice, 

Low Male Voce, Instrument and Bass1nstrument 

Other key new features inciude phase- coherent 

pitch correction of stereo tracks, and Bass Mode, 

which Lets you easily apply pitch correction to 

fi etless bass lines and other low bass range 

instruments. Auto-Tune 3 also lets mg set target 

¡itches in real-time via MIDI from a keyboard or 

sequencer track. For harmonically complex 

material, the " Make Scale From MIDI" lets you 

s:mply play the line from e MIDI keyboard or 

sequencer and then Auto--une 3 constructs a 

custom scale containing only those notes! 

Auto-Tune 3 aiso now supports high sample rates 

like 88.2.(Hz ana 961(1z. Get Auto-Tune 3 today! 

L.7..pen 
«IL - C.1.1 

MotorMix'e 

Auto- Tu ne- 3.0 

«RIDER YOURS TODAY 800-222-4700 
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Mart n us 
MOTU 

Dream stud' 
•  IVIOTU 24O8mkll TM -- 24-channel expandable PCI audio interface 111/ 

ej Digital Performer"" 3.0 — award-winning workstation software with MIDI sequencing 

t) SAC-2K— expandable, touch-sensitive, 8-fader automated control surface for Digital Performer 

1M) DigiMax—  - 8-channel mic pre-amplifier with 24- bit optical connection to the 2408mk1I/computer 

©  Bias Peak 2.5 VSTTe -- award-winning waveform editing software 

PRECISION TOUCH-SENSITIVE CONTROL 
The Radikal Technologies SAC-2K sets a new 

standard for hands-on control of Digital Performer. 

The SAC-2K's custom plug-in for Digital Performer 

gives you easy, one-touch access to every element 

of the recording process in Digital Performer with 

responsive, touch-sensitive automated controls. 

Within minutes, you'll achieve a whole new ievel 

of interactior and 

creativity that 

you never thought 

AAMIKAL TECHNOLOGIES possible. Fader 

groups, mix automation, plug-in 

automation for up to 12 parameters at 

a time, window sets, transport control 

with jog/shuttle, I/O routing and 

assignments, solos, mutes, track-

arming... it's all just one touch 

away. The SAC-2K is your 

all-access ticket to the world 

of Digital Performer-based 

recording, editing, mixing, 

processing and mastering. 

PRISTINE NIIC PRE-AMPLIFICATION 
Why is the PreSonus DigiMax perfect for your 

MOTU rig? Because it's the purest path to digital. 

DigiMax corrtines 

8 channels of PreSonus 

ADVANCED WAVEFORM 
BIAS Peak 2.5 VST is the ultimate editing and 

mastering companion for Digital Performer! Peak 

gives you lightning fast nondestructive waveform 

editing with support for audio files up to 32 bits 

and 10 MHz, including 24-biV96kHz files. Unfimited 

Undo/Redo with independent edit histories for 

each audio document gives you the freedom to 

(------- work creatively. Select an 

\ audio region in Digital 

11::›ic=1 Performer, choose the 

"Use External Wareform 
g ., }  Editor" command, and instantly 

SAC-2KTM 

DigiMax"" 

award winning 24- bit mic pre-amplification with 

our unique simultaneous RMS/peak detection 

limiting and EG enhancement giving you maximum 

gain before clipping while maintaining the musical 

transparency of a compressor. The result? Fast 

natural and versatile limiting on every channel. And 

DigiMax connects all 8 channels optically to your 

MOTU system in pristine, 24- bit digital glory. 

EDITING AND MASTERING 
switch into Peak! Peak's sophisticated options for 

on-the-fly marker, region and loop creation are 

simply unparalleled. Advanced looping tools 

include Loop Tuner, Loop Surfer'', Loop and 

Guess Tempo-. Process thousands of files—or 

just a few—using Peak's batch processor. Peak 

directly supports the 2408mk11 and all other MOTU 

audio interfaces and includes Toast'. CD burning 

software for making your own redbook audio CDs 

directly from Peak's powerful playlists. Or create 

web or multimedia content using Peak's support 

for Shockwave, RealAudio, MP3 and more. 

Ye/ eimin 

Peak 2.5 VSTTm 

firtellet 
mce<worl 
ddv. 
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"If timing is everything, MOTU is definitely on top. 
This is one tough program to beat" 
—Electronic Musician, January 2001 

MOTU 
Dream studio 
C) MOTU 1296"" 12-channel expandable 24- bit/ 96KHz PCI au: 

j Digital Performer"' 3.0 - award-winning workstation sortware with MIDI saw» 

,lutomated, touch-sensitive control surface for Digital Performer 

•  PowerCore" DSP accelerator for TC Works MAS plug- ins (and other advanced 3rd-party MAS plug-itisf 

•  MAS STOR' TM reliable, high-performance SCSI storage and backup for MOTU Audio System based studios 

FULLY AUTOMATED WORK SURFACE 

The Human User Interface ( HUI) from Mackie is 

so tightly integrated with Digital Performer, it's like 

placing your hands on Digital Performer itself. 

Sculpt your mix with HUI's silky smooth motorized 

faders. Tweak effects parameters with firm, yet 

responsive V-Pot rotary encoders. Instantly locate 

to any position and track in your mix. You can even 

111111AMMICII 

call up plug- ins on-screen directly from HUI. 

Keypad and transport controls let you locate Digital 

Performer's main counter instantly, jest like the 

familiar keypad on your computer keyboard. HUI 

is an advanced hardware workstation console, 

complete with built-in monitoring and the 

user-friendly ergonomics that Mackie 

mixers are known for. Boost you' 

productivity through direct hands-on control. 

DSP TURBOT"' FOR MAS•POVVERCORE PLUG-INS 

TC.PowerCore is a major breakthrough for Digital 

Performer's real-time MAS plug-in environment 

because it provides DSP-turbocharged plug-in 

processing. At last, the renowned TC TOOLS/96 

studio-quality FX package ( included), with 

TC MEGAVERB, TC Chorus/DELAY and TC EV', 

can be at your fingertips in Digital Performer, plus 

other TC I Works plug-ins such as TC MasterX 

(sold separately). These powerft:1 TC plug-ins 

TC IWo RKS 

appear ir DP s mixing board, just like regular 

native pug-ins, but they run on four 

powerful 56K DSP chips on the 

TC•PowerCore PCI card. It's like adding 

four G4 processors (equal to 2.8 gigahertz 

of extra processing power!)to your computer. 

Run 12 studio-quality TC plug-ins with no hit 

on your CPU power, and run other native plug-

ins atthe same time! TC•PowerCore is an open 

platform, so it will also run plug-ins from other 

respected 3rd party developers, too ( details TBA). 

HIGH PERFORMANCE DRIVES AND BACKUP 

Glyph Technologies is the undisputed leader in 

storage solutions for audio. Now Glyph partners 

with MOTU to bring you the absolute latest in high-

performance storage technology MAS STOR is a 

two-rack high, two-bay, removable-drive storage 

solution that provides enough massive throughput 

to support even the most demanding multitrack 

recording environments. MAS STOR the ONLY 

ettCHNOLOGIES, INC_ 

drive you'll want to use for multitrack 96kHz 

projects recorded with the MOTU 1296 

audio interface. Configure a 

system that's perfect for you 

with the following removable 

drive components: 15,000 RPM 

18GB Ultra3 SCSI drive, VXA 

33GB backup tape drive and/or 

a Plextor 12x redbook compliant 

CD burner,, all backed by Glyph's 

legendary service and support. 

laRafflagnieeltanileIMIII 
FP- IlliallelamlialilliM4idgelmismiwomm. 

HUI— 

TC•PovverCoreT" 

MAS STOW' 
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ACROSS TWE ROAR117 
ROGERNICHOLS@EARTHLINK.COM 

The search for a kinder, gentler 

means of safe-guarding software 

Copy ProtEction 
The first topic today will be copy protection. 
When I use protection, it always produces a 
sore spot, usually near my wallet. I know that 

software manufacturers need to protect their 
intellectual property because of piracy, but 

some of the restrictions due to copy protection 
issues can quickly get out of hand. 

Comparisons are drawn to music piracy issues, 
but a $900 plug-in provides a much greater 

incentive for piracy than a $16 music CD. I'm 

basically for copy protection of software, but I 
think there must be a way to produce a kinder, 

gentler copy-protection scheme. Most users of 

copy-protected software agree, but the soft-
ware producers and the company that provides 

the vast majority of the protection schemes 

don't listen to outside suggestions on how to 
improve the usability of protected software. 

The six major copy protection schemes are 
serial number/authorization code, hidden file 

placement during installation, original CD inser-
tion during launch, authorization floppy disk, 
challenge/response strings, and dongles. 

SERIAL NUMBER 
Serial number/authorization code entry is the 
easiest to deal with, but also the easiest to 

crack. There are tons of Web sites that pro-
vide serial numbers that can be plugged into 

a pirated program to get it to work. Microsoft 
and FileMaker are among those who use this 

type of protection. Some programs run in 

demo mode until the proper codes are 
entered, and then turn into a full working pro-

gram. More and more software vendors now 

provide demo-only versions that can't 

become full working versions. You (or some-
one) must pay before downloading a fully 

functional version. The software can be 

moved to a different computer easily. The 
software can run on more than one comput-

er at a time (although the license agreement 

may prohibit this). 

HIDDEN FILE 
Hidden file placement during installation works 

much better. You still have to enter codes to 
unlock the program, but if the hard disk is re-

formatted or the program is moved to another 
disk, the program will ask for re-installation of 
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the original CD. This makes it less appealing 

to pirates because you have to circulate an 

original CD to install the program. If the pro-
gram asks for the CD and you don't have it, 

you're out of luck. Apple's Final Cut Pro 2 soft-

ware works this way. You can install the soft-

ware on more than one computer and run mul-
tiple copies if installed from the original disk. ( If 

the license agreement allows it.) 

ORIGINAL CD 
Inserting the original CD during each launch 

works very well, but imagine if you had to insert 

a CD for each plug-in and program during a 
large Pro Tools launch. I have one program 
that will revert to demo mode if the CD isn't pre-

sent, but it will still work for emergency work. 

KEY DISK 
We all know about authorization floppy disks. 
These floppies are physically damaged so that 
some sectors can't be written to. You could 

make copies of key disks, but you'd have to 
damage the exact same sector, and then write 
a copy program that would make an exact 
image of the original, but not fail the copy when 

encountering the bad sector. Oh, yeah, I almost 
forgot — Macs don't have floppy drives any 

more. If the authorization is on the hard disk, the 

program will run. If the software is installed on a 

different computer, it will run if you insert the key 

disk when prompted by the software. Without a 
key disk, the program will quit. 

This copy-protection scheme has caused 
me the most grief. I have been good about 

buying multiple copies of software that I want 
to run on more than one computer. I went to 
New York to work and took a key disk for each 

piece of software. My hard disk started acting 

up, so I had to replace it. I was grinning from 

ear to ear because I remembered to bring my 
key disks. I was going to un-install all of the 
software, replace the hard disk, and then re-

install the software. I inserted the first key disk 

to de-authorize a software package. The pro-

gram refused to un-install the authorization 

because it wasn't the exact same install disk 
used during the installation. The key disks 

have no serial numbers on them, so I had no 

continued on page 130 



T HE EVOLUTI•N 
•F S OUND C ONTINUES 
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WHAT DO YOU CALL A KEYBOARD THAT: 

Keyboard Magazine has named "The Steinway of Synthesizers" 

Is world-renowned for its superior sound quality 

Is used on more film and record projects than any other electronic keyboard 

Is uncisputed as the most versatile synthesizer/works7ation ever made 

Kurzweil Music Systems 
9501 Lakewood Drive, S.W., Suite D 

Lakewood, Washington 98422 
253-589-3200 Fax: 253-588-6809 
wvvw.youngchang.com/kurzweil 

We call it... PROOF 

You get what you pay for. 

3650 Victoria Park Avenue, Suite 105 
Toronto, Ontario M2H 3P7 

416-492-9899 Fax: 416-492-9299 
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firewaire udio. 
here! 

now shipping... 
MOT u828/1/ 

The MOTU 828 audio interface connects directly to a FireWire port — no PCI or PC card required 
• 8 channels of 24-bit TRS analog ,n/out with over 40dB of front panel trim • includes 2 mic/pitar-preamps with 48V phantom power 

• 8-channels of 24-bit ABAT optical in/out (switchable to optical S/PDIF) • RCA S/PDIF in/out • ADAT sync input for sample-accurate transfers and timecode 
synchronization • CueMix Plus' no-latency monitoring of live inputs • separate front-panel volume control for main outs and monitor levels 

• Includes AudioDesk' workstation software for MacOS and ASIO/VVDM drivers for all audio software for MacOS and Windows 98SE/Me/2000 • $795 

* 11.1i 
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MOTU, Inc. • 1280 Massachusetts Avenue • Cambridge MA 02138 • 617-576-2760 • 617-576-3609 fax • wwvv.motu.com 
All trademarks are property of their respective owners. 
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